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Abstract
This thesis aims at developing new schemes for the treatment of correlation effects in condensed
matter systems using quantum field theoretical approaches. In particular, our goal is to extend
the description of correlation physics at the two-particle level. This is necessary for an unbiased
treatment of condensed matter systems that exhibit electronic correlations and competing ordering
tendencies. In this respect, the functional renormalization group (fRG) approaches have surely con-
tributed substantially over the last years, as they account for all scattering channels and their mutual
feedback effects in an unbiased way. In spite of its flexibility, the application of the fRG is limited by
its inherent perturbative nature. To go beyond the conventional weak-coupling implementations,
we discuss the general idea to extend fRG based computational schemes by using an exactly solvable
interacting reference problem as starting point for the RG flow. The systematic expansion around
this solution accounts for a non-perturbative inclusion of correlations at both, the one-particle (self-
energy) and two-particle (vertex functions) level. The full treatment of the two-particle vertex
functions, however, poses a huge limitation to the numerical performance, not only in the fRG, but
in several forefront many-body algorithms. In this perspective, we provide a detailed diagrammatic
analysis of the frequency and momentum structures of the vertex functions, together with their
physical interpretation. This constitutes the basis for sophisticated parametrization schemes. We
then explain the technical details necessary for cutting-edge numerical implementations, and further





Diese Doktorarbeit bescha¨ftigt sich mit der Entwicklung neuer Ansa¨tze fu¨r die Behandlung von Ko-
rrelationseffekten in Materialien. Mit Hilfe quantenfeldtheoretischer Methoden steht dabei beson-
ders die korrekte Beru¨cksichtigung von zwei-Teilchen Streuprozessen im Vordergrund, die fu¨r die
Beschreibung konkurrierender Instabilita¨ten essenziell ist. Zu deren Versta¨ndnis hat die funktionale
Renormierungsgruppe (fRG), die die verschiedenen Streukana¨le sowie deren Wechselspiel gleicher-
maßen beinhaltet, in den letzten Jahren wesentlich beigetragen. Trotz der hohen Flexibilita¨t in der
Anwendung weist die fRG als perturbative Methode aber Einschra¨nkungen auf. Wir stellen hier
einen allgemeinen Ansatz fu¨r eine Erweiterung u¨ber das Regime schwacher Kopplung hinaus vor, in
dem ein exakt lo¨sbares Referenzsystems als Startpunkt fu¨r den Renormierungsgruppenfluss verwen-
det wird. Die systematische Entwicklung um diese Lo¨sung ermo¨glicht es Korrelationseffekte sowohl
auf dem ein-Teilchen (Selbstenergie) als auch auf dem zwei-Teilchen Niveau (Vertex-Funktionen)
nicht-perturbativ einzubeziehen. Die numerische Handhabung von zwei-Teilchen Vertex-Funktionen
stellt jedoch fu¨r die fRG wie auch fu¨r zahlreiche andere moderne Vielteilchenmethoden eine große
Herausforderung dar. In dieser Arbeit pra¨sentieren wir eine umfassende diagrammatische Analyse
der Frequenz- und Impulsstrukturen der Vertex-Funktionen sowie deren physikalische Interpreta-
tion. Die daraus gewonnen neuen Einsichten bilden die Grundlage fu¨r die Entwicklung effizienterer
Parametrisierungen. Wir diskutieren die technischen Details der numerischen Implementierung und
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Electronic correlations give rise to a wealth of interesting physics in condensed matter systems,
ranging from the Mott metal-insulator transitions [1] over high-temperature superconductivity [2,3]
to the variety of novel phenomena observed in optical lattices [4]. The physics of these systems is
typically governed by many different energy scales. Some of them are intrinsic, like the microscopic
Coulomb interaction U and kinetic energy t, but the most exciting phenomena of correlated systems
are also influenced by emergent energy scales like the magnetic exchange interaction J, transition
temperatures Tc , the superfluid stiffness, etc. that are based upon the presence of electronic cor-
relations. These energy scales can easily span, on the whole, multiple orders of magnitudes, and
their correct description as well as the proper treatment of their mutual feedback poses one of
the most challenging tasks in the field of contemporary condensed matter theory. What makes
the theoretical treatment so hard (and likely the related phenomena so interesting) is the impos-
sibility of performing a plain mean-field or low order perturbation expansion. In this respect, the
renormalization group (RG) approaches have surely played a substantial role over the last decades.
Historically, their first applications in the field of condensed matter were focused on scale invariant
systems, as e.g. in the block-spin approaches [6], and they have since contributed significantly to
the description of critical phenomena and phase transitions in classical as well as quantum systems.
The main concept behind the RG approaches is, in fact, a scale ordered treatment of all degrees
of freedom. This ordering allows to successively integrate out the degrees of freedom beginning
from one end of the scale, e.g. high energies, to devise an effective theory for the remaining scales,
Figure 1.1.: Schematic illustration of the different energy scales (left) and the scale invariance (right) [5].
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e.g. the low-energy degrees of freedom. Extending these ideas to a more general field theoretical
frame has lead to the well-known Wetterich equation [7], which allows to apply the RG-based con-
cept to a large variety of quantum many-body problems. In particular, the Wetterich equation is
an exact reformulation of the physical problem at hand by means of a functional flow equation for
the generating functional of the one-particle irreducible (1PI) vertex functions, also referred to as
“effective action”. An expansion in orders of the fields yields an infinite hierarchy of flow equations
for the 1PI vertex functions, which is the basis of the functional renormalization group (fRG) [8–17]
approach. The latter is a very flexible and unbiased tool for the treatment of correlated fermion
systems, and has been applied in a variety of different systems for analyzing e.g. competing instabil-
ities, spontaneous symmetry breaking, quantum criticality and correlation effects in quantum wires
and quantum dots. As a showcase, I will briefly outline in the following an application of the fRG
to a so-called Josephson quantum dot, as it was described in the manuscript presented in Supp. I.
1.1 Andreev bound states in Josephson quantum dots
Quantum dots coupled to superconducting leads have been an active research topic in recent years,
both in theory [18–75] and experiments [76–110] , motivated to a large extent by their potential
use as quantum information devices [111]. They can be modeled theoretically by a single atomic
site1 with an on-site energy  and a local Coulomb repulsion U, that is coupled to one or two
superconducting leads of BCS type, with superconducting gap ∆ and phases ϕ1 and ϕ2 respectively.
Such a setup is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1.2. The proximity effect will then lead to a
gapped local density of states (see right panel of Fig. 1.2) on the atomic site, with discrete in-gap
states, the so-called Andreev bound states (ABS). They emerge due to resonant Andreev reflection
processes, where an electron is reflected as a hole at the interface to the superconductor, creating
a Cooper pair in this process.
These bound states play a crucial role in the Josephson current that is transferred across the
quantum dot, even at zero bias voltage, in case of a finite phase difference between the leads. They
have been analyzed extensively [18, 19, 24, 27, 30, 33, 34, 38, 40, 41, 44, 47, 49, 51, 53, 54, 56, 58, 60–
62,65–67,69,70,72–74,80,84,91,96,102–107,109,110], while a full theoretical analysis in presence
1Assuming sufficiently low temperature and large level spacing.
Figure 1.2.: The left panel shows an illustration of a single atomic site with energy  and local Coulomb
repulsion U, tunnel coupled (vertical bars) to two superconducting leads with gap ∆ and phases
ϕ1 and ϕ2 respectively. The gapped density of states with the discrete ABS is depicted on the
right.
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of both a local magnetic field and a finite Coulomb interaction was still missing. Both parameters
can induce a quantum phase transition in the Josephson quantum dot from a non-magnetic singlet
ground-state, typically denoted as 0-phase, to a ground state with a localized magnetic moment, the
so-called pi-phase. This phase-transition induces a sign-change in the Josephson current, directly
connected, in turn, with a shift of spectral weight between the Andreev states.
In our work presented in Supp. I we investigate the ABS by means of two complementary ap-
proaches: the static fRG and the self-consistent Andreev bound states (SCABS) theory [54,99,112].
Their flexibility enabled us to study the physical behavior of the ABS for varying on-site energy ,
phase-difference ϕ, superconducting gap ∆, and, in particular, for varying magnetic field B. We
further supplement these results by analytical calculations in the large-gap limit.
Overall, we find a good agreement of the results in the range of validity of the two approaches.
However, the fRG approach turned out to be problematic concerning the description of Andreev
bound states in the pi-phase for vanishing magnetic field. In order to improve in this respect, we
considered an alternative fRG approach which takes into account the exact solution of the large-
gap limit from the very beginning in the flow. This idea triggered the subsequent development
of extending the fRG to correlated starting points. In Supp. II we worked out the details of the
theoretical framework in a general way, as will be outlined in the following.
1.2 fRG beyond the perturbative regime
In the functional renormalization group approach, the dependence on a scale Λ is introduced into
Gaussian part of the system, i.e. the non-interacting propagator G0(iν) → G Λ0 (iν). At the initial
scale Λinital the system should be exactly solvable, such that the initial values of all flowing 1PI
vertex functions can be determined, while at the final scale Λfinal we should recover the action of the
system of interest, i.e. G Λfinal0 (iν) = G0(iν). This allows for a large freedom, not only in the choice
of the initial action, but also in the path, or cutoff-scheme, used for the fRG flow (see left panel of
Fig. 1.3). While this choice will not have any effect on the final results as long as the full hierarchy
of flow equations for the 1PI vertices is considered, an error with respect to the exact correlation
functions (Gfull) is introduced during the integration of the flow equations if truncations of the
hierarchy are performed (see right panel of Fig. 1.3), as is necessary for numerical implementations.
In the conventional fRG schemes, the typical choice is G Λinitial0 (iν) = 0, such that all 1PI vertex
functions are trivially determined by their microscopic bare values. This choice of the initial action
freezes propagation at all scales, and does thus not allow for correlation effects. The idea behind
the extension to strong coupling is to improve on the choice of the starting point, such that the
most correlation effects possible are included from the very beginning in the fRG flow. I.e., one can
consider as a starting point an interacting reference system described by an action SR , that has a
close physical connection to the system of interest, but is still exactly solvable. By using this new
starting point, one can expect to reduce the error on the final correlation functions induced by the
truncation of the hierarchy (red path in right panel of Fig. 1.3). This very idea has recently been
implemented in first pioneering studies in the case of correlated electron systems [15, 113, 114] as
well as spin-models [115, 116].
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Figure 1.3.: In the fRG, certain choices for the initial action (left) can potentially reduce the truncation
error introduced into the correlation functions G by the flow equations (right). Reproduced
from [16].
The concept of setting up a perturbative expansion around the solution of an interacting reference
system is not new [117]. By means of a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, one can reformulate
the physical problem for new auxiliary degrees of freedom that include the exact reference system
solution already in their quadratic part. Further, their free propagator contains a new small param-
eter, that is, the difference between the physical and the reference system ∆ = g−1−g−1R , partially
justifying perturbative series even for larger values of the interaction. This idea has found extensive
use in the dual fermion [16, 118–127] approaches, where an effective impurity model determined
by means of dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [128–131] is assumed as a reference system for
correlated electrons on a lattice. However, while the dual fermion approaches perform perturbative
or ladder expansions for these auxiliary degrees of freedom, we propose in Supp. II to use the fRG to
solve the auxiliary problem. Further, we could establish a precise connection to the fRG approaches
that, as described in the previous paragraph, also choose a correlated starting point, while working
directly with the physical degrees of freedom (e.g. the DMF2RG [15]).
As for the practical implementation of these non-perturbative schemes in the common truncation
at the two-particle level, it is not sufficient to consider as a starting point of the fRG flow only
the one-particle quantities of the reference system. The two-particle vertex function of the inter-
acting reference system will also enter into the fRG calculation from the very beginning, and its
renormalization must be considered during the flow.
1.3 Towards an efficient treatment of two-particle quantities
The considerations at the end of the previous section lead us to the topic presented in the main
part of this thesis, that is, the correct treatment of two-particle quantities and their high-frequency
asymptotics in particular. A two-particle vertex function F (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4), in its most general form,
is a function of four composite indices ξi , where ξ = (iν, k,σ, s) is a composite index with Mat-
subara frequency iν, momentum k, spin σ and orbital quantum number s. Even in the case of
an SU(2) symmetric single-band lattice model like the Hubbard model, this vertex function has
N3ν × N3k components, where Nν denotes the number of Matsubara frequencies considered and Nk
is the number of discretization points considered to parametrize the Brillouin zone. If one assumes
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e.g. Nν = Nk = 50 with 16 bytes of memory for every vertex value, a stunning 320GB is already
required to store a single momentum-dependent two-particle vertex! It is thus very obvious that
the limits of current as well as future computing resources will be quickly exhausted by a plain
algorithmic treatment of two-particle quantities. For this reason it is essential to gain a deeper
understanding of their frequency and momentum structures [132, 133], such that efficient, and
physically guided, parametrization schemes can be devised. In particular, effort should be made to
simplify the problem, wherever this does not entail an appreciable loss of information.
For the numerical treatment of two-particle quantities, an approximation widely used in state of
the art fRG implementations decomposes the full vertex F into a sum of three terms [134] (in the
frequency domain),






each of them depending on a single bosonic transfer frequency Ω. This approximation holds in the
weak-coupling regime, and can be motivated by perturbation theory arguments under consideration
of the so-called parquet equation [135, 136]
F = Λ2PI + Φpp + Φph + Φph. (1.3.2)
This equation is depicted numerically in Fig. 1.4 for the purely local case of a SIAM, as explicitly
discussed in Chap. 6 of this thesis. The parquet equation decomposes the full 1PI two-particle vertex
by classifying its scattering diagrams according to the level of two-particle reducibility. The first
term, the so-called fully irreducible vertex function Λ2PI, contains all scattering diagrams that are
two-particle irreducible (2PI), i.e., that cannot be separated into two parts by cutting two internal
propagator lines. This holds trivially for the diagram containing only the bare interaction, while the
next leading order diagram scales already as U4 (see also Fig. 1.4 for the leading order diagrams).
The remaining terms of the parquet equation are referred to as the reducible vertex functions Φ,
and contain all the diagrams that are two-particle reducible. This class can be further divided into
the three scattering channels, particle-particle (pp), particle-hole (ph) and transverse particle-hole
(ph), depending on which of the external indices remain connected after the cut2. Their leading
order diagrams, as depicted in the upper row of Fig. 1.4, contain the particle-particle as well as the
particle-hole bubbles, and are of leading order U2 or U3. These lowest order diagrams, due to their
structure, do not depend on all of the external arguments, but rather on a single transfer frequency.
If one approximates the fully irreducible vertex by its lowest order contribution, i.e. Λ2PI ≈ U, and
considers the leading order contributions for the remaining terms, one finds that the approximation
presented in Eq. (1.3.1) holds.
The idea of identifying scattering contributions that exhibit a reduced dependence on the external
arguments of the scattering process plays an essential role in identifying the high-frequency struc-
tures of the two-particle vertex functions, and is developed into a sophisticated diagrammatic vertex
2Note that reducibility is always channel-exclusive.
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e.g.
= + + +
Figure 1.4.: The bottom row depicts the parquet equation (1.3.2) numerically for the SIAM described in
Chap. 6 for U = 1 and β = 20 using the pp-notation for zero transfer frequency (Ω = 0).
The upper row shows the lowest order diagrams (excluding the bare interaction) included in
the contributions from the different vertex functions (notations according to App. A). In the
diagrammatic representations used throughout this thesis, all external propagators (legs) are
excluded.
decomposition scheme in Chap. 4 of this thesis. This deepened understanding of the two-particle
vertex has allowed us to reduce the numerical costs of a full treatment, while at the same time
posing the basis for advanced vertex parametrization schemes. We have implemented these ideas
in a first numerical study in Supp. III, and the corresponding numerical implementation techniques
are extended thoroughly in Chap. 5 of this thesis.
We want to stress that these insights (and the related algorithmic improvements) are not only
of benefit to the fRG, but are crucial for performant applications of all many-body approaches
based on two-particle vertex functions, like the dynamical vertex approximation (DΓ A) [121, 131,
137–140] and the dual fermion approaches [16, 118–127, 141], which are diagrammatic extensions
of DMFT [15, 122, 137, 141–148], as well as numerical calculations that solve directly the parquet
equations [149–165]. In this perspective, the concepts and the results presented in the central part
of this thesis pave a definite route towards an efficient treatment of both spatial and temporal
electronic correlations beyond the one-particle level. Because of its impact on cutting-edge method
developments and on the predictive power of the theory, this represents, in fact, one of the most
important challenges for the quantum many-body physics of the forthcoming years.
Chapter 2
Structure
Let us briefly outline the structure and content of this thesis. In Chap. 1 we set the stage by giving
a general introduction, focusing in particular on renormalization group approaches for condensed
matter theory. We further introduce our published manuscripts, beginning with Supp. I, that
is, an exemplary application of the fRG approach to a so-called Josephson quantum dot. The
work presented in Supp. II, on the other hand, discusses recent ideas to extend conventional fRG
approaches to the regime of stronger couplings by using correlated starting points, and elaborates
on their generalization. In this respect, the correct description of two-particle quantities and their
high-frequency asymptotics plays an essential role. This topic is discussed thoroughly in the main
part of this thesis, which is the basis of a forthcoming joint publication [166], and is also addressed
in a numerical study of the parquet equations in Supp. III.
The main part of this thesis begins with a summary of the diagrammatic formalism at the two-
particle level in Chap. 3, to then proceed in Chap. 4 with the discussion of a general two-particle
vertex decomposition scheme, that, based solely on diagrammatic arguments, allows for an efficient
parametrization of the high-frequency asymptotics. In the following Chap. 5 we discuss the practical
implementation of these ideas in numerical and analytical calculations, considering as examples the
atomic limit vertex (Sec. 5.1), and numerical implementations of the fRG (Sec. 5.2) and the parquet
approximation (Sec. 5.3). We check the validity of our implementation schemes in Chap. 6, by
comparing the results we obtain for a SIAM against the exact solution of the exact diagonalization
(ED). In order to check the correct description of two-particle quantities, we focus first on the
weak-coupling regime, where fRG and PA, being perturbative approaches, are expected to perform
well. After having shown that our implementations correctly take into account all high frequency
asymptotics, we address the inherent limitations of fRG and PA in the regime of stronger coupling.
In particular, we demonstrate the importance of a correct numerical treatment of two-particle
quantities in Sec. 6.1, and conclude our discussions by considering the effect of fRG corrections
and common simplified parametrization schemes in Sec. 6.2 and Sec. 6.3 respectively. We then
summarize our findings in Chap. 7, and give a brief outlook.
In App. A we present details on the notations utilized throughout this thesis. Further, we elaborate
in App. B on an alternative numerical approach to extract vertex asymptotics directly from the
full one-particle irreducible vertex function. Finally, we summarize the symmetries of the newly
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introduced asymptotic and vertex functions in App. C.
High-frequency asymptotics






Diagrammatic formalism at the two-particle level
In this chapter we present a concise summary of the general formalism for two-particle vertex
functions. In particular, we recall how their high-frequency asymptotic behavior can be qualitatively
related to the lowest-order perturbation theory diagrams. While a comprehensive investigation of
the corresponding physical interpretation can be found in Chap. 4 and in Refs. [132,167], we focus
here mainly on aspects which are relevant for the algorithmic development and the applications
presented in this thesis.
Although most of the following considerations are valid for a wide range of many-body Hamilto-
nians, we will restrict ourselves, for the sake of notational simplicity, to one-band systems with a














iσ annihilates (creates) an electron with spin σ at the lattice site Ri and nˆiσ = cˆ
†
iσ cˆiσ.
tij denotes the hopping amplitude for an electron between the lattice sites i and j (for i = j this
corresponds to setting the energy-level for an electron at site i). Ui is a (site-dependent) local
interaction between electrons of opposite spin.
From the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1) one retains the standard Hubbard model by choosing the
parameters tij = −t if i and j are nearest neighbors and tij = 0 otherwise, and Ui = U (site
independent). The restriction tij = Vjδi0, tii = εi and Ui = Uδi0, on the other hand, corresponds
to the SIAM, where lattice site R0 is the impurity.
In the following we will consider the two-particle Green’s function for the model in Eq. (3.1), where
for the SIAM we will restrict ourselves to the corresponding (purely local) correlation functions at the
impurity site. Considering the time -and for the Hubbard model also space- translational invariance
of the system, we can work more conveniently in frequency (and momentum) space. To this end,
we will adopt both for the SIAM and the Hubbard model the following generalized notation for the
frequency and momentum arguments of the Green’s functions: k denotes a generalized fermionic,
q a generalized bosonic index. For the Hubbard model, this corresponds to the four-vector notation
k = (ν, k) and q = (Ω, q), where ν is a fermionic and Ω a bosonic Matsubara frequency and k and
q are momenta in the first Brillouin zone. For the case of the SIAM, k and q correspond simply to
23
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the fermionic and bosonic Matsubara frequencies ν and Ω, respectively.
The general definition of the two-particle Green’s function G2 is given explicitly in App. A, along-
side the general relation between the two-particle Green’s functions and the corresponding irreducible
(1PI) vertex function, i.e., the (full) vertex F . The latter is obtained from G2 by first removing all
unconnected parts, and by subsequently amputating all outer legs [132, 145, 168]. From a physical
perspective, F represents the quasi-particle scattering rate between particles and holes (in param-
eter regimes where such excitations are well-defined [169]). Diagrammatically, F consists of all
connected two-particle diagrams, i.e., all (connected) Feynman diagrams with two incoming and
two outgoing lines (see leftmost diagram in Fig. 1.4).
As described in Chap. 1, the full two-particle vertex F can be decomposed into four distinct classes
of diagrams, that differ in their two-particle irreducibility. This decomposition is summarized in the
so-called parquet equation (1.3.2), where F is split into the fully irreducible vertex Λ, and the three
reducible vertex functions Φpp, Φph and Φph. In the lower panels of Fig. 1.4, such a decomposition
is illustrated for an actual case (namely the SIAM, see discussion in Chap. 6), by means of the
results of our numerical calculations. All quantities are presented in the pp-notation1 for a fixed
bosonic transfer frequency Ω = 0, as functions of the fermionic frequency arguments ν and ν ′
(compare App. A). While we restrict ourselves here to the ↑↓ spin combination, we stress that
analogous features are observed when decomposing F↑↑.
Investigating the full vertex F
νν′(Ω=0)
pp,↑↓ (leftmost panel) we can identify three main features [132]:
(i) There is a constant background different from the (constant) bare Coulomb interaction U. (ii)
We observe two diagonal structures which we will refer to as main (for ν = ν ′) and secondary
(for ν = −ν ′) diagonal. (iii) F νν′(Ω=0)pp,↑↓ exhibits also a “plus”-like structure, i.e., an enhanced
scattering rate along the lines ν = ±pi/β and ν ′ = ±pi/β. Remarkably, these features do not
decay, even in the limit of large fermionic frequencies and give, hence, rise to a highly non-trivial
asymptotic behavior of the vertex functions. In order to explain their origin, we will analyze in the
following the frequency structures of the four building blocks of F . Our strategy will be guided by
the comprehension of the frequency behavior of the lowest order perturbation diagrams for each of
these sub-parts.
As for the fully irreducible vertex Λ
νν′(Ω=0)
2PI,pp,↑↓ , we can see that it decays uniformly in all directions
of the two-dimensional (Matsubara) frequency space. Hence, Λ
νν′(Ω=0)
↑↓ does not contribute to
the asymptotic structures of the two-particle scattering amplitude F
νν′(Ω=0)
↑↓ (except for the trivial
constant background given by the interaction U). Beyond its numerical observation, this asymptotic
behavior of Λ can be also justified through the analysis of its diagrammatic structure, exemplified
by the “envelope”-diagram (second diagram from the left in Fig. 1.4). As discussed in detail in
Ref. [132], Λ does indeed depend explicitly on ν and ν ′ (and Ω) and, hence, it decays in all frequency
directions2.
1Note that Φph and Φph were explicitly translated from their respective natural mixed notation to the one of the
pp-channel.
2Every frequency dependence of a diagram originates from the frequency dependence of the corresponding Green’s
functions. The latter decay in the asymptotic high frequency regime as 1/iν.
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Figure 3.1.: The so called “eye”-diagrams in the particle-particle channel.
Turning to the diagrams reducible in the particle-particle scattering channel, i.e., Φ
νν′(Ω=0)
pp,↑↓ (third
panel in Fig. 1.4), they exhibit two of the three asymptotic frequency structures of F
νν′(Ω=0)
pp,↑↓ .
Specifically, one can identify a constant background and a well-defined “plus”-structure. The
background can be immediately understood by analyzing the second order diagram depicted above





G (ν1)G (Ω − ν1), (3.2)
which -evidently- does not depend explicitly on ν and ν ′. Hence, bubble diagrams of this type
are responsible for the constant background observed in the particle-particle reducible vertex, and,
consequently, in the full vertex F . The “plus”-structure, on the other hand, originates, in lowest
order, from the so-called “eye”-diagrams (see Fig. 3.1), which either on their left or on their right
hand side collapse into a bare vertex U. For this reason (as detailed in Chap. 4), they cannot
explicitly depend on both ν and ν ′, thus remaining constant upon increasing the corresponding
(unnecessary) frequency [132].
Let us now consider the vertex function reducible in the particle-hole (longitudinal) channel, i.e.,
Φ
νν′(Ω=0)
ph,↑↓ (fourth density plot from the left in Fig. 1.4). One can clearly see that this vertex exhibits
a secondary diagonal structure along ν ′ = −ν. Again, we can gain insight about the origin of this
feature by analyzing the lowest order perturbative diagram. For the ↑↓-channel considered here,
this is of third order in U, as the bare bubble term vanishes. It is given by the fourth diagram (from









i.e., it depends only on the bosonic frequency ν + ν ′ rather than the two fermionic frequencies ν
and ν ′ separately. Consequently, its value remains constant along a line ν + ν ′ = const and, thus,
generates the secondary diagonal structure.
Finally, we turn our attention to the vertex reducible in the transverse particle-hole channel,
Φ
νν′(Ω=0)
ph,↑↓ . Obviously, it accounts for the main diagonal in the full scattering amplitude F
νν′(Ω=0)
pp,↑↓ .
Once again, the analysis of its lowest order (bubble) contribution allows for an intuitive explanation
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G (ν1)G (ν1 + ν
′ − ν), (3.4)
and depends only on the bosonic frequency ν ′ − ν. Consequently, its value remains constant along
a line ν ′ − ν = const and, hence, generates the main diagonal structure.
The above analysis demonstrates that the high-frequency asymptotic features of the vertex func-
tions in the weak coupling regime are determined at the second and third order in U by two-
particle reducible bubble- and “eye”-like diagrams. A generalization of these conclusions to the
non-perturbative regime will be discussed in the following Chapter.
Chapter 4
Parametrization of the vertex asymptotics
In the following, we will generalize the discussion of the previous chapter about the main (asymp-
totic) structures of the various vertex functions to the non-perturbative situation. To this end, we
first note that the reduced complexity of specific diagrams regarding their frequency and momentum
dependence is not a peculiarity of low(est) order perturbation theory but rather a general conse-
quence of the frequency and momentum independence of the bare Coulomb (Hubbard) interaction
U. In fact, if any two external lines of the vertex, e.g., the incoming momenta and frequencies
k1 and k3, are attached to the same bare vertex U, energy and momentum conservation requires
k1 + k3 = k
′+ k ′′ where k ′ and k ′′ denote internal frequencies/momenta which are summed. Obvi-
ously, in this situation the entire diagram does depend only on the linear combination k1 + k3 rather
than k1 and k3 separately. Such a behavior has been already observed for lowest order perturbative
(bubble and “eye”) diagrams in the previous chapter, and does not change, as a matter of course,
upon dressing these diagrams by means of vertex corrections. These insights hence suggest the
following subdivision of the reducible vertex function Φkk
′q
pp (and correspondingly for the other two
channels) into three distinct classes, that are depicted diagrammatically in Fig. 4.1:
• Class 1: The ingoing and outgoing frequencies/momenta are attached to the same bare vertex.
These diagrams correspond to (dressed) bubble diagrams (see first line of Fig. 4.1), and can
hence be parametrized by a single (bosonic) transfer frequency and momentum q = k1 + k3.
The sum of all diagrams of this class will be denoted by Kq1,pp.
• Class 2: Either the incoming or the outgoing frequencies/momenta are attached to the same
bare vertex. These diagrams correspond to (dressed) eye diagrams (see, e.g., Fig. 3.1 and
first two diagrams in the second line of Fig. 4.1). These diagrams depend on the bosonic
transfer frequency/momentum q = k1 + k3 and one fermionic frequency k = k1 or k
′ = k4,
respectively. The sum of such types of diagrams will be denoted as Kkq2,pp and K
k ′q
2,pp.
• Class 3: Every external frequency/momentum is attached to a different bare vertex. These
diagrams depend independently on all three external arguments. Their sum will in the follow-
ing be referred to as the “rest” function, denoted by Rkk ′qpp . It is illustrated diagrammatically
by the last diagram in the second row of Fig. 4.1.
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K1,pp = +
K2,pp = K2,pp = Rpp =
Figure 4.1.: Diagrammatic representation of the asymptotic functions for the particle-particle channel. For
a more rigorous definition see Appendix B.
Based on this classification, we can thus introduce an (a priori exact) decomposition of each
reducible Φ-function into these four terms1. In the particle-particle channel it reads2
Φkk
′q





In the same way we can decompose also the other scattering channels ph and ph. It is important
to note, that the structures arising due to K1, K2 and K2 extend to infinitely large frequencies and,
hence, generate a highly non-trivial high-frequency asymptotic behavior of the corresponding vertex
function.
On the contrary, the diagrammatic content of R implies a decay in all frequency directions, since
each external fermionic frequency will enter directly one of the inner diagrammatic propagator lines
by means of the frequency conservation at its attached bare vertex. These decay properties are
verified numerically in Chap. 6, and motivate our proposed approximation for treating the vertex
asymptotics. Our strategy will be the following: We will explicitly consider the full frequency
dependence of the Φ-functions only in a small frequency window, while the third class of diagrams
(R) will be neglected at larger frequencies, i.e.,
Φkk
′q
pp,asympt. ≈ Kq1,pp +Kkq2,pp +K
k ′q
2,pp. (4.2)
One can see that the reducible vertex Φkk
′q
pp is described by functions of at most two arguments in
the asymptotic regime, which drastically lowers the cost for its numerical treatment. This way, we
are able to (i) determine the reducible vertex Φpp up to arbitrarily large frequencies with a reduced
computational effort, and (ii) avoid any problem arising from boundary effects due to finite-size
frequency grids in vertex-based numerical algorithms.
Let us stress that, whenever momenta are considered, the decay of R in the frequency domain
implies, that the reducible vertices Φ exhibit their full momentum dependence only in the domain
1Note that for K1, K2 and K2 respectively, the index denotes the reduced number of external arguments required
to describe them. These shall in the following be referred to as ’necessary’ arguments for the corresponding term.
2Let us remark, that the concrete form of the argument(s) for K1,pp/K2,pp depend(s) on the chosen fre-
quency/momentum convention. The dependence on one/two single argument(s) becomes apparent only in its
natural notation, while for other conventions, K1,pp/K2,pp will depend on one/two linear combination(s) of all fre-
quencies/momenta. Nevertheless, these functions will be constant along two-dimensional planes/one-dimensional
lines in the space of three frequencies/momenta (in the natural notation these planes/lines are parallel to the
coordinate axes).
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of small frequencies. At larger frequency values, where the reducible vertex function is determined
by at most two of the asymptotic functions, the momentum dependence is reduced alongside
the frequencies. This matter will become evident in the following Chap. 5. The same argument
holds for the fully irreducible vertex Λ2PI, which decays to the value of the bare interaction in all
frequency directions. As a consequence, strongly momentum dependent parts of the vertex F ,
e.g. the contributions responsible for a d-wave scattering amplitude, have to be localized in the
frequency domain.
Let us now discuss the physical content of the asymptotic functions K1 and K2. The former is
directly linked to the susceptibility in the corresponding scattering channel [132, 145, 167]. In fact,
they are equal up to a prefactor U2, i.e.
Kq1 = −U2χq, (4.3)
with χq defined according to Appendix A.
K2 on the other hand encodes information about how the electrons couple to different bosonic de-







q), we find the relation







Here, 〈...〉c considers only connected contractions, and the imaginary time-ordering acts inside the
Fourier-integrals. The above equation relates K1 and K2 to the electron-boson coupling (three-





In this chapter, we describe how the ideas presented in the previous chapter can be practically
exploited in analytical and numerical calculations based on two-particle vertex functions. After a
general presentation of the main concepts, we will explicitly discuss the application of our scheme
for analytic calculations based on the atomic limit vertex, and for numerical implementations of the
fRG in its second order truncation and the parquet approximation.
The observation that any diagram vanishes if one of its necessary frequency arguments is taken
to infinity allows us to select the different diagrammatic contributions by taking the corresponding

















r ,σσ′ = Kq1,r ,σσ′ +K
k ′q
2,r ,σσ′ , (5.1c)
where r ∈ {pp, ph, ph}. We stress again the fact that, by taking limits in the frequency domain,
we find not only a reduced frequency, but also a reduced momentum dependence. The remaining
diagrammatic class 3 introduced in Chap. 4, or rest function R, which requires the full dependence
on all arguments, can then be acquired by inverting Eq. (4.1)
Rkk ′qr ,σσ′ = Φkk
′q
r ,σσ′ −Kq1,r ,σσ′ −Kkq2,r ,σσ′ −K
k ′q
2,r ,σσ′ . (5.2)
One advantage of performing this limiting procedure based on the reducible vertex, is that Eq. (5.1a)






r ,σσ′ = Kq1,r ,σσ′ . (5.3)
This property allows for a simplified scanning procedure to numerically extract asymptotic functions,
which, depending on the frequency ranges and parameters, provide a good approximation. The
procedure is straightforward and applicable in all channels (see also Fig. 5.1 and Ref. [165]):
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Figure 5.1.: Schematic representation of the scanning procedure, that extracts the asymptotic functions
from the reducible vertex function.
• I: For large |ν| and |ν ′| vary the transfer four-vector q to acquire Kq1 .
• II: For large |ν ′|, vary k and the transfer four-vector q and subtract Kq1 in order to obtains
Kkq2 .
• III: Repeat II by replacing ν ′ → ν and k → k ′ to determine Kk ′q2 .
The above described procedure proposed to determine K1 and K2 has some limitations. Firstly,
one can easily see that if the scanning is not performed at sufficiently large |ν| (|ν ′|), the rest
function might not be fully decayed, giving rise to an error in the K1 and K2 extraction. We found
this error to be particularly pronounced in the strong coupling regime (U = 4 for the comparisons in
Chap. 6) where the rest function becomes comparable with the asymptotic functions in the domain
of small frequencies. Secondly, the scanning procedure requires the knowledge of the reducible
vertex functions Φr , which are not directly available in some algorithms, as e.g. for the exact
diagonalization. This raises the question whether a similar set of limits can be formulated also for
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r ,σσ′ − (1− δσ,σ′)U = Kq1,r ,σσ′ +K
k ′q
2,r ,σσ′ , (5.4c)
where again Fr denotes the representation of F in one of the three mixed notations. However,
the numerical equivalent of the limiting procedure, i.e. the scanning procedure previously described
for the Φ-functions, is not feasible in the case of F , which is directly related to the fact that
Eq. (5.3) does not hold equally for F . In order to numerically extract the asymptotics from F
directly we thus suggest an alternative approach detailed in Appendix B. We implemented this
diagrammatic extraction to determine the exact asymptotic functions, as presented in Chap. 6,
from ED calculations.
The limiting procedure Eq. (5.4) is however particularly suited in the case that analytical expres-
sions for F are available, as demonstrated for the atomic limit case in Sec. 5.1. Let us thus argue
why this generalization of Eq. (5.1) holds. It relies on the property that any reducible diagram






r ,σσ′ = 0. (5.5)
We have to further consider, that in order to take the limits in Eq. (5.4), we should formulate
Eq. (1.3.2) in the corresponding mixed notation. E.g. for the particle-particle channel we have to













It now becomes clear that for fixed Ω and ν ′, the bosonic frequencies of the ph and ph channel,
that is Ω − ν ′ − ν and ν ′ − ν, will lead to a vanishing of the respective scattering channels for
|ν| → ∞. This behavior can also be observed in Fig. 1.4, and holds equally for the other scattering
channels. Since Λ2PI decays in all frequency directions to the bare interaction, we conclude that
lim|ν|→∞ F
kk ′q
r ,σσ′ − (1 − δσ,σ′)U = lim|ν|→∞Φkk
′q
r ,σσ′ , while the same argument can be made for the
other limits in Eq. (5.4).
5.1 Decomposing the atomic limit vertex
As a first showcase of these ideas we discuss the vertex decomposition for a system that can be
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Here, nˆσ = cˆ
†
σ cˆσ is the number operator for fermions of spin σ, and we have imposed the half-filling
(particle-hole symmetry) condition µ = U/2. The Hilbert space is spanned by the four eigenstates
|0〉, | ↑〉, | ↓〉 and |↑↓〉, allowing for a direct calculation of the two-particle Green’s functions by
means of the Lehmann representation. The resulting two-particle vertex function [113,120,132] is,
for our purposes, split into four terms (note Fr 6= Fr )
F↑↓ = Fodd + Fpp + Fph + Fph, (5.1.2)
which are defined in the following. The first term contains only odd orders in the interaction, and
takes the most compact form in the purely fermionic notation
















while the functions Fr with r ∈ {pp, ph, ph} are more conveniently expressed in their respective
mixed notation (see Appendix A)















































and the Fermi function f () = 1
1+eβ
. Note that, at this
stage, the decomposition for the full vertex F is motivated solely by algebraic reasons, while the
connection to the physical scattering channels will be established in the following.
Let us now use the limits in Eqs. (5.4) to identify the contributions arising from the different
diagrammatic classes. This task can be performed by considering each term in Eq. (5.1.2) separately.
Let us illustrate this procedure for the pp-channel, beginning with the first term, Fodd. Here, we
have to translate from the purely fermionic notation to the mixed one of the pp-channel:
Fνν′Ωodd,pp =Fν,Ω−ν
′,Ω−ν,ν′
odd = U −
U3
8
ν2 + (Ω − ν ′)2 + (Ω − ν)2 + ν ′2




ν(Ω − ν ′)(Ω − ν)ν ′ .
(5.1.5)
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Fνν′Ωodd,pp = U, (5.1.6a)
lim
|ν′|→∞






ν − Ω , (5.1.6b)
lim
|ν|→∞






ν ′ − Ω . (5.1.6c)


















































Determining the contributions from the remaining terms Fph and Fph, which involves a translation
from their respective mixed notation to the pp-notation, we find that their contributions vanish.
This leads to the final expressions for the asymptotic functions in the pp-channel




















while the K2 can be acquired by means of the symmetry properties reported in Appendix C. Per-
forming the analogous procedure for the remaining two channels yields


























for the ph-channel, and
KΩ






















in the ph case.
Now that we have determined all asymptotic functions of the atomic limit vertex, let us consider
its structures that are localized in the frequency domain. We proceed again in a term-wise fashion,
beginning with Fodd. By subtracting all asymptotic contributions arising from this term, we find
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Figure 5.2.: Schematic diagrammatic representation of the localized structure presented in Eq. (5.1.11).





survives, while it remains unclear whether this term can
be attributed to the fully irreducible vertex function or the rest functions.





























This term contains three factors, i.e. a fermion-boson vertex [148] that describes the coupling to
a pairing field, the bosonic propagator in the pp-channel, and an additional fermion-boson vertex,
as depicted schematically in Fig. 5.2. We can thus argue diagrammatically that this localized term
belongs to the rest function Rpp,↑↓. For the other channels, we find equally that the localized
structures belong to the respective rest function, and hence Fr ∈ Φr ,↑↓.
Note that, to obtain the full rest functions as well as the fully irreducible vertex function, it would
require the analytic expressions for all the reducible Φ functions, that have so far never been reported
in the literature. Their calculation requires the very involved procedure of inverting analytically the
Bethe-Salpeter equations, which goes beyond the scope of this thesis. The resulting expressions




2pi U. As these divergent terms are not present in the full vertex F , they must be subjected
to cancellations between Λ2PI and one (or more) of rest functions.
5.2 Implementation for the fRG solver
The functional renormalization group approach [13,174] implements Wilson’s renormalization group
idea in a general field-theoretical frame. By introducing a scale-dependence into the quadratic part
of the action, i.e. the non-interacting propagator
G0(iν)→ G Λ0 (iν),
one can derive an exact functional flow equation [7] for the 1PI generating functional, also named
”effective action”. This flow equation describes the gradual evolution of all correlation functions
as the scale Λ is varied from the initial to the final value. Being an exact reformulation of the
initial problem, it serves as a basis for further approximations, and has been used in many differ-
ent applications ranging from high-energy physics to condensed matter theory. In the fRG, this
approximation consists in an expansion in orders of the fields, resulting in an infinite hierarchy of
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coupled ordinary differential equations for all 1PI n-particle vertex functions, e.g. the self-energy Σ ,
the two-particle vertex F and so on. This hierarchy is typically truncated at the two-particle level,
rendering the fRG perturbative in the interaction strength.
For the flow-parameter dependence, we consider in the following two different schemes: The
so-called Ω-flow [12]:




and the U-flow [9]:
G Λ0 (iν) = Λ · G0(iν). (5.2.2)
The Ω-flow introduces an energy cutoff into the system, that allows to successively integrate
out the different energy scales from high to low. This approach is very much in the spirit of
other renormalization group approaches. The U-flow on the other hand introduces a frequency-
independent regulator into the Green function that treats all energy scales on a equal footing. In
this sense, the U-flow is more similar to common perturbative approaches.
The flow-equations resulting from a second order truncation of the flow-equation hierarchy can
be summarized as follows. At the level of the self-energy, the derivative takes the simple form
Σ˙ (k)Λ =
∑∫









where we have introduced the so-called single-scale propagator
SΛ(iν) = ∂ΛG
Λ(iν)|Σ Λ fixed.
At the level of the 1PI two-particle vertex, the flow-equation is composed of contributions from
three scattering channels (particle-particle, particle-hole and transverse particle-hole)
F˙ Λ = T Λpp + T Λph + T Λph, (5.2.4)
where




SΛ(k ′′)G Λ(q − k ′′) + S ↔ G
]
× F Λ,qkk ′′pp,↑↓ F Λ,qk
′′k ′
pp,↑↓ , (5.2.5a)




















SΛ(k ′′ + q)G Λ(k ′′) + S ↔ G
]




These terms can be depicted diagrammatically as shown in Fig. 5.3 for the pp-channel. To under-
stand the diagrammatic content generated by each channel let us refer to the previously introduced
parquet equation, that holds for any scale Λ
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Figure 5.3.: Diagrammatic representation of the particle-particle contribution Tpp (5.2.5a) in the vertex flow
equation. The dashed line denotes the single-scale propagator SΛ.
Considering the vertex flow equation Eq. (5.2.4), it is obvious that at this level of truncation, the
only diagrammatic content than can be generated by the flow is two-particle reducible, meaning
ΛΛ2PI = Λ
Λini
2PI. We can thus separate the different two-particle reducible terms in Eq. (5.2.4), and
identify
Φ˙Λpp = Tpp, Φ˙Λph = Tph, Φ˙Λph = Tph. (5.2.7)
This allows us to make use of the parametrization scheme described in Chap. 4 during the fRG flow.
While keeping track of the reducible vertex functions on a finite frequency grid, we also track the
flow of the previously introduced asymptotic functions. In fact, we can directly perform the limits
in Eq. (5.1) to compute the corresponding derivatives
K˙Λ,q1,r ,σσ′ = lim|ν|→∞ lim|ν′|→∞ Φ˙
Λ,kk ′q
r ,σσ′ , (5.2.8a)
K˙Λ,kq2,r ,σσ′ = lim|ν′|→∞ Φ˙
Λ,kk ′q
r ,σσ′ − K˙Λ,q1,r ,σσ′ , (5.2.8b)
K˙Λ,k
′q
2,r ,σσ′ = lim|ν|→∞
Φ˙Λ,kk
′q
r ,σσ′ − K˙Λ,q1,r ,σσ′ . (5.2.8c)
In practice, these limits are performed numerically by setting the corresponding frequency to an
arbitrarily large value. In doing this, we have to determine F Λ in the large frequency domain by
making use of Eq. (4.2). In addition to the flow of the Φ-functions we then track, using Eqs. (5.2.8),
the flow of the asymptotic functions.
Due to the numerical costs involved in treating the full argument dependence of the vertex
function, a simplified parametrization scheme [134]
Φkk
′q





has found extensive use in the fRG community. Here, ν0 =
pi
β denotes the first positive Matsubara
frequency, and d...e will round up to the next bosonic Matsubara frequency 1. This scheme considers
only the dominant transfer frequency dependence of the K2 and R functions, and will be compared
to the full parametrization in Sec. 6.3. Performing the same approximation in the momentum
1 The parametrization scheme presented in Eq. (5.2.9) was originally implemented at zero temperature, where
the flow of each channel was determined for vanishing transfer frequency of the other two channels. At finite







mod 2 = 1
needs to hold. This leads to ambiguities in the definition.
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∂Λ = + + +
Figure 5.4.: Derivative of the lowest order contribution to KΛ2,ph.
domain limits the scattering to the s-wave type, while higher harmonics can be captured by means
of a form-factor expansion [175].
The fRG flow equations in their second order truncated form account for the feedback of F Λ into
the flow up to the second order. If we in addition consider partially the neglected contribution of
the 1PI three-particle vertex in the flow equations, it is possible to account fully for the feedback
up to O[(F Λ)3]. In practice this is achieved by taking into account both self-energy2, and vertex
corrections from diagrams with overlapping loops [10, 14], which is possible with a manageable
numerical effort. These corrections will in the following be referred to as two-loop (2`) corrections
to distinguish this scheme from the conventional one-loop (1`) one.
When considering the flow of the asymptotic functions, we find that including the two-loop
corrections gives a substantial improvement of the two-particle vertex results. While a quantitative
comparison between the one- and two-loop scheme will be presented in Sec. 6.2, we can already
understand from a simple diagrammatic argument that the lowest order contribution to K2 is not
captured in the one-loop scheme. Here, the derivative includes four contributions, as depicted in
Fig. 5.4. The one-loop scheme accounts only for the first two diagrams, while the two-loop scheme
includes all of them. In particular for the U-flow, the contribution from all four diagrams is equal,
meaning that in its one-loop implementation the flow reproduces exactly 12 of the exact value for
U → 0. This is verified numerically in Sec. 6.2 (see Fig. 6.10). A similar argument can be made
for the lowest order diagram of R, where the resulting factor is 13 .
5.3 Implementation for the parquet approximation
In this section we describe the implementation of the parquet approximation using the proper
treatment of the vertex asymptotics. Let us begin by presenting in detail the essential equations.
The Bethe-Salpeter equations3, as depicted also diagrammatically in Fig. 5.5, read4
2The self-energy correction S → ∂ΛG Λ is generally referred to as Katanin-substitution [10].
3The Bethe-Salpeter equations can be channel-diagonalized by switching to the density (d), magnetic (m), singlet
(s) and triplet (t) channels. While this simplifies their exact inversion, this change of description is unnecessary
for the iterative procedure described in the following.
4We want to point out the fond similarity between Eqs. (5.3.1), which are the basis for the iterative parquet
approximation solver, and the channel-resolved fRG flow Eqs. (5.2.5), which technically allows for very similar
implementations of the two approaches.














































Γr = Λ2PI +
∑
r ′ 6=r
Φr ′ , (5.3.2)
while F is finally obtained by means of the parquet equation (1.3.2) (or Eq. (5.6) for the explicit
version in the pp-channel). If we supplement these equations by the so-called Schwinger Dyson
equation of motion for the self-energy
Σ (k) = U
∑∫
dki G (k1)G (k2)G (k1 + k2 − k)F k1kk2↑↓ , (5.3.3)
we acquire a closed set of equations, the parquet equations, that can in principle can be solved, if
e.g. the fully irreducible vertex function Λ2PI is known. Their solution is numerically very delicate
though, and has posed a great challenge in numerical physics over the last years, one of the main
obstacles being the correct description of the vertex symmetries [164] and asymptotics [165].
If we approximate the fully irreducible vertex by its lowest order contribution, i.e. Λ2PI ≈ U, we
obtain the so-called parquet approximation (PA) scheme, that we will consider in the following. The
steps that we employed for a numerical solution of the parquet approximation can be formulated in
a straightforward way as follows
• I: Initialize Σ as well as the Φ-,K1- and K2-functions to 0 or make some educated guess for
their starting values.
• II: Based on their current values, update the Σ , Φ’s, K1’s andK2’s according to Eqs. (5.3.3),(5.3.1)
and (5.1), while making use of Eq. (1.3.2), Eq. (5.3.2) and Eq. (4.2) to correctly treat the
high-frequency asymptotics.
• III: Repeat II till convergence.
Results obtained by this approach for a SIAM are presented in the following Chap. 6.
Chapter 6
Comparison to exact results of the SIAM
In this chapter we illustrate the high quality of the description of the vertex asymptotics obtained
using the algorithmic implementations discussed in the previous chapters.
In particular, we present results for the asymptotic functions as obtained from the fRG (Ω-flow
including two-loop corrections) and PA for a single impurity Anderson model and compare them
with exact diagonalization data, which were acquired following the procedure outlined in Appendix
B. Besides the asymptotic functions, also results for the rest function and the self-energy will be
shown. In Sec. 6.2 we will further discuss a detailed comparison between the fRG in its one- and
two-loop implementation for both the Ω- as well as the U-flow. We first consider the regime,
where the fRG and the PA, as approximation schemes, are expected to be quantitatively correct.
Hence, in this regime, the comparison with the exact results of ED will represent a stringent test
for our treatment of the high-frequency asymptotics. After having demonstrated that the error
introduced in the high-frequency asymptotics of the vertex function is negligible, we proceed by
applying our fRG and PA algorithms, including the high-frequency treatment, to the intermediate
to strong coupling regime. In this case, the comparison to the ED will allow us to assess directly the
intrinsic performance of the two approximations in the non-perturbative parameter region, because
no spurious effects are introduced by an incorrect treatment of the high-frequency part anymore.
The system of interest in this chapter is a SIAM, i.e. a single impurity site with local repulsive
Coulomb interaction U coupled to a non-interacting bath (see Chap. 3, Eq. (3.1)). In our individual




Θ(D − |ω|), (6.1)
where D denotes the half-bandwidth, which will be used as our unit of energy, i.e. D = 1. This
bath is coupled to our impurity site by means of a hopping t =
√
2/pi, such that the resulting
hybridization function reads ∆(ω) = pit2ρ(ω) = 2ρ(ω). This choice results in ∆(0) = D = 1,
allowing us to directly relate our unit of energy to the one used in wide-band limit calculations [134],
namely the hybridization function evaluated at the chemical potential.
However, the exact diagonalization of the SIAM is not possible for ρ(ω) of Eq. (6.1). Hence, we
have determined a set of four optimized bath energy levels n and hoppings tn with the resulting
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Figure 6.1.: KΩ1,↑↓ for all three scattering channels. We present results obtained by fRG (left, solid), PA
(right, solid) and ED (right, dashed) for the SIAM with U = 1, β = 20 and ∆(0) = D = 1. [166]
Figure 6.2.: KνΩ2,↑↓ for all three scattering channels as a function of ν and for different values of Ω. We
present results obtained by fRG (left, solid), PA (right, solid) and ED (right, dashed) for the






iν − n , (6.2)
in order to mimic the continuous bath of Eq. (6.1) in the best way possible within a discretized ED
scheme. Following a somewhat similar strategy as in the ED algorithms for DMFT, we determine
our bath parameters such that the norm∑
iν
|∆ED(iν)−∆(iν)|2 (6.3)
is minimized. For an inverse temperature β = 20, which was used for all numerical calculations
presented in this thesis, we have n = −0.7,−0.15, 0.15, 0.7 and tn = 0.45, 0.34, 0.34, 0.45. Note
also that, since we are considering the particle-hole symmetric case, all two-particle quantities are
purely real, while the self-energy is purely imaginary. Unless mentioned otherwise, calculations are
performed with a frequency grid of 128 × 128 × 256 Matsubara frequencies for the Φ-functions,
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Figure 6.3.: Rest function Rνν′Ω↑↓ for all three scattering channels as a function of ν and ν′ plotted for
Ω = 0. We present results obtained by fRG (1st row, left) and PA (2nd row, left) for the SIAM
with U = 1, β = 20 and ∆(0) = D = 1. The right side always shows the corresponding ED
result. [166]
while grids of 128× 256 and 256 are chosen for K2 and K1 respectively.
Let us start considering the weak-coupling case (U = 1). The data for K1,↑↓, K2,↑↓ and R↑↓ are
presented in Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2 and Figs. 6.3, 6.4 respectively1. For this parameter choice, we find
an excellent agreement between the different approaches and the exact solution for all quantities.
At the level of the asymptotic function K1,↑↓, no distinction can be made between the results of the
different schemes, while for K2,↑↓ the fRG shows some minor deviations w.r.t. PA and ED in the pp
and ph channel. Even at the level of the rest function R↑↓, which has as a leading order U4, we
find excellent agreement between PA and ED, while only minor deviations are again observed for
the fRG. Note that, contrary to the plotting conventions adopted in previous Refs. [132, 165], the
fermionic frequencies are shifted by ±Ω/2 for K2 and R, because the main frequency structures
move outwards as Ω is increased. This observation suggests to include a corresponding shift also in
the notation used in the numerical implementation, such that the localized frequency structures can
be more efficiently captured by means of the finite grid even in the case of finite transfer frequency.
Similar trends are observed for the self-energy shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.5. While PA and
ED agree perfectly, we find that the fRG self-energy deviates from the exact results, especially in
its tail.
All this numerical evidence proves the reliability of our treatment of the high frequency asymptotics
within the different schemes (see also the results for U = 2 in the supplements), allowing us to
1The contour plots are created such that every small square of equal color represents the value of the function at
the bottom left corner of this square.
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Figure 6.4.: Same as Fig. 6.3, but for a finite transfer frequency Ω = 8 2piβ . [166]
Figure 6.5.: Im Σ (iν) as obtained by fRG (red, solid), PA (green, solid) and ED (blue, dotted) for the SIAM
with β = 20, ∆(0) = D = 1 and for U = 1 (left) and U = 4. [166]
Figure 6.6.: Same as Fig. 6.1, but for U = 4. [166]
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Figure 6.7.: Same as Fig. 6.2, but for U = 4. [166]
evaluate in an unbiased way their intrinsic performance in the most challenging strong-coupling
regime.
Due to the perturbative nature of fRG and PA, the situation changes drastically in the regime
of stronger coupling. The corresponding results for U = 4 are presented for K1,↑↓ and K2,↑↓ in
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. Note that, for this value of the interaction, we are clearly in the
non-perturbative regime, as divergencies [123, 133, 171, 172, 176] are already present in the exact
vertices obtained by ED. For both, PA and fRG, K1,↑↓ shows already strong deviations from the
exact results, while the qualitative structures are still captured. These deviations are particularly
Figure 6.8.: Comparison of Rph,↑↓ obtained by
means of PA with the exact result.
Here, U = 4. [166]
enhanced in the ph and ph channel. In the
case of K2,↑↓ qualitative features are missed by
the PA and fRG, in particular for Ω = 0, while
a qualitative agreement is still achieved for fi-
nite transfer frequency. Also for the self-energy,
shown in the right panel of Fig. 6.5, strong devi-
ations are observed in both cases. As the main
structures of the rest function R are neither re-
produced by PA nor by fRG, we show only one
example for this comparison in Fig. 6.8 (the full
vertices are reported in the supplements). Since
this diagrammatic class is at least fourth order
in the interaction, the strongest deviations were
to be expected here.
6.1 Neglecting the asymptotics
Let us now discuss the importance of considering asymptotic functions in numerical implementa-
tions. In this regard, we present in Fig. 6.9 results for Im Σ (iν0)/U
2 as a function of U calculated
by fRG and PA, with and without asymptotic functions, and compare them with the exact ED data.
For these calculations, a frequency grid of 64 × 64 × 128 Matsubara frequencies was used for the
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Figure 6.9.: Comparison of Im Σ (iν0)/U2 for the SIAM with β = 20 and ∆(0) = D = 1 as obtained by




reducible vertex functions. In the large frequency domain, we used Eq. (4.2) and Φr ,asympt. ≈ 0
respectively. We observe that the results for both, fRG and PA, are strongly affected if we include
the asymptotic functions in the calculations: The comparison with the exact result improves by a
substantial amount. This is a strong indication of the importance of a correct description of the
high-frequency part of the vertex function in all vertex-based numerical implementations.
6.2 Higher order corrections in fRG
In this section, we provide a quantitative comparison between the SIAM results as obtained by
means fRG in its one- and two-loop implementation. To this aim, we compare in Fig. 6.10 the
quantities KΩ=01,ph,↑↓, Kν0(Ω=0)2,ph,↑↓ , as well as maxνν′ |Rνν
′(Ω=0)
ph,↑↓ | normalized by their leading order2 in
U, to the exact ED results as well as to the PA. Consistently to our expectations, we find that
the two-loop corrections yield a systematic improvement of the K1, K2 and R functions acquired
during the flow, in particular for larger values of the interaction.
More specifically, for K1,ph,↑↓ the two-loop corrections have a minor effect in the weak-coupling
regime, whereas an excellent agreement with the exact results is achieved already at the one-
loop level. At larger U, the one-loop scheme strongly overestimates K1,ph,↑↓. Here, the two-
loop corrections yield a substantial improvement over the one-loop scheme, while underestimating
K1,ph,↑↓. We also note the strongly improved agreement of the two-loop fRG with the PA, which is
a trend to be expected, since the two-loop scheme allows to include higher orders of the reducible
diagrams in an exact way.
As for K2,ph,↑↓, we observe that already in the limit U → 0 the one-loop scheme fails to reproduce
the exact result. This can be attributed to the fact that the lowest order diagram in K2,ph,↑↓ is of
order U3, and is thus not captured exactly in the one-loop scheme. In particular for the U-flow,
we numerically verify the factor 12 (w.r.t. the exact result) already predicted diagrammatically at
the end of Sec. 5.2, while for the Ω-flow we find, numerically, a factor of ∼ 0.89 in all channels.
2For the particle-hole channel in the ↑↓ spin configuration the bare bubble vanishes, resulting in a leading order
O(U3).
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Figure 6.10.: Comparison of KΩ=01,ph,↑↓/U3, Kν0(Ω=0)2,ph,↑↓ /U3, and maxνν′ |Rνν
′(Ω=0)
ph,↑↓ |/U4 (ν0 = piβ ) for fRG in
the one-loop (1`) and two-loop (2`) implementation, for both the Ω- and U-flow, with ED
and PA. We note that the one-loop U-flow diverges for U = 3 or larger.
For larger values of U, we observe a behavior similar to the one described for K1,ph,↑↓, that is, a
systematic improvement of the results if the two-loop corrections are included in fRG.
For Rph,↑↓ the trend is similar, while, being a function of O(U4), the relative deviations from the
exact results increase substantially. The predicted factor 13 for U → 0 is verified numerically, while
for the Ω-flow we find factors 0.78, 0.25 and 0.78 in the pp, ph and ph channel respectively.
As for the comparison between the flow-schemes, consistently with the ratios in the weak-coupling
regime, we observe that the simpler U-flow performs in general worse than the Ω-flow.
6.3 Efficiency of simplified parametrization schemes
In this section we preset results for the simplified parametrization scheme [134] presented in
Eq. (5.2.9). It has found extensive use in the fRG community, as it allows for a substantial speedup
of numerical calculations. In the left two panels of Fig. 6.11 we compare the self-energy at the first
Matsubara frequency (Im Σ (iν0)/U
2) as well as its tail (limν→∞ Im νΣ (iν)/U2) for fRG one-loop
and two-loop in their full and simplified (Keff) implementation with PA and the exact results from
ED.
For the self-energy at the first Matsubara frequency, we find a good agreement between the
simplified parametrization scheme and the fully parametrized fRG implementation for both the one-
and two-loop scheme, while the simpler scheme performs slightly worse in reproducing the exact
results. In the case of the self-energy tail, the situation is reversed. Here, the aforementioned
deviations of the fRG from ED are indeed cured by the simplified parametrization scheme.
To capture the effect of the simplified approximation scheme on the two-particle quantities we
compare in the right panel of Fig. 6.11 the corresponding susceptibility in the ph-channel for the
two-loop case. It is important to note, that χ cannot be directly extracted from Keff using Eq. (4.3)
due to the effective inclusion of K2 and R. Instead, we calculate the susceptibility after the flow by
calculating explicitly the bare and vertex-corrected bubble according to equation Eq. (B.1b) (VC).
This is compared, for an interaction value U = 4, to χ = K1/U2 and the corresponding PA and
ED data. We find that the simplified parametrization fails to qualitatively reproduce the exact
susceptibility, while the other approximations, although underestimating χ, compare qualitatively
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Figure 6.11.: Left two panels: Comparison of Im Σ (iν0)/U2 and limν→∞ Im νΣ (iν)/U2 for fRG one-
loop and two-loop with the corresponding simplified schemes introduced previously (Keff , see
Eq. (5.2.9)), PA and ED. Right panel: Comparison of the susceptibility χ in the ph-channel
for U = 4 as obtained by means of Eq. (B.1b) after the two-loop fRG flow (χVC) in the con-
ventional and the simplified scheme (eff). This is compared to the susceptibility χ obtained
directly from Eq. (4.3) as well as the PA and ED result. [166]
well with ED3.
While the parametrization scheme of Eq. (5.2.9) performs well for one-particle quantities, we
find that the qualitative features of the susceptibility are badly reproduced. Further, we observe
that the ambiguities in the definition of the flow equations for the case of finite temperatures (see
p. 38) turn out to have a substantial effect on the results for larger values of the interaction. These
are strong arguments for the fully parametrized schemes, that capture, consistently, all frequency
structures of the two-particle vertex function.
3We note that χ calculated after the full two-loop flow by means of Eq. (B.1) yields a result different from K1/U2.




As it also emerges from the studies of correlated systems I performed in the first part of my PhD
work, one of the most challenging aspects in the contemporary research in condensed matter physics
is the theoretical treatment of correlation effects in the non-perturbative regime. While recently,
several promising quantum field theoretical schemes have been proposed (including one by myself),
their actual implementation calls for a significant improvement of the current algorithmic procedures.
In particular, most of them are based on a Feynman diagrammatic expansion around a correlated
starting point. This means to replace the bare electronic interaction with a dynamical effective one,
which includes non-perturbatively, through the two-particle vertex function, a significant part of the
correlations from the very beginning. As the plain treatment of these vertex functions is prohibitive
in most of the cases, the development of efficient ways to include them in the current algorithms
was mandatory.
To this aim, in the main part of this thesis, we have presented a detailed analysis of the diagram-
matic content of the two-particle vertex functions. In particular by focusing on their two-particle
reducible parts, we could identify the different contributions to their high-frequency asymptotics
as diagrammatic classes with a reduced frequency (and momentum) dependence, and established
a connection to the (physical) susceptibilities and the fermion-boson vertices. The gained insights
allow to devise efficient parametrization schemes for the two-particle vertex functions. We then
discussed the algorithmic details necessary for the application of these ideas in numerical (and ana-
lytical) studies, considering as specific examples the functional renormalization group approach and
the parquet approximation. In order to verify the correct treatment of the high-frequency asymp-
totics, we benchmarked our numerical implementations for a SIAM against exact calculations from
ED. Finally, we tested the intrinsic performance of the approaches in the most challenging strong
coupling regime.
These progresses pave the way towards a full numerical treatment of correlations at the two-
particle level, which is pivotal for all vertex-based quantum many-body methods. In particular, we
foresee to apply these ideas to treat non-local correlations beyond the dynamical mean-field theory
by means of its cutting-edge diagrammatic extensions, like the DF, the DMF2RG, the DΓ A and the








In this appendix we present the definitions of the two-particle Green’s and (1PI) vertex functions
following the notation of Refs. [132, 145, 168], and further specify the notations used throughout
this thesis. Let us start by defining the two-particle Green’s function G2, which reads






Here, c† (c) represent the fermionic creation (annihilation) operators with an associated spin σ =
{↑, ↓}, the brackets 〈...〉 imply a thermal expectation value, T denotes the time-ordering operator,
and x = (Ri , τ) is a four-vector including the lattice site Ri and the imaginary time τ . First, we
note that the number of spin combinations can be reduced by considering spin conservation and
the antisymmetry of the two-particle Green’s function, allowing us to consider only
G2,σσ′(x1, x2, x3, x4) = G2,σσσ′σ′(x1, x2, x3, x4), (A.2)
Further, by making use of time and space-translational invariance, we can always shift all arguments
such that x4 = 0. This property can be exploited to yield momentum and frequency conservation,
i.e.
G k1k2k3k42,σσ′ = β VBZ δk1+k3,k2+k4 ×
∑∫
dxi G2,σσ′(x1, x2, x3, 0)e





where k = (k, iν) represents the four-vector with momentum k and Matsubara frequency iν. Here,






0 dτ , that combines the lattice-







iν , where BZ denotes the first Brillouin zone with a volume VBZ.
To obtain the two-particle vertex function F , we subtract the two possible contractions of the
composite operator within the brackets (all disconnected diagrams) and subsequently cut the ex-
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Figure A.1.: Notations of the vertex functions in the three different scattering channels.
ternal fermionic legs
F k1k2k3σσ′ = −G−1(k1)G−1(k3)
[







Here, the additional minus sign is a matter of convention, which is commonly introduced such that
the lowest order contribution of F is given by U. Note that SU(2) symmetry is here and in the
following explicitly assumed.
While so far we considered the two-particle Green and vertex function with purely fermionic
arguments, one often introduces ‘mixed’ notations using a bosonic and two fermionic arguments,
in order to highlight a specific scattering channel. The adoption of these notations is essential for
the decomposition scheme presented in this thesis, in particular for the reducible vertex functions.



















which are defined correspondingly for G2 and the other vertex functions φ, Λ2PI and Γ (see Chap. 3).
A diagrammatic representation of the three notations is shown in Fig. A.1. Let us note that in
general, for the two-particle vertex F and also for the fully irreducible vertex Λ2PI, none of these
notations is a priori more favorable, each of them just being an alternative way to look at the same
physical object [168].
Finally, we introduce susceptibilities in all scattering channels,
χqpp,σσ′ = (1− δσσ′)
∑∫
dk dk ′ G kk
′q
2,c,pp,σσ′ + (1− δσσ′)
∑∫
dk G (q − k)G (k), (A.8a)
χqph,σσ′ =
∑∫














dk G (k)G (k + q). (A.8c)
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They can be easily combined to yield the physical susceptibilities in the density, magnetic, singlet
and triplet channel [132].

Appendix B
An alternative approach to the asymptotic ex-
traction
In this part we describe an approach that extracts the asymptotic functions directly from the full
vertex function F . This procedure was employed to acquire all presented high-frequency results for
the ED vertices, and is based on the fact that one can write down explicit Feynman diagrams for all
asymptotic functions. These consist of all possible ways of pinching two external legs of F into one
bare vertex U. Since the latter is purely local in space and time, the dependence on two fermionic
arguments is replaced by a single bosonic (transfer) one. The resulting diagrams for K1 are shown
in Fig. B.1, and read explicitly
Kq1,pp,σσ′ = U2(1− δσσ′)
∑∫
dki G (k1)G (q − k1)F k1k2qpp,σσ′G (q − k2)G (k2)
−U2(1− δσσ′)
∑∫




dki G (k1)G (k1 + q)F
k1k2q
ph,σσ′G (k2)G (k2 + q) + U
2δσ,σ′
∑∫






dki G (k1)G (k1 + q)F
k1k2q
ph,σσ′
G (k2)G (k2 + q)− U2
∑∫
dk1 G (k1)G (k1 + q).
(B.1c)
Here σ denotes the opposite spin of σ, and SU(2) symmetry is explicitly assumed. In the case of K2
one introduces just one additional bare vertex, as shown in Fig. B.2. Note that here, the previously
determined K1 has to be subtracted. The equations in all scattering channels then read
Kkq2,pp,σσ′ = −U
∑∫
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EXTRACTION
Kq1,pp,σσ′ = (1− δσσ′) + (1−δσσ′)





Figure B.1.: Diagrammatic representation of the K1 functions in the three different channels. As denoted
in the first diagram, the external lines are to be excluded, making the k and k ′ arguments
redundant. Here, σ denotes the opposite spin of σ.
Further, by exploiting the symmetry relations shown in Appendix C, one can easily derive K2 from
K2.
As it is typical within an ED algorithm for a SIAM, the values for F are known numerically for a
finite grid in the frequency domain. Thus, in the first calculation of the aforementioned diagrams
according to Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2) we have to make a rough approximation for F (i.e. F = U) in the
large-frequency domain, which will introduce an error. To improve on this ‘one-shot’ calculation of
the diagrams, we exploit a self-consistent scheme:
• I: Initialize the K1’s and K2’s to 0. Their grids may deviate from the grid for F .
• II: Calculate a set of new K1’s and K2’s according to Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2).
• III: Rebuild the vertex in an arbitrarily large region (as needed) using the updated asymptotic
functions.
• IV: Continue from II till convergence











Further, since, at this point, we have F available in the full frequency domain, we can use this
additional information to determine also all the Φ functions on an arbitrarily large frequency grid
by means of the Bethe-Salpeter equations (5.3.1). If needed, R and Λ2PI can then be determined
by Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (1.3.2) respectively.
The approach described in this appendix was used to compute all the exact asymptotic functions
and reducible vertices presented in Chap. 6, from ED calculations, originally performed on a fermionic
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Kqk2,pp,σσ′ = − K
q





= δσσ′ + (1− δσσ′) − Kq1,ph,σσ′
Figure B.2.: Diagrammatic representation of the K2 functions in the three different channels. Here, σ
denotes the opposite spin of σ, while SU(2) symmetry is explicitly assumed.
frequency grid of 128× 128× 128 Matsubara frequencies. While here we are dealing with a purely




C.1 Symmetries of K1 and K2
In this section we summarize the symmetries of the previously introduced asymptotic functions.
Before addressing the specific physical symmetries of the system of our interest, which provide
useful relations for K1 and K2, we provide some fundamental relations which hold [132, 177, 178]
independently of the system under analysis. First, we consider the exchange of two (fermionic)
annihilation operators in the time-ordered matrix element of Eq. (A.3), which, as a consequence
of the Pauli-principle, yields a minus sign (also referred to as ‘crossing symmetry’ [132, 177, 178]).
Diagrammatically speaking, this corresponds to an exchange of two outgoing lines. For K1, this
operation leads to the following relations:
Kq1,pp,σσ′ = −Kq1,pp,σσ′ (C.1.1a)






Here, σσ′ denotes a spin-flip for all external indices. While for the pp channel one finds rela-
tions between different spin configurations within the same channel, the ph and ph-channel are
interchanged. Similarly, for K2 one finds:
Kkq2,pp,σσ′ = −Kkq2,pp,σσ′ (C.1.2a)






A second generic operation involves the simultaneous exchange of both annihilation and creation
operators in Eq. A.3. Diagrammatically, this corresponds to an exchange of both the incoming and
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Symmetries K1,r K2,r
SU(2) Kq1,r ,σσ′ = Kq1,r ,σ σ′ K
kq
2,r ,σσ′ = Kkq2,r ,σ σ′
Kq1,r ,σσ = Kq1,r ,σσ′ +Kq1,r ,σσ′ K
kq
2,r ,σσ = Kkq2,r ,σσ′ +Kkq2,r ,σσ′












Table C.1.: Symmetry table for K1 and K2. Here, Π = (pi,pi, ...) represents the (d-dimensional) ’anti-
ferromagnetic momentum’ in the case of a simple (hyper)cubic lattice with lattice constant
a = 1.
outgoing particles. In this case we end up with the following relations for K1:
Kq1,pp,σσ′ = Kq1,pp,σ′σ (C.1.3a)






For K2 one obtains:
Kkq2,pp,σσ′ = K(q−k)q2,pp,σ′σ (C.1.4a)






While for this operation all the corresponding channels are conserved, the diagrammatic class
changes from K2 to K2 in the case of the ph and ph channel.
To conclude the discussion of the fundamental relations, we consider the complex conjugation
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Symmetries Rr
SU(2) Rkk ′qr ,σσ′ = Rkk
′q
r ,σ σ′





Time reversal Rkk ′qr ,σσ′ = Rk
′kq
r ,σ′σ
Particle hole (Rkk ′qr ,σσ′)∗ = R(ν,Π−k)(ν
′,Π−k′)(Ω,−q)
r ,σσ′
Table C.2.: Symmetry table for R. Note that the same table holds for the two-particle reducible vertex
functions Φr .













Using these fundamental relations, we can formulate the system-related physical symmetries,
namely SU(2), time reversal and particle-hole symmetry, in a channel-independent way. The results
are summarized in Table C.1. Note that for the particle-hole symmetry, the relations differ for the
frequency and momentum dependence. While in the purely local case, this symmetry implies a
vanishing imaginary part of all two-particle quantities, this holds only for specific lattice-dependent
k vectors in the non-local case.
C.2 Symmetries of R
For the sake of completeness we report the symmetries of the remaining diagrammatic class, namely
the rest function R, which hold equally for the reducible vertex functions Φ. As shown above, the
first set of fundamental relations results from exchanging two outgoing particles. We find the
following relations for R in the different channels:
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By means of the simultaneous exchange of both incoming and outgoing particles we obtain:
Rkk ′qpp,σσ′ = R(q−k)(q−k
′)q
pp,σ′σ (C.2.2a)








Finally, the complex conjugation operation leads to the following relations:(
Rkk ′qpp,σσ′
)∗
= R(−k ′)(−k)(−q)pp,σ′σ (C.2.3a)(
Rkk ′qph,σσ′
)∗







In the same way as for K1 and K2, the fundamental relations for R allow us to express the physical




Personal contribution to publications
In this part I want to give a brief summary of my personal contribution to the publications that, as
presented in this supplement, form the basis of this cumulative thesis. First and foremost, let me
stress that the excellent guidance of my supervisor Prof. S. Andergassen as well as my co-supervisor
Prof. A. Toschi have obviously had a strong influence on the development and the presentation of
the ideas and calculations that are presented in this thesis.
Magneto-electric Spectroscopy of Andreev Bound States in Josephson Quantum Dots
[Phys. Rev. B 94, 085151] (2016)
This work was initiated in the time of my master thesis at the RWTH Aachen under the supervision
of V. Meden and S. Andergassen, and extended during my PhD as a collaboration with S. Florens.
Generalizing previous studies [134,179–181] on the Josephson current through a quantum dot to the
case of finite magnetic fields, I computed the spectral properties with the functional renormalization
group in a large parameter regime. Additional analytical insights where gained by means of my study
of the exactly solvable large gap limit both for finite and vanishing magnetic field, allowing for a
better understanding of the physical behavior also at finite gaps. Eventually, my numerical fRG
results and analytical derivations were complemented by numerical results obtained with the SCABS
theory [54] by S. Florens and T. Meng. My contribution consists further in writing most of the
manuscript (except for the SCABS theory section).
Correlated Starting Points for the Functional Renormalization Group
[Phys. Rev. B 91, 045120] (2015)
In the frame of my work on Josephson quantum dots, I considered also an extended fRG approach
that aimed to use the exact large-gap solution as a starting point of the functional renormalization
group flow, in order to improve further the fRG results and to resolve some numerical artifacts that
we observed in the case of vanishing magnetic fields in the pi-phase. A similar idea had been recently
proposed by our groups, that is, to perform fRG calculations starting from the non-perturbative
DMFT solution of the 2d Hubbard model, in order to include the non-local correlations neglected
by DMFT by means of the fRG flow [15]. In this frame, I investigated the connection of these
recent strong-coupling fRG schemes with the similar dual fermion approaches [16, 118–127, 141].
This lead to a generalized formulation of the fRG for correlated starting points, and the deeper
connection to fRG schemes operating with the auxiliary fermionic fields, as presented in Supp. I.
These ideas were developed and formulated by me in collaboration with my colleague C. Taranto
and under regular feedback from our collaborator A. Katanin. My own contribution also consisted
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in writing most of the manuscript.
Efficient Implementation of the Parquet Equations: Role of the Reducible Vertex Function
and its Kernel Approximation
[Phys. Rev. B 93 165103 (2016)]
In the process of developing a general purpose second order functional-renormalization group code,
that constitutes a substantial part of my PhD work, I had to address the problem of achieving
a correct numerical treatment of two-particle vertex functions, in particular their high-frequency
asymptotics. An extended scheme for this task was developed in the course of numerous discus-
sions G. Li, and then implemented and tested independently by both of us. My contribution to this
publication consists in the joint development of the ideas behind the asymptotic functions and the
constant feedback in the formulation of the manuscript presented. Further, my independent imple-
mentation allowed to double-check these novel algorithmic ideas, and also to test and benchmark
their performance.
Based on these initial ideas, I developed a deeper diagrammatic (and also physical) understanding
of the asymptotic functions, which lead to the field-theoretical as well as algorithmic progresses
presented in the main part of this thesis.
Appendix I
Magneto-electric spectroscopy of Andreev bound
states in Josephson quantum dots
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We theoretically investigate the behavior of Andreev levels in a single-orbital interacting quantum dot in
contact with superconducting leads, focusing on the effect of electrostatic gating and applied magnetic field, as
relevant for recent experimental spectroscopic studies. In order to account reliably for spin-polarization effects
in the presence of correlations, we extend here two simple and complementary approaches that are tailored
to capture effective Andreev levels: the static functional renormalization group (fRG) and the self-consistent
Andreev bound states (SCABS) theory. We provide benchmarks against the exact large-gap solution as well as
renormalization group (NRG) calculations and find good quantitative agreement in the range of validity. The
large flexibility of the implemented approaches then allows us to analyze a sizable parameter space, allowing us
to get a deeper physical understanding into the Zeeman field, electrostatic gate, and flux dependence of Andreev
levels in interacting nanostructures.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.085151
I. INTRODUCTION
Andreev bound states (ABS) in quantum dots connected
to superconducting electrodes have been a subject of active
research in recent years, both theoretically [1–50] and ex-
perimentally [51–84]. The understanding of ABS formation
is not only of great interest for their potential use in
quantum information devices, but also because they constitute
a testbed for microscopic theories of nanostructures. Indeed,
transport measurements in the normal state (obtained under the
application of a sufficiently strong magnetic field to suppress
the superconductivity in the leads) allow to extract in prin-
ciple the basic parameters governing the quantum dot (local
Coulomb interaction U , tunneling rate , level position ).
These in turn determine the dispersion of the ABS in the
superconducting state as a function of electrical gating, the
superconducting phase difference φ, or with respect to a
moderate magnetic field B. Several attempts for a precise
description of ABS in quantum dots have been recently made in
this direction [69,70,77], but only qualitative agreement could
be obtained. In particular, microscopic calculations based on
the widely used self-consistent Hartree-Fock approximation
are not trustworthy except for the case of weak Coulomb
interaction or large applied magnetic fields [40,49].
Alternative theories to mean-field approaches offer a trade-
off between simplicity and accuracy. The simplest techniques
are based on static renormalization group ideas, and have
been formulated both within a perturbative expansion in
the effective Coulomb interaction in the framework of the
functional renormalization group (fRG) [48,85–88], or around
the large gap limit by a self-consistent Andreev bound
state picture (SCABS) [32,73,89]. Both techniques achieve
surprisingly good agreement (in their range of validity) with
full-scale numerical renormalization group (NRG) computa-
tions [90–100], while their low numerical cost allows us to
efficiently explore the effective Andreev levels over the whole
parameter space. While previous analytical renormalization
group calculations have mainly focused on the particle-hole
symmetric case (i.e., at the center of the odd charge Coulomb
blockade diamond) and for zero magnetic field, we aim here at
extending both the fRG and SCABS techniques to account for
the full electric and magnetic tuning available in quantum
dot devices. We will not consider here full second-order
perturbation theory in the Coulomb repulsion U . Although
this technique provides excellent results at particle-hole
symmetry and zero magnetic field, once self-consistency on
the effective pairing amplitude is properly taken into account
[49,89], its accuracy is expected to degrade away from these
two limits (in addition, a proliferation of diagrams makes
the technique more cumbersome to use in absence of any
symmetry).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the basic model of superconducting quantum dots, and
describe how to obtain the position and weights of ABS from
Green’s function techniques in the presence of a Coulomb
repulsion. The model is then solved mathematically in the
special limit of infinite gap in the presence of both an external
gate voltage and an applied magnetic field, which allows for a
qualitative discussion of the physics. In Sec. III we briefly
review the static functional renormalization group and the
self-consistent Andreev bound state theory extensions to the
case of finite magnetic field. Finally, we discuss our results
in Sec. IV, starting with the case of zero magnetic field
before considering the complete magnetoelectric spectroscopy
of the Andreev levels. The various methods are tested against
previous NRG results [93], in order to assess their validity
range and possible breakdowns.
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FIG. 1. Setup considered in this work. A quantum dot subject to
a magnetic field B and an electrical gate  is tunnel coupled to two
superconducting BCS electrodes.
II. SUPERCONDUCTING QUANTUM DOT MODEL
A. The superconducting Anderson Hamiltonian
Due to strong electronic confinement in quantum dots,
it is legitimate to base our study on a single-orbital level
(exceptions arise however in ultraclean carbon nanotube
systems, where chirality and spin-orbit physics can play
an important role). We assume here for simplicity that the
magnetic field has no orbital effect on the quantum dot (this
applies for instance to the case of carbon nanotubes that are
perpendicular to the field axis) and only lifts the degeneracy
between spin up and spin down states through the Zeeman
effect. In the metallic leads, the Zeeman effect is usually
negligible, but a sufficiently strong orbital effect can suppress
the superconducting gap. We will thus consider here relatively
weak magnetic fields, such that the superconducting order
parameter (gap amplitude)  can be assumed constant. The
possibility to tune the superconducting phase difference via
the magnetic field in a SQUID geometry will be accounted for
via the independent phase difference φ across the junction. We





Hα + H dot +
∑
α=L,R




























(tα d†σ ck,σ,α + H.c.). (2c)
In the above equations α = L,R denotes the left and right
lead, respectively, while σ = ↑, ↓ denotes the spin degree of
freedom. The leads are modeled by BCS Hamiltonians Hα
with a lead-independent dispersion k and superconducting
gaps α = || eiφα that differ only in the complex phase φα .
Note that only the phase difference φ = φL − φR is of physical
importance. We furthermore assume the leads to have a flat
density of states of amplitude ρ0 = 1/(2D), where 2D is the
total bandwidth. The leads are tunnel coupled to the quantum
dot by tunneling amplitudes tα , which we assume to be
momentum independent. The dot, finally, is characterized
by a level energy , an on-site Coulomb repulsion U , and
a Zeeman energy B. Note that the single-particle energy
was shifted, such that  = 0 corresponds to the particle-hole
symmetric case. As discussed above, the lead parameters (such
as the superconducting gap  and the phase difference φ) are
considered to be effective parameters for a given magnetic
field.
B. Green’s functions in superconducting dots
For practical reasons we will work in the following with









for the dot degrees of freedom. This allows us to introduce
a matrix structure for all one-particle correlation functions
(defined below on the Matsubara imaginary axis), such that
the off-diagonal terms capture the anomalous components,














We first consider the situation of a noninteracting quantum dot
(U = 0). In the wide band limit, i.e., D → ∞ while keeping




iω˜ −  − B ˜





iω˜ +  − B − ˜




D0(iω) = (iω˜ −  − B)(iω˜ +  − B) − | ˜|2.













with a total hybridization  = ∑α=L,R α , and α = πρ0t2α .
Note that  will in the following be used as our unit of energy.
At the one-particle level, the effects of the local Coulomb
interaction U can be fully accounted for by a frequency-
dependent self-energy, so that the interacting Green’s function
of the dot reads
G(iω) = (G−10 (iω) − (iω))−1 = 1D(iω)
(
iω˜ +  − B − 2(iω) − ˜ + (iω)
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with the determinant
D(iω) = [iω˜ −  − B − 1(iω)][iω˜ +  − B − 2(iω)]
− | ˜ − (iω)|2. (9)
C. Andreev bound states, spectral weights,
and Josephson current
The density of states of the quantum dot features discrete
ABS inside the superconducting gap. They correspond to poles
in the total electronic density of states




Im[G11(ω + iη) − G22(−ω − iη)] (10)
that can be determined by finding all roots Ebs ∈ {±a,±b} of
the determinant D(ω) on the real frequency axis. Note that
ABS poles will always appear in pairs symmetrically posi-
tioned around the chemical potential, while their respective
spectral weights are calculated from their residuals
w(Ebs) = lim
η→0+
iη [G11(Ebs + iη) − G22(−Ebs − iη)]. (11)
In addition, we will consider the weight of the anomalous
component of the Nambu Green’s function
w(Ebs) = lim
η→0+
iη G21(Ebs + iη), (12)
which contains information on the supercurrent carried by the
ABS. As we will see in the following, the ABS are responsible
for a substantial part of the total Josephson current [101,102]
that can flow through the device in the presence of a finite
superconducting phase difference φ. To illustrate this, let us
define the Josephson current operator as the time derivative
of the particle number operator Nα for the left and right lead,
respectively,
Jα = ∂tNα = i[H,Nα]. (13)








ω2 + 2 G21(iω)
]
. (14)
This formula is valid also in the presence of interaction,
provided the exact anomalous Green’s function is known.
To determine the contribution of the different ABS to the
current, we split the Green’s functionG21 into a part containing
the poles, and another part carrying the contribution of the
spectrum corresponding to branch cuts in the complex plane,
which is associated with the continuum above the gap:




iω − Ebs . (15)






























Evaluating the integral (17) gives
〈
JEbs





where f (x) = [π − 2 arcsin(x)]/(π√1 − x2). Note that the
explicit dependence of 〈JEbs〉 on the relative bound state
position |Ebs/| is weak, so that the current amplitude is
mainly determined by the sign and weight of the ABS.
D. The large gap limit
A simple physical picture of the ABS can be obtained
from the limit [103]  → ∞. In this case, the noninteracting
Green’s function simplifies as
G0(iω)−1 →∞−−−→ iω −
(
B +  −φ







, which, for the case of a symmetric
coupling to the leads L = R = /2, takes the simple form




The key point is that the noninteracting Green function (20)
coincides with the one of a system with an effective local
Hamiltonian
H 0eff = 	†
(
B +  −φ
−∗φ B − 
)
	, (22)
where 	 is the previously introduced Nambu spinor. This















where u and v are defined up to an arbitrary phase factor by
u∗v = φ/(2Eφ), (24a)
|u|2 = (1 + /Eφ)/2, (24b)




2 + |φ|2. (25)
The possibility to reduce the problem to a local one allows
us to deal with the Coulomb interaction in a simple way. In the
new basis {|00〉,|01〉,|10〉,|11〉}, labeled by (n+,n−), the full
effective Hamiltonian takes the diagonal form
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TABLE I. Relations of the electronic dot basis to the eigenbasis
of the effective interacting Hamiltonian.
Eigenvalue Eigenbasis Dot basis
E↑ |11〉 |↑〉
E↓ |00〉 |↓〉
E+ |01〉 |+〉 = u |0〉 + v |↑↓〉
E− |10〉 |−〉 = v∗|0〉 − u∗|↑↓〉
with the eigenvalues
E00 = −B, E01 = Eφ + U2 , (27a)
E10 = −Eφ + U2 , E11 = B. (27b)
The relations to the electronic dot basis are shown in Table I.
Here we have introduced the shorthands
Eσ = σB, E± = U/2 ± Eφ. (28)
Clearly (for positive B and U , which we assume from
now on), the system can assume only two possible ground
states, either the nonmagnetic 0-phase state |10〉, or the
spin polarized π -phase state |00〉. A phase transition (level
crossing) will occur under the conditionE↓ = E−, which reads
explicitly
(U + 2B)2 = 4
[
(R − L)2 + 4LR cos2 φ2
]
+ 42.
This indicates the similar role of U and B in determining
the phase boundary that is an increase of either parameters
will induce a transition to the π phase. However, an increase
of U alone will tend in addition to renormalize strongly the
electronic states on a wide energy range.
Using Lehmann’s representation, one can reconstruct the
exact Green’s function in the large gap limit (see Appendix A),
and hence the corresponding self-energies for finite magnetic


















Note that, in this exactly solvable limit, the self-energy is found
to be frequency independent, which is a strong argument for
approaches that make the assumption of a static self-energy.
On the other hand, the self-energy is completely independent
from the magnitude of the magnetic field, while being purely
linear in U in both phases. For finite magnetic field, this is a
strong argument in favor of approaches that are perturbative in
U (such as the static fRG or Hartree-Fock theory).
The situation changes drastically when we consider the
case of vanishing magnetic field. While the self-energy in the
0 phase remains unchanged, the twofold degeneracy of the
ground state in the π phase results in a frequency dependence
TABLE II. Spectral weights and anomalous weights of the
Andreev bound states evaluated for the 0 phase and for the π phase,
with the associated transitions.
0 phase
Ebs Transition w w
±a↑ |↑〉 ↔ |−〉 |v|2,|u|2 0,−u∗v
±a↓ |↓〉 ↔ |−〉 |v|2,|u|2 u∗v,0
±b↑ |↑〉 ↔ |+〉 0 0
±b↓ |↓〉 ↔ |+〉 0 0
π phase
Ebs Transition w w
±a↑ |↑〉 ↔ |−〉 0 0
±a↓ |↓〉 ↔ |−〉 |v|2,|u|2 u∗v,0
±b↑ |↑〉 ↔ |+〉 0 0
±b↓ |↓〉 ↔ |+〉 |u|2,|v|2 −u∗v,0
















iω +  −φ




The situation at zero magnetic fields is thus more complex for
perturbative methods.
To get a more physical understanding of the Andreev bound
state energies, we refer again to the Lehmann representation
of the Green’s function in the atomic limit. Here the poles
can be identified as one-electron transitions between the
eigenstates {|−〉,|+〉} ↔ {|↑〉,|↓〉}. The possible transition
energies are thus
aσ = E− − σB, (31a)
bσ = E+ − σB, (31b)
and their negative values, respectively. The corresponding
weights of the Andreev bound states are summarized in Table II
(see Appendix A for details) for both phases in the case of
finite magnetic field B > 0. The expressions aσ and bσ are
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the on-site energy  and
for U = 2, B = 0.7, and φ = π/2. Here solid lines were
chosen whenever the corresponding weight is nonvanishing,
and dashed lines are associated with zero weight, thus to a
nonvisible transition.
Let us now clarify a few important points that will allow
for a deeper understanding of the ABS even for the case of
finite gap. First we want to point out that at finite magnetic
field exactly two bound states (four, including their symmetric
partners) have a nonvanishing weight, independent of whether
the ground state is magnetic or not. The energies of the
inner bound state pair are given by ±a↓ in both phases, and
can thus be tracked continuously across the phase transition.
Furthermore, as the requirement for the level crossing phase
085151-4













FIG. 2. The Andreev transition energies a↑, a↓, b↑, and b↓
(bottom to top) for the large-gap limit as a function of the on-site
energy  and U = 2, B = 0.7, φ = π/2, and L = R = /2.
Solid lines correspond to regions of nonvanishing weight, while
dotted lines denote a vanishing weight. Note that the contributions
−a↑, −a↓, −b↑, and −b↓ from the symmetric ABS have not been
drawn here for clarity.
transition is given by E↓ = E− and thus a↓ = 0, the inner
bound state will always cross the chemical potential at the
point of the phase transition, while the outer bound state pair
experiences a jump in energy. While in the 0 phase the outer
bound-state pair has energies ±a↑, their energies change to
±b↓ in the π phase. This behavior is depicted in Fig. 3 for the
case of a varying level position . Here and in the following we
show the inner bound states ±a↓ in red, while ±a↑ is shown
in green and ±b↓ in blue.
We finally consider the Josephson current in the large gap
limit for a nonvanishing magnetic field. The total current
is most straightforwardly calculated by the derivative of the
ground state energy EGS(φ),
J = 2∂φEGS(φ). (32)
In the π phase, the ground state energy does not exhibit any φ
dependence, leading to a vanishing Josephson current. In the
0 phase, the current is given by
J = −2∂φEφ = 2LR sinφ
Eφ
. (33)
It is instructive to determine the contribution of each bound
state to the total Josephson current. In the limit  → ∞
Eq. (19) yields〈
JEbs
〉 = −2LIm[eiφ/2w(Ebs)∗]sgn(Ebs), (34)
FIG. 3. The visible Andreev bound states and the corresponding
transitions in and out of the ground states in the 0 and π phase for
U = 2, B = 0.7, φ = π/2, and L = R = /2.
Since the spectrum on the dot consists only of the bound
states, we get no continuum contribution to the total Josephson
current. Recalling that u∗v = φ/(2Eφ), the result for the 0
phase is




adding up to the total Josephson current (33). In the π phase
the contributions are




leading to a vanishing Josephson current, as expected. Having
identified the transitions associated with the different bound
state energies (see Table II), we can interpret the corresponding
Josephson current contribution as a measure for the relevance
of the virtual intermediate state in the Cooper pair transport
process. It is also interesting to note that the magnitude of the
current in the 0 phase does not depend on the magnetic field
at large gap, an artifact of this limit.
III. METHODS
We here briefly review two complementary approaches that
are able to tackle the problem of superconducting quantum
dots in the presence of both a finite Coulomb interaction and a
finite gap: the static fRG and the SCABS approximation. In the
description of their implementation, we focus on the aspects
specific to the extension to finite magnetic fields.
A. Static functional renormalization group
The fRG [104,105] is based on Wilson’s general RG idea
for interacting many-body systems. By introducing a scale
dependence into the noninteracting Green’s function one can
derive an exact functional flow equation that describes the
gradual evolution of the effective action, that is, the generating
functional of the one-particle irreducible vertex functions, as
the scale is changed. While the action at the final scale is the
one of the systems in question, we only require the initial
action to be exactly solvable, giving rise to a large freedom
in the choice of the initial conditions [106]. Expanding this
functional flow equation in powers of the external sources
yields an exact but infinite hierarchy of flow equations for
the n-particle vertex functions. In practical implementations,
however, this hierarchy has to be truncated at a given order.
This truncation is commonly performed at the two-particle
level, and yields a set of flow equations for the self-energy and
the two-particle vertex functions.
We here use the fRG implementation for superconducting
quantum dots formulated on the Matsubara axis [104,107]
(see Ref. [48] for the extension to real-time Keldysh space)
assuming that the self-energy and the two-particle vertex
are both static. The underlying approximations are devised
for weak to intermediate Coulomb interaction strengths and
arbitrary gap, and have been checked by comparing with NRG
data.
At zero temperature we use a frequency cutoff of the form
G0 = (|ω| − )G0, (37)
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while the Green function at a given scale is determined by
means of the Dyson equation G = [(G0 )−1 − ]−1. In the












while the static two-particle vertex is determined by a single
renormalized Coulomb interaction U. Note that the static
terms 1 and 2 effectively renormalize the on-site energy
and magnetic field. Introducing flowing effective physical
parameters













iω˜ +  − B − ˜ + 





D(iω) = (iω˜ −  − B)(iω˜ +  − B) − ∣∣ ˜ − ∣∣2.
(41)




























 = 2π[(∂B)2 − (∂)2 + ∣∣∂∣∣2]ω= (43)
for the two-particle vertex, with the initial conditions
=∞ = , B=∞ = B, (44a)
=∞ = 0, U=∞ = U. (44b)
This set of ordinary differential equations is then integrated
numerically from / = 106 to / = 10−6 using a Runge-
Kutta solver. An example for the evolution of the renormalized
parameters during the flow is shown in Fig. 4.
Introducing the notation
=0 = r , B=0 = Br, (45a)
=0 = , U=0 = Ur (45b)
FIG. 4. Flow of the renormalized on-site energy  and the
effective interaction U for  = ,  = , B = , φ = π/2,
L = R = /2, and different values of U . U = 0.6 is close to
the phase transition and the flow converges at a lower energy scale.
Note that the interaction is effectively reduced in the 0 phase, while
an enhancement is observed in the π phase.
for the renormalized values at the end of the flow, the poles of
the Green’s function are determined by finding the roots of its
determinant (41), e.g., by solving
(ω˜ − r − Br )(ω˜ + r − Br ) − | ˜ − |2 = 0. (46)
The spectral weights of the associated ABS are then calculated
according to Eqs. (11) and (12).
B. Self-consistent Andreev bound state theory
This alternative approach focuses again on effective An-
dreev levels, but, instead of a scheme based on a renormalized
perturbative expansion in the Coulomb interaction, rather con-
siders the infinite gap limit as a starting point for a perturbative
treatment. The clear advantage here is that the 0 to π transition
is already captured at  = ∞, and thus the method should be
able to describe both phases on an equal footing. For  = ∞,
we have previously calculated the one-particle energy levels
E0σ = σB and the BCS-like levels E0± = U/2 ±
√
2 + |φ|2.
Note that we have added an additional superscript 0 to
denote that these are the uncorrected energies at infinite gap.
Furthermore, all following derivations will be considering
the general case of a finite bandwidth 2D, which requires
the introduction of the generalized hybridization function




. In the following,
φ = φ(0).
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∣∣∣∣ 1Ek − (E0− − E0σ )
)
+ 2|φ|uv, (47c)
with the quasiparticle energy Ek =
√
k2 + 2. These expressions generalize the results of Ref. [32] to the case of finite magnetic
field.
At finite , the self-consistent perturbative approach considered in Ref. [32] can be generalized to the spinful case. In
order to write self-consistent equations for the corrections to the Andreev transitions, δaσ = δE− − δEσ = aσ − a0σ and δbσ =



























































Recall that E = √2 + 2, such that singularities appear indeed whenever a one-particle transition on the dot becomes
comparable to the minimum quasiparticle energy given by the gap . A first important observation is that the singularities tend
to cancel out together for the outer bound state correction δbσ , which implies that these states become part of the continuum for
small enough . One can thus focus on analyzing the singularities related to the inner bound states aσ , which originate from the
denominators in 1/(E ± a0σ ). The physics here is simply an effect of level repulsion from the continuum whenever the bound
state approaches the gap edges. In the case a0σ > 0, which occurs typically in the regime of strong correlations U  , only
the denominators in 1/(E − a0σ ) are singular. This leads to a downward renormalization of the bound state energy aσ compared
to the bare value a0σ . Conversely, an upward renormalization of the bound state occurs when a0σ < 0, since the denominators
1/(E + a0σ ) provide then the main contribution. We can thus renormalize in a self-consistent way the inner Andreev bound states
according to

























E + a0σ + [δaσ ′]δaσ ′
)]
+ 2|φ|uv, (49)
and correspondingly for b. Note the presence here of 
functions that account for respective downward and upward
renormalization, as discussed above. We thus find that δaσ
depends on both δa↑ and δa↓, such that one has to solve a
coupled set of self-consistent equations for δaσ (and similarly
for δbσ ). These equations can, however, be decoupled, since
δa↑ − δa↓ is a constant that does not depend on either δaσ
(and again similarly for δbσ , which is not written here).
This simple procedure does not provide any information on
the weights of the ABS, in contrast to the fRG approach
of the previous section. The understanding of the allowed
transitions can nevertheless be gathered from the atomic
limit.
IV. RESULTS
For the results in the following we will focus on the case
of symmetric coupling L = R as the physics of the system
does not differ from the general case. We will first describe
how the case of finite gap is linked to the solution in the
large-gap limit in order to understand in more detail the
effect of a local magnetic field on the spectrum. This will
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be followed by a detailed comparison between the fRG and
the SCABS approximation, and further by a brief benchmark
against available NRG results [93]. To conclude our study, we
will give a small outlook towards transport calculations that
are closer to actual spectroscopic experimental setups.
A. From large to small gaps using fRG
While the previously introduced SCABS approximation
includes the exact large-gap limit solution by construction, this
does not hold for the fRG. This allows us to benchmark fRG
calculations of the Andreev bound states performed for a large
gap value (e.g., 106) against the exact expressions presented
previously. This comparison is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5,
which shows the Andreev bound state energies (upper panels),
the corresponding spectral weights (middle panels), as well as
the bound-state resolved Josephson current (lower panels) as
a function of the level-position  for U = 2, φ = π/2. The
dashed line indicates the exact solution in the large-gap limit,
while solid lines denote the corresponding fRG data. Bound
state colors are chosen as previously introduced. We find an
excellent agreement of the fRG data with the exact solution,
not only for the ABS, but also for their weights as well as the
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FIG. 5. Bound state energies (upper panels), the corresponding
weights (middle panels), as well as the bound-state resolved Joseph-
son currents (lower panels) defined in Eq. (19) as a function of the
on-site energy . The calculation is shown for the large-gap situation
(left column) and a finite gap  =  (right column), with U = 2,
φ = π/2, and B = 0.7 in all cases. Solid lines show fRG results,
while dotted lines denote the exact expressions for  = ∞. The
weights shown here correspond to the bound state energies a↑, a↓,
and −b↓ associated with their respective colors (compare Fig. 2). The
gray lines denote the total Josephson current.
phase for the outer bound states ±b↓ (blue), specifically close
to the phase transition.
The corresponding fRG data for the same set of parameters
but now a finite gap  =  is shown in the right panels of
Fig. 5. While the qualitative behavior of the ABS is similar,
we find that, due to the repulsion from the gap edge, the overall
structure is squeezed in the process of closing the gap from
large to small values. In particular, the outer bound states are
strongly deformed due to this process. This is also mirrored
in the change of the spectral weight, as the ABS tend to loose
more weight the closer they are to the gap edge. In fact,
for sufficiently small gap, the outer bound state pair can be
absorbed completely into the continuum part of the spectrum.
As the gap is lowered, we also find a nonvanishing Josephson
current (gray) in π phase. Further it is interesting to note
that the bound-state contributions no longer add up to the
total Josephson current (which we will study in what follows),
as the continuous part of the DOS now has a nonvanishing
contribution to the Josephson current.
B. Magnetic field effects
We here discuss how the magnetic field alters the ABS in
the 0 phase and by this drives the phase transition. Figure 6
shows the ABS (left) and Josephson current (right) obtained
from fRG as a function of the phase-difference φ for  = ,
 = , U = , and different values of B. In the absence of
a magnetic field (upper panel), the system is in the 0 phase
for the whole φ range, and the visible ABS a↑ and a↓ are
equal. Accordingly, the Josephson current shows the typical
sinusoidal behavior without a jump.
FIG. 6. Evolution of the Andreev bound states and Josephson
current with φ as obtained from fRG for  = ,  = , U = , and
different values of B.
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For a small magnetic field (B = 0.4) the 0 phase is still the
most stable, but the bound states a↑ and a↓ can now be clearly
distinguished due to the Zeeman splitting. The corresponding
Josephson is just mildly reduced as a consequence.
When increasing the magnetic field further (B = 0.8), the
inner bound states ±a↓ will cross the chemical potential for
φ close to π , thus inducing the phase transition for a finite φ
range. In this window, the visible outer bound state changes
to ±b↓. A Zeeman splitting is thus no longer directly visible
in this part of the spectrum. As expected, the change of the
ground state is accompanied by a sign reversal in the Josephson
current.
For even larger values of the magnetic field (B = 1.2),
the inner bound states will completely cross the chemical
potential, inducing the π phase for the whole φ range.
Accordingly, the Josephson current completely inverts its sign.
C. Comparison between fRG and the SCABS approximation
In this subsection we provide a detailed comparison be-
tween the fRG and the SCABS approximation. While the fRG,
being a perturbative approach, is expected to perform better
for smaller values of U/, the SCABS will by construction
perform better for larger /. We have thus chosen U ∈
{0.5π,π} and  ∈ {0.5π,π} for our comparison, in
order to span different ranges of validity of these approaches.
For the other parameters we chose  = 0, φ = 0, and B = 0,
and then varied one of these at a time. The corresponding plots
can be found in Figs. 7–9, respectively.
Overall we find a very good quantitative agreement of the
results between the two methods. As expected, the largest
deviations can be found for  = 0.5π and U = π, since
both methods are then pushed away from their clear regime of
applicability. Varying , we see an almost perfect agreement
for U = 0.5π. Small deviations arise close to the gap
edge, which is a trend that continues throughout the whole
comparison. This is tied to a weaker repulsion of the outer
ABS from the gap edge in the SCABS approximation. We
also note that for the choice of parameters U = π and






























FIG. 7. Bound state energies calculated with fRG (full lines) and
SCABS approximation (dashed lines) as a function of  for B = 0,






























FIG. 8. Bound state energies calculated with fRG (full lines) and
SCABS approximation (dashed lines) as a function of φ for B = 0,
 = 0, and different values of U and .
approximation predicts the system to still be in the 0 phase,
SCABS approximation results are already in the π phase. This
tendency of the SCABS approximation towards the π phase is
also observed throughout the whole comparison.
The data with varying φ show an artifact of the static fRG
calculations that arise in the absence of a magnetic field. The
ABS in the π phase for B = 0 are not described correctly,
but remain pinned at the chemical potential as they cross the
chemical potential at the phase transition, in disagreement
with the SCABS and the previous findings in the atomic limit.
This can most likely be attributed to the static approximation,
as in the large-gap limit the exact self-energy is found to be
frequency dependent at zero field in the π phase. Otherwise
the previously described trends hold, and a good quantitative
agreement is achieved in the 0 phase.
As Fig. 9 shows, increasing the magnetic fieldB induces the
π phase rather quickly, as could already be inferred from the
large-gap phase boundary defined by Eq. (29). The tendency






























FIG. 9. Bound state energies calculated with fRG (full lines) and
SCABS approximation (dashed lines) as a function of B for φ = 0,
 = 0, and different values of U and .
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FIG. 10. Phase diagram as a function of U and  as obtained
from the fRG at  = 0 and φ = π/2 for different values of B. The
lines separate the 0 phase on the left side from the π phase on the
right.
visible in the B-dependent data, while the fRG shows a
bending of the outer bound states in the π phase close to
the phase transition. This latter behavior was also observed in
Sec. II D in the comparison to the exact large-gap expressions,
and was there identified as the main deviation. This effect is
dominant for small values of the magnetic field B, where
the renormalized interaction was found to diverge. In this
limit the truncation of the hierarchy is no longer justified,
as it corresponds to an expansion in the effective interaction.
Similar problems using the static fRG have been found in
Ref. [108], as the investigated two-level quantum dot setup
was close to degeneracy.
D. Phase diagram at finite B
A detailed phase diagram for the 0-π transition determined
with fRG is shown in Fig. 10, as a function of Coulomb
interaction, gap amplitude, and several values of the magnetic
field (for a choice of phase difference φ = π/2). The general
expected trend is a stabilization of the π phase for increasing
values ofU andB, which both lead to local moment formation.
The π state is also favored for increasing values of , as
this removes the quasiparticles and thus weakens the Kondo
effect responsible for the possible presence of the 0 phase at
large U .
In experimental setups the magnetic field can be expected
to extend beyond the quantum dot. This effect can lead to a
reduction of the superconducting gap in the leads, which would
stabilize the 0 phase.
E. Comparison with NRG
Figure 11 shows a comparison of fRG data (solid lines)
and NRG data [93] (symbols) for the ABS and the cor-
responding weights for  = 0, B = 0, φ = 0, and / =
0.0157,0.157,0.9425 (red, green, blue). We find a good
quantitative agreement with the NRG data up to interaction
values of U = π. For larger U values, frequency dependent
self-energy effects become prominent [89], so that the static

























FIG. 11. Comparison with NRG data from Ref. [93] for the bound
state energy and the corresponding weights as a function of the
interaction strength. The parameters are  = 0, B = 0, φ = 0, and
/ = 0.0157,0.157,0.9425 (red, green, blue).
F. Spectroscopy
The density of states in experimental setups like the ones
reported in Refs. [70,80,84] is probed by measuring the differ-
ential conductance using a weakly coupled normal lead. This
has the effect that the Andreev bound states are broadened by
an energy scale N , which is the corresponding hybridization
to the normal contact. This effect can be easily accounted for






in the Dyson-equation G = [(G0 )−1 −  − N ]−1. We
can then straightforwardly calculate the density of states using
Eq. (10). One such calculation for a varying on-site energy 
and N = 0.1,  = , U = 3.5, and B = 0.5 is shown
in Fig. 12. As expected, the bound states acquire a broadening
due to the presence of the normal lead, and the data compare
qualitatively with measurements from Ref. [84]. Note that
the outer bound states in the π phase close to  = 0 have
already been been absorbed into the continuum, as it can be
also observed in Fig. 9. In view of the experimental observation
we point out that the fRG can be easily extended to multilevel
quantum dot systems.
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated electrostatic gating and magnetic field
effects on the ABS of an interacting quantum dot coupled
to superconducting leads by extending the static functional
renormalization group and the self-consistent Andreev bound
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FIG. 12. fRG results for the density of states as a function of
the on-site energy , for N = 0.1, φ = 0,  = , U = 3.5, and
B = 0.5. The transition from the π to the 0 phase is induced at
 = ±1.5.
states theory to include finite magnetic fields. These com-
plementary approaches allow us to capture the rich physical
behavior in the large parameter space with a reduced numerical
effort. According to the range of validity we found a good
quantitative agreement not only between the methods, but
also with NRG and the exact solution in the large-gap limit.
The latter was discussed in detail for the case of a finite
magnetic field, allowing for a deeper understanding of the
generic finite-gap situation. We further showed how a local
magnetic field induces a splitting of the ABS whenever the
system is 0 phase, while this effect is absent in the π phase,
and provided examples of the tunneling density of states that
is typically measured in experiments.
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APPENDIX A: GREEN’S FUNCTION IN
THE LARGE GAP LIMIT
To calculate the full Green function in the large-gap limit






En − Em + iω (ρn + ρm). (A1)






(iω) = ρ00 + ρ01
iω − Eφ − B − U2
+ ρ10 + ρ11







(iω) = ρ00 + ρ10
iω + Eφ − B − U2
+ ρ11 + ρ01
iω + Eφ − B + U2
.
(A3)









now aim at calculating the exact self-energy expressions. For
B = 0, the ground state energy is either E00 or E10, resulting
in
G−1
bb† (iω) = iω −
(
B + Eφ 0







, E00 ≷ E10. (A4)







, E00 ≷ E10, (A5)
for the self-energy. For B = 0, the 0-phase calculation results






































is solely quadratic in the interaction U . The corresponding
expressions for self-energy and Green functions in the Nambu
basis can now be easily acquired by rotating back to the old
basis. Executing this for the self-energy results in Eqs. (29) and
(30). The Green function in the Nambu basis can be calculated
straightforwardly by the Dyson equation. It will prove more



























since in this representation we can easily read off the bound
state weights.
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE SCABS EQUATIONS
Here we want to summarize, in accordance with Ref. [32],
the derivation of the SCABS equations presented in Sec. III B.
Let us begin by considering the hybridization function of the















iω˜ −  − B ˜











ω2 + 2 φ(iω). (B4)
The system is then fully described by the action
S = S0 + Sint, (B5)
with














δ(ω1 − ω2 + ω3 − ω4) (B7)
in accordance with Eq. (2b). Here 	(iω) and ¯	(iω) denote
the frequency dependent Grassmann fields corresponding to
the previously introduced Nambu spinors.
We can now decompose the action into a effective part,
corresponding to the limit  → ∞, and all other terms
(compare Ref. [32])
S = Seff + Spert, (B8)
with
Seff = − 12π
∫
dω ¯	(iω)Geff0 (iω)−1	(iω) + Sint,
(B9a)




Spert = − 12π
∫
dω ¯	(iω)(G0(iω)−1 − Geff0 (iω)−1)	(iω).
(B10)
Expanding to lowest order in Spert allows us to compute
straightforwardly the corrections to the atomic levels [32].
Note that this formulation in principle also allows us to set
up a functional renormalization group flow starting from the
exact atomic limit solution, following the ideas of Ref. [106].
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❨❃❀✴❁✴✲✴❅ ✼♦❉ ✈♦✳❁❬ ✈✴✰✴❅ ✽✿✻❀❁❝❀❂ ❱❁❅❃❃✰ ❯❃❁❄❅❉❀❁✴✻ ♦✼ ❩❅❝✿❃♦✳♦■✻❂ ▲▼❵▼ ❱❁❅❃❃✰❂ ◗✲❀✴❉❁✰
✇
❨❃❀✴❁✴✲✴❅ ♦✼ ❴❅✴✰✳ ✽✿✻❀❁❝❀❂ ①♦❄✰✳❅❄❀❤✰✻✰ ✈✴❉❅❅✴ ▲②❂ ❦❥▼❖❖▼ ③❤✰✴❅❉❁❃❫✲❉■❂ ④✲❀❀❁✰
⑤
❯❉✰✳ ❋❅❬❅❉✰✳ ❯❃❁❄❅❉❀❁✴✻❂ ❦❥▼▼▼❥ ③❤✰✴❅❉❁❃❫✲❉■❂ ④✲❀❀❁✰
✭❘⑥⑦⑥⑧⑨⑥⑩ ☞ ❶❷⑨⑥❸❹⑥❺ ✍✵✌☛❻ ❺⑥⑨⑧❼⑥⑩ ❸❽❾❿❼⑦❺⑧➀➁ ❺⑥⑦⑥⑧⑨⑥⑩ ✌➂ ➃⑥⑦⑥❸❹⑥❺ ✍✵✌☛❻ ➀❿❹➄⑧❼➅⑥⑩ ✌➆ ➇❽❾❿❽❺➈ ✍✵✌☞✎
✠⑥ ➀❺⑥❼⑥❾➁ ❽ ➉⑥❾⑥❺❽➄ ➊❺❽❸⑥ ➁❷ ⑥➋➁⑥❾⑩ ➊❿❾⑦➁⑧❷❾❽➄ ❺⑥❾❷❺❸❽➄⑧➌❽➁⑧❷❾ ➉❺❷❿➀ ✭➊❘➍✎ ❹❽❼⑥⑩ ⑦❷❸➀❿➁❽➁⑧❷❾❽➄ ❼⑦➅⑥❸⑥❼
❹➈ ❿❼⑧❾➉ ❽❾ ⑥➋❽⑦➁➄➈ ❼❷➄⑨❽❹➄⑥ ❁❃✴❅❉✰❝✴❁❃■ ❺⑥➊⑥❺⑥❾⑦⑥ ➀❺❷❹➄⑥❸ ❽❼ ❼➁❽❺➁⑧❾➉ ➀❷⑧❾➁ ➊❷❺ ➁➅⑥ ❘➍ ß❷➎➏ ➐➅⑥ ❼➈❼➁⑥❸❽➁⑧⑦
⑥➋➀❽❾❼⑧❷❾ ❽❺❷❿❾⑩ ➁➅⑧❼ ❼❷➄❿➁⑧❷❾ ❽⑦⑦❷❿❾➁❼ ➊❷❺ ❽ ❾❷❾➀⑥❺➁❿❺❹❽➁⑧⑨⑥ ⑧❾⑦➄❿❼⑧❷❾ ❷➊ ⑦❷❺❺⑥➄❽➁⑧❷❾❼➏ ✄❾➁❺❷⑩❿⑦⑧❾➉ ❽❿➋⑧➄⑧❽❺➈
➊⑥❺❸⑧❷❾⑧⑦ Þ⑥➄⑩❼ ❹➈ ❸⑥❽❾❼ ❷➊ ❽  ❿❹❹❽❺⑩➑✂➁❺❽➁❷❾❷⑨⑧⑦➅ ➁❺❽❾❼➊❷❺❸❽➁⑧❷❾✱ ➎⑥ ⑩⑥❺⑧⑨⑥ ➁➅⑥ ß❷➎ ⑥➒❿❽➁⑧❷❾❼ ➊❷❺ ➁➅⑥
❽❿➋⑧➄⑧❽❺➈ Þ⑥➄⑩❼ ❽❾⑩ ⑩⑥➁⑥❺❸⑧❾⑥ ➁➅⑥ ❺⑥➄❽➁⑧❷❾ ➁❷ ➁➅⑥ ⑦❷❾⑨⑥❾➁⑧❷❾❽➄ ➎⑥❽➓➑⑦❷❿➀➄⑧❾➉ ➁❺❿❾⑦❽➁⑧❷❾ ❷➊ ➁➅⑥ ➅⑧⑥❺❽❺⑦➅➈ ❷➊ ß❷➎
⑥➒❿❽➁⑧❷❾❼➏ ✆❼ ❽ ❼➀⑥⑦⑧Þ⑦ ⑥➋❽❸➀➄⑥ ➎⑥ ⑦❷❾❼⑧⑩⑥❺ ➁➅⑥ ⑩➈❾❽❸⑧⑦❽➄ ❸⑥❽❾ Þ⑥➄⑩ ➁➅⑥❷❺➈ ✭➃➔→➐✎ ❼❷➄❿➁⑧❷❾ ❽❼ ❺⑥➊⑥❺⑥❾⑦⑥
❼➈❼➁⑥❸✱ ❽❾⑩ ⑩⑧❼⑦❿❼❼ ➁➅⑥ ❺⑥➄❽➁⑧❷❾ ➁❷ ➁➅⑥ ❺⑥⑦⑥❾➁➄➈ ⑧❾➁❺❷⑩❿⑦⑥⑩ ➃➔→
❳
❘➍ ❽❾⑩ ➁➅⑥ ⑩❿❽➄➑➊⑥❺❸⑧❷❾ ➊❷❺❸❽➄⑧❼❸➏
➃➣✄↔ ✌✵➏✌✌✵↕➙P➅➈❼❘⑥⑨❇➏➂✌➏✵☛☞✌✍✵ P✆☎✂ ❾❿❸❹⑥❺✭❼✎↔ ➛✌➜✌✵➜➞➎➟ ➛✌➜✍➛➜➠❽
➡➢ ➡➤➥➦➧➨➩➫➥➡➧➤
➭✜✛ ★➯ ✢✬✛ ➲❛✩✜ ✫✬❛✤✤✛✜❣✛✪ ✩✜ ✜★✜r✛✤❛✢✩➳✩✪✢✩✫ ➵➸❛✜✢➸➲
➲❛✜➺➻➼★✮➺ ✢✬✛★r➺ ✩✪ ✢✬✛ ✮✛➳✛✤★➽➲✛✜✢ ★➯ ➽★➾✛r➯➸✤ ✢★★✤✪ ➯★r
✢r✛❛✢✩✜❣ ✫★rr✛✤❛✢✩★✜✪ ➼✛✢➾✛✛✜ ➯✛r➲✩★✜✩✫ ➽❛r✢✩✫✤✛✪✥ ✜★✢ ✤✩➲✩✢✛✮
✢★ ✪➽✛✫✩➚✫ ➽❛r❛➲✛✢✛r r✛❣✩➲✛✪✚ ❚✬✛✪✛ ➾★➸✤✮ ➽r★➳✩✮✛ ✢✬✛ ➪✛➺✪
➯★r ➸✜✮✛r✪✢❛✜✮✩✜❣ ❛✜✮ ✫★✜✢r★✤✤✩✜❣ ➲❛✜➺ ★➯ ✢✬✛ ➲★✪✢ ✛➶✫✩✢✩✜❣
✛➶➽✛r✩➲✛✜✢✪ ✫➸rr✛✜✢✤➺ ➽✛r➯★r➲✛✮ ✩✜ ✪★✤✩✮➻✪✢❛✢✛✥ ✜❛✜★✪✫★➽✩✫✥
❛✜✮ ✫★✤✮➻❛✢★➲ ➽✬➺✪✩✫✪✚ ➹✜ ➯❛✫✢✥ ✢✬✛ ✪✢❛✢✛➻★➯➻✢✬✛➻❛r✢ ✢✬✛★r✛✢✩✫❛✤
✢★★✤✪ ❛✤✤★➾ ➯★r ❛✜ ❛✫✫➸r❛✢✛ ✢r✛❛✢➲✛✜✢ ★➯ ➵➸❛✜✢➸➲ ➲❛✜➺➻➼★✮➺
✫★rr✛✤❛✢✩★✜✪ ✩✜ ✪➽✛✫✩➚✫ ✫❛✪✛✪✥ ➼➸✢ ✢✬✛✩r r✛✤✩❛➼✩✤✩✢➺ ✩✪ ✜★✢
❣➸❛r❛✜✢✛✛✮ ✩✜ ❣✛✜✛r❛✤✚
❆ ➳✛r➺ ➽★➾✛r➯➸✤ ➲✛✢✬★✮✥ ❛➲★✜❣ ✢✬★✪✛ ✫➸rr✛✜✢✤➺ ❛➳❛✩✤❛➼✤✛
❛✜✮ ➾✩✮✛✤➺ ➸✪✛✮ ➯★r ➽✛r➯★r➲✩✜❣ ➲★✮✛✤ ❛✜✮ r✛❛✤✩✪✢✩✫ ✫❛✤➻
✫➸✤❛✢✩★✜✪ ★➯ ✫★rr✛✤❛✢✛✮ ➯✛r➲✩★✜✪✥ ✩✪ ❛r❣➸❛➼✤➺ ✢✬✛ ➯➸✜✫✢✩★✜❛✤
r✛✜★r➲❛✤✩✣❛✢✩★✜ ❣r★➸➽ ➘➯➴➷➬ ➮➱Ð✃❐✚ ❚✬✛ ✪✢❛r✢✩✜❣ ➽★✩✜✢ ★➯ ✢✬✛
➯➴➷ ✩✪ ❛✜ ✛➶❛✫✢ ➯➸✜✫✢✩★✜❛✤ ❒★➾ ✛➵➸❛✢✩★✜✥ ➾✬✩✫✬ ➽❛r❛➲✛✢r✩✣✛✪
✢✬✛ ❣r❛✮➸❛✤ ✛➳★✤➸✢✩★✜ ➯r★➲ ❛✜ ✛➶❛✫✢✤➺ ✪★✤➳❛➼✤✛ ✩✜✩✢✩❛✤ ❛✫✢✩★✜
❮
❰Ï❰
➘✢➺➽✩✫❛✤✤➺ ★➯ ❛✜ ➸✜✫★rr✛✤❛✢✛✮ ➽r★➼✤✛➲➬ ✢★ ✢✬✛ ➯➸✤✤ ➚✜❛✤
❛✫✢✩★✜ ❮
ÑÏ
★➯ ✢✬✛ ➲❛✜➺➻➼★✮➺ ➽r★➼✤✛➲ ★➯ ✩✜✢✛r✛✪✢✚ Ò➶➽❛✜✮✩✜❣
✢✬✛ ➯➸✜✫✢✩★✜❛✤ ❒★➾ ✛➵➸❛✢✩★✜ ➺✩✛✤✮✪ ❛✜ ✛➶❛✫✢ ✩✜➚✜✩✢✛ ✬✩✛r❛r✫✬➺
★➯ ❒★➾ ✛➵➸❛✢✩★✜✪ ➯★r ✢✬✛ Ó➻➽❛r✢✩✫✤✛ ★✜✛➻➽❛r✢✩✫✤✛ ✩rr✛✮➸✫✩➼✤✛
➘➱Ô➹➬ ➳✛r✢✛➶ ➯➸✜✫✢✩★✜✪✚ Õ★➾✛➳✛r✥ ➯★r ➲★✪✢ ✫❛✤✫➸✤❛✢✩★✜✪✥ ✢✬✛
✬✩✛r❛r✫✬➺ ★➯ ✛➵➸❛✢✩★✜✪ ✩✪ ✢r➸✜✫❛✢✛✮ ❛✢ ✢✬✛ ✢➾★➻➽❛r✢✩✫✤✛ ✤✛➳✛✤✚
Ö✛✫❛➸✪✛ ★➯ ✢✬✩✪ ❛➽➽r★➶✩➲❛✢✩★✜✥ ✢✬✛ ➳❛✤✩✮✩✢➺ ★➯ ✢✬✛ ✫★✜➳✛✜✢✩★✜❛✤
➯➴➷ ✩✪ ✤✩➲✩✢✛✮ ✢★ ✢✬✛ ➽✛r✢➸r➼❛✢✩➳✛ ➾✛❛➪➻✫★➸➽✤✩✜❣ r✛❣✩➲✛✥
✛➶✫✛➽✢ ➯★r ✪✩✢➸❛✢✩★✜✪ ✩✜➾✬✩✫✬ ➽✬❛✪✛ ✪➽❛✫✛ r✛✪✢r✩✫✢✩★✜✪ ✪➸➽➽r✛✪✪
✬✩❣✬✛r ★r✮✛r ✫★✜✢r✩➼➸✢✩★✜✪ ➮➱✥×✥Ø❐✚ Ù★r ✢✬✛ ✪❛➲✛ r✛❛✪★✜✥ ✢✬✛
❛✫✫➸r❛✫➺ ★➯ ✢✬✛ ➚✜❛✤ r✛✪➸✤✢✪ ✮✛➽✛✜✮✪ ★✜ ✢✬✛ ✫✬★✩✫✛ ★➯ ✢✬✛
✩✜✩✢✩❛✤ ✫★✜✮✩✢✩★✜✪✚
➹✜ ✪➽✩✢✛ ★➯ ✢✬✛ ✤✩➲✩✢❛✢✩★✜ ✢★ ✢✬✛ ➾✛❛➪➻✫★➸➽✤✩✜❣ r✛❣✩➲✛✥ ✢✬✛
➯➴➷ ✬❛✪ ✤✛✮ ✢★ ➽★➾✛r➯➸✤ ✜✛➾ ❛➽➽r★➶✩➲❛✢✩★✜ ✪✫✬✛➲✛✪Ú ➹✜ ➯➴➷✥
✩✜➯r❛r✛✮ ✪✩✜❣➸✤❛r✩✢✩✛✪ ✫❛✜ ➼✛ ✮✛❛✤✢ ➾✩✢✬ ➲➸✫✬ ➲★r✛ ✛➯➚✫✩✛✜✢✤➺
✢✬❛✜ ➾✩✢✬✩✜ ✢✬✛ ✢r❛✮✩✢✩★✜❛✤ r✛✪➸➲➲❛✢✩★✜✪ ★➯ ➽✛r✢➸r➼❛✢✩★✜
✢✬✛★r➺✥ ✮➸✛ ✢★ ✢✬✛ ➼➸✩✤✢➻✩✜ ➴➷ ✪✢r➸✫✢➸r✛✚Û★r✛★➳✛rÜ✮✩➯➯✛r✛✜✢✤➺
➯r★➲ ★✢✬✛r ➽✛r✢➸r➼❛✢✩➳✛ ❛➽➽r★❛✫✬✛✪✥ ✪➸✫✬ ❛✪ ➴Ô❆Ü➯➴➷ ✩✪
Ý✫✬❛✜✜✛✤ ➸✜➼✩❛✪✛✮àÚ ❚✬✛ ➯➴➷ ❒★➾ ✛➵➸❛✢✩★✜✪ ✩✜✫✤➸✮✛ ✢✬✛
✫★✜✢r✩➼➸✢✩★✜✪ ★➯ áââ ✪✫❛✢✢✛r✩✜❣ ✫✬❛✜✜✛✤✪ ➘✛✚❣✚✥ ✪➽✩✜✥ ✫✬❛r❣✛✥
➽❛r✢✩✫✤✛➻➽❛r✢✩✫✤✛➬ ❛✜✮ ✢✬✛✩r r✛✫✩➽r★✫❛✤ ✩✜✢✛r➽✤❛➺✚
❚✬✛ ✮✛➳✛✤★➽➲✛✜✢ ★➯ ✜★➳✛✤ ✫★➲➽➸✢❛✢✩★✜ ✪✫✬✛➲✛✪ ➯★r ✛➶✢✛✜✮➻
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✘✖ s❤✚ ✜✣①✘✢✘✜✛✯ ✗♣✜❝✚ ✜✖✙ ✘✖ ★✚❝✺ ❱ ✇✚ ✙✘✗❝✣✗✗ s❤✚ ✛✚✢✜s✘✕✖ s✕
✕s❤✚✛ ✦✚s❤✕✙✗✺ ✸✘✖✜✢✢✯✰ ✘✖ ★✚❝✺ ❱■✰ ✇✚ ✗✣✦✦✜✛✘✼✚ ✕✣✛ ✛✚✗✣✢s✗
✜✖✙ ✙✛✜✇ ❝✕✖❝✢✣✗✘✕✖✗✺
✽✽✿ ✽❀❁❂❃❄❈❁✽❀❚ ❃❂❊❂❃❂❀❈❂ ❙❅❙❁❂❆
■✖ s❤✚ ❢✕✢✢✕✇✘✖❣✰ ✇✚ ♣✛✚✗✚✖s ✜ ❣✚✖✚✛✜✢ ❢✕✛✦✜✢✘✗✦ s❤✜s ✜✢✢✕✇✗
❢✕✛ ✜✖ ✚①♣✜✖✗✘✕✖ ✜✛✕✣✖✙ ✜✖ ✘✖s✚✛✜❝s✘✖❣ ✛✚❢✚✛✚✖❝✚ ✗✯✗s✚✦✺ ■s ✇✜✗
Þ✛✗s ✘✖s✛✕✙✣❝✚✙ s✕ ✗✚s ✣♣ ✜✖ ✚①♣✜✖✗✘✕✖ ✕❢ s❤✚ ❞✧✙✘✦✚✖✗✘✕✖✜✢
❍✣✤✤✜✛✙ ✦✕✙✚✢ ✜✛✕✣✖✙ s❤✚ ✜s✕✦✘❝ ✢✘✦✘s ❬❋●❪✰ ✜✖✙ ❤✜✗ ✛✚❝✚✖s✢✯
✤✚✚✖ ✣✗✚✙ ✘✖ s❤✚ ✙✣✜✢✧❢✚✛✦✘✕✖ ✫❉✸✮ ❢✕✛✦✜✢✘✗✦ ❬✶✳Ð✷✷❪ s✕
✘✖❝✢✣✙✚ ✖✕✖✢✕❝✜✢ ❝✕✛✛✚✢✜s✘✕✖✗ ✤✚✯✕✖✙ ❉▼✸✹✺
▲✚s ✣✗ ✗s✜✛s ✇✘s❤ ✜ ✗✯✗s✚✦ ✕❢ ❢✚✛✦✘✕✖✘❝ ♣✜✛s✘❝✢✚✗ ✙✚✗❝✛✘✤✚✙
✤✯ ✜ ❣✚✖✚✛✜✢ ✜❝s✘✕✖ ✕❢ s❤✚ ❢✕✛✦













✙✚✖✕s✚✗ s❤✚ ✖✕✖✘✖s✚✛✜❝s✘✖❣ ♠✛✚✚✖♦✗ ❢✣✖❝s✘✕✖✰ ✜✖✙ ❏
✐❫❴
❝✕✖s✜✘✖✗





✦✣✢s✘✧✘✖✙✚① q ❯ ✫t
✉
◗②✮ ❝✕✖✗✘✗s✗ ✕❢ ✜ ❢✚✛✦✘✕✖✘❝ ▼✜s✗✣✤✜✛✜
❢✛✚✻✣✚✖❝✯ t
✉
✜✖✙ ✜ ❣✚✖✚✛✜✢ ✻✣✜✖s✣✦ ✖✣✦✤✚✛ ② ✘✖❝✢✣✙✘✖❣✰
✚✺❣✺✰ ✦✕✦✚✖s✣✦✰ ✗♣✘✖✰ ✜✖✙ ✕✛✤✘s✜✢ ✘✖✙✚①✺ ③✚ ✘✖s✛✕✙✣❝✚ ✜✖
✘✖s✚✛✜❝s✘✖❣ ✛✚❢✚✛✚✖❝✚ ✗✯✗s✚✦ ✙✚✗❝✛✘✤✚✙ ✤✯ s❤✚ ✜❝s✘✕✖
❏
④










✇✛✘ss✚✖ ✘✖ s✚✛✦✗ ✕❢ s❤✚ ✗✜✦✚ ♠✛✜✗✗✦✜✖✖ Þ✚✢✙✗ ✜✗ ✜❝s✘✕✖ ✫✶✮✺ ■s




❝❤✕✗✚✖ ✗✣❝❤ s❤✜s s❤✚ ✗✯✗s✚✦ ✘✗ ✚①✜❝s✢✯ ✗✕✢✈✜✤✢✚✺
■✖ ✕✛✙✚✛ s✕ ✚①♣✜✖✙ s❤✚ ✜❝s✘✕✖
❏✫ ❑❖◗❖✮ ❯ ❏
④
✫ ❑❖◗❖✮ ❳ ✫ ❑❖◗⑦❖✮ ✫❋✮





✕❢ s❤✚ ✻✣✜✙✛✜s✘❝ ♣✜✛s✗✰ ✇✚
❝✜✖✖✕s ✜♣♣✢✯ ③✘❝r♦✗ s❤✚✕✛✚✦ s✕ s❤✚ ✦✜✖✯✧♣✜✛s✘❝✢✚ ✛✚❢✚✛✚✖❝✚
♠✛✚✚✖♦✗ ❢✣✖❝s✘✕✖✗ ✤✚❝✜✣✗✚ s❤✚ ✛✚❢✚✛✚✖❝✚ ✜❝s✘✕✖ ❏
④
❝✕✖s✜✘✖✗











✘✖s✛✕✙✣❝✘✖❣ ✜ ✗✚s ✕❢ ✜✣①✘✢✘✜✛✯ ❢✚✛✦✘✕✖✘❝ Þ✚✢✙✗ ❷✰ ❑❷✺ ③✚ ✛✚✻✣✘✛✚






❢✣✢Þ✢✢ s❤✚ ❝✕✖✙✘s✘✕✖ ⑧⑨
❾❩
⑧ ❯
⑦✰ ✇❤✘❝❤ ✘✦♣✢✘✚✗ ❢✛✚✚✙✕✦ ✘✖ s❤✚ ❝❤✕✘❝✚ ✕❢ ⑧✺ ➃s s❤✘✗ ♣✕✘✖s✰ ✇✚
❝✜✖ ♣✚✛❢✕✛✦ s❤✚ ✘✖s✚❣✛✜s✘✕✖ ✇✘s❤ ✛✚✗♣✚❝s s✕ s❤✚ ♣❤✯✗✘❝✜✢ Þ✚✢✙✗













s❤✜s ✙✚♣✚✖✙✗ ✕✖ s❤✚ ✜✣①✘✢✘✜✛✯ Þ✚✢✙✗ ✕✖✢✯ ✫✗✚✚ ➃♣♣✚✖✙✘① ➃✷ ❢✕✛









s❤✜s ❝✕✖s✜✘✖✗ ❝✕✛✛✚✢✜s✘✕✖ ✚❢❢✚❝s✗ ✜✢✛✚✜✙✯ s❤✛✕✣❣❤ s❤✚ ✕✖✚✧
♣✜✛s✘❝✢✚ ♠✛✚✚✖♦✗ ❢✣✖❝s✘✕✖ ✕❢ s❤✚ ✛✚❢✚✛✚✖❝✚ ✗✯✗s✚✦ ➇
④
✺ ✹❤✚
✘✖s✚✛✜❝s✘✕✖ ✕❢ s❤✚ ✜✣①✘✢✘✜✛✯ Þ✚✢✙✗ ✛✚✜✙✗
ö
➅✫❑❷◗❷✮ ❯ ❳❬✢✖ ➉
④











❝✕✛✛✚✗♣✕✖✙✗ s✕ s❤✚ ❣✚✖✚✛✜s✘✖❣ ❢✣✖❝s✘✕✖✜✢ ✕❢ s❤✚











❹ ❺➁❼➁❿➀❹ ❺➋❼➁❿➀❹ ❺➁❼➋❿➓
◗ ✫➔✮
✇✘s❤ ✗✕✣✛❝✚ Þ✚✢✙✗ ➊✰ ❑➊✺ ③❤✘✢✚ s❤✚ ❢✛✚✚✙✕✦ ✘✖ s❤✚ ❝❤✕✘❝✚ ✕❢ ⑧
❝✜✖ ✤✚ ✦✜✘✖s✜✘✖✚✙ ✘✖ ✜✢✢ ❢✕✢✢✕✇✘✖❣ ❝✕✖✗✘✙✚✛✜s✘✕✖✗✰ ✇✚ ❢✕❝✣✗ ✕✖





❢✕✛ s❤✚ ✗✜r✚ ✕❢ ✗✘✦♣✢✘❝✘s✯ ❬➆●❪✺
→✚❢✕✛✚ ♣✛✕✈✘✙✘✖❣ ✦✕✛✚ ✙✚s✜✘✢✗ ✜✤✕✣s s❤✚ s✛✚✜s✦✚✖s ✕❢ s❤✚
★✬ ♣✛✕✤✢✚✦ ✘✖ ✜✣①✘✢✘✜✛✯ ✗♣✜❝✚✰ ✢✚s ✣✗ ✤✛✘✚❜✯ ✗r✚s❝❤ ✘✖ ✸✘❣✺ ✶
s❤✚ ✘✙✚✜ ✦✕s✘✈✜s✘✖❣ s❤✚ ❢✕✛✦✣✢✜s✘✕✖ ✕❢ ✜✖ ❢➣♠ ❜✕✇ ❢✛✕✦ ✜
★✬ ✗s✜✛s✘✖❣ ♣✕✘✖s✺ ■✖ ❝✕✖s✛✜✗s s✕ s❤✚ ❝✜✗✚ ✕❢ s❤✚ ❝✕✖✈✚✖s✘✕✖✜✢
❢➣♠✰ s❤✚ ✘✖✘s✘✜✢ ✣✖❝✕✛✛✚✢✜s✚✙ ❣✚✖✚✛✜s✘✖❣ ❢✣✖❝s✘✕✖✜✢ ➉
✐❫✐
✘✗
✛✚♣✢✜❝✚✙ ✤✯ s❤✚ ✕✖✚ ✕❢ s❤✚ ✫✗✕✢✈✜✤✢✚✮ ✘✖s✚✛✜❝s✘✖❣ ✗✯✗s✚✦✰ ➉
④
✺
➃ ✗✣✘s✜✤✢✚ ❝❤✕✘❝✚ ✛✚✙✣❝✚✗ s❤✚ ✚❢❢✚❝s✗ ✕❢ s❤✚ s✛✣✖❝✜s✘✕✖ ✕❢ s❤✚




↕☛➙  ✒  ✭☞➛➜➛➝ ➛➞➜➟➞➠✔ ✡➡➢➠➤➥➦➟➡ ➝➠➧➝➠➨➠➞➦➥➦➟➛➞ ➛➩ ➦➢➠ ➩❘➙ ß➛➫
➟➞ ➥ ➭➠➞➠➝➥➜ ➯➧➥➝➥➤➠➦➠➝ ➨➧➥➡➠ Ó ☛➞ ➡➛➞➲➠➞➦➟➛➞➥➜ ➨➡➢➠➤➠➨ ➦➢➠ ➩❘➙
ß➛➫ ➨➦➥➝➦➨ ➩➝➛➤ ➦➢➠ ➭➠➞➠➝➥➦➟➞➭ ➩➳➞➡➦➟➛➞➥➜ ➛➩ ➥➞ ➳➞➡➛➝➝➠➜➥➦➠➵ ➧➝➛➸➜➠➤
➺
➻➼➻
  ✂➢➠ ➥➧➧➝➛➽➟➤➥➦➟➛➞➨ ➵➳➠ ➦➛ ➦➢➠ ➦➝➳➞➡➥➦➟➛➞ ➜➠➥➵ ➦➛ ➵➠➲➟➥➦➟➛➞➨
➛➩ ➦➢➠ ➝➠➨➳➜➦ ➥➦ ➦➢➠ ➠➞➵ ➛➩ ➦➢➠ ß➛➫ ➩➝➛➤ ➦➢➠ ➠➽➥➡➦ ➾➞➥➜ ➭➠➞➠➝➥➦➟➞➭
➩➳➞➡➦➟➛➞➥➜ ➺
➚➼
  ✂➢➟➨ ➦➝➳➞➡➥➦➟➛➞ ➠➝➝➛➝ ➡➥➞ ➸➠ ➝➠➵➳➡➠➵ ➸➪ ➳➨➟➞➭ ➥
➡➛➝➝➠➜➥➦➠➵ ➝➠➩➠➝➠➞➡➠ ➨➪➨➦➠➤ ✭➧➝➛➲➟➵➠➵ ➟➦➨ ➭➠➞➠➝➥➦➟➞➭ ➩➳➞➡➦➟➛➞➥➜ ➺
➶
➟➨ ➠➽➥➡➦➜➪ ➹➞➛➫➞✔ ➥➨ ➥ ➨➦➥➝➦➟➞➭ ➧➛➟➞➦ ➩➛➝ ➦➢➠ ß➛➫ 
✵✏✑✒✓✵➘✓
❈ ✁✁✂✄☎❚✂✆ ❙❚☎✁❚✝✞✟ P ✝✞❚❙ ❋ ✁ ❚✠✂ ❋❯✞❈❚✝ ✞☎✄ ✳ ✳ ✳ P✠✡❙✝❈☎✄ ✁✂❘✝✂☛ ❇ ✾☞✱ ✵✌✍✎✏✵ ✭✏✵✎✍✑
■■■✒ ✓✔✕ ❆✖✗■✘■❆✙❨ ✚✙❖✛✘✕✜
◆✢✇ t❤✣t ✇✤ ❤✣✈✤ r✤✥✢r✦✧★✣t✤✩ ✢✧r ✐✪✐t✐✣★ ♣r✢✫★✤✦ ✐✪
t✤r✦✬ ✢✥ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ Þ✤★✩✬✯ ✇✤ ✩✤r✐✈✤ t❤✤ ✤❛♣✣✪✬✐✢✪ ✣r✢✧✪✩
t❤✤ r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤ ✬✮✬t✤✦ ✬✢★✧t✐✢✪s ✰✮ ✩✤Þ✪✐t✐✢✪ t❤✤ r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤
✬✮✬t✤✦ ✬✢★✧t✐✢✪ ✐✬ ❡✢✪t✣✐✪✤✩ ❡✢✦♣★✤t✤★✮ ✐✪ t❤✤ ✪✢✪✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✪♥
t❤✤✢r✮ ✲
ö
❱ ❂ ✴✶ ✢✥ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ Þ✤★✩✬✯ ✇❤✐★✤ ✣✪✮ tr✤✣t✦✤✪t ✢✥
t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪ ✐✪tr✢✩✧❡✤✬ ❡✢rr✤❡t✐✢✪✬ t❤✣t t✣✷✤ ✐✪t✢
✣❡❡✢✧✪t t❤✤ ✬✢★✧t✐✢✪ ✢✥ t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ ✬✮✬t✤✦s ✸✪ t❤✤ ✥✢★★✢✇✐✪♥✯
✇✤ ✩✐✬❡✧✬✬ t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ ✐✪t✤r♣r✤t✣t✐✢✪ ✢✥ t❤✤ ♣r✢♣✣♥✣t✢r ✣✪✩
✢✥ t❤✤ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪ ✢✥ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ Þ✤★✩✬✯ ✫✤✥✢r✤ ✐✪tr✢✩✧❡✐✪♥
t❤✤ r✤★✣t✐✢✪✬ ✫✤t✇✤✤✪ t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ q✧✣✪t✐t✐✤✬ ✐✪ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ ✣✪✩
♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ ✬♣✣❡✤s
❆✒ ●✹✺✻✻✼✹✽ ✿❀♦✿✹❁✹❃♦❀
❄❤✤ ❅✣✧✬✬✐✣✪ ♣r✢♣✣♥✣t✢r ✢✥ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ Þ✤★✩✬ ✲❉✶ ❤✣✬












❄❤✐✬ ✦✤✣✪✬ t❤✣t ✣✪✮ ✤❛♣✣✪✬✐✢✪ ✐✪ t❤✤ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪ ❡✢✪✈✤r♥✤✬
✣✬✮✦♣t✢t✐❡✣★★✮✯ ✣✬ ❤✐♥❤✤r ✢r✩✤r ✩✐✣♥r✣✦✬ ✇✐t❤ ❵ ✐✪t✤r✪✣★ ★✐✪✤✬
✇✐★★ ✫✤ ✬✧♣♣r✤✬✬✤✩ ✣✬ ❊
❜
s ❝✢r ✣ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ ✐✪t✧✐t✐✢✪ ✢✥ t❤✤















❄❤✤ Þr✬t t✤r✦ ❡✣✪ ✫✤ ✐✪t✤r♣r✤t✤✩ ✣✬ ✣✪ ✣♣♣r✢❛✐✦✣t✐✢✪ t✢ t❤✤
♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ ❅r✤✤✪❦✬ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪ ✲✐t ✣❡t✧✣★★✮ ✫r✐✪♥✬ t❤✤ r✤✬✧★t ✢✥ t❤✤
✴t❤❧✢r✩✤r ✤❛♣✣✪✬✐✢✪ ✐✪
ö
❱✶✯ ✥r✢✦ ✇❤✐❡❤ ✇✤ ✬✧✫tr✣❡t t❤✤ ✥✧★★
r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤ ♣r✢♣✣♥✣t✢rs ✸✪ t❤✐✬ ✬✤✪✬✤✯ ❣
❍
❡✢rr✤✬♣✢✪✩✬ t✢ t❤✤
✩✐✥✥✤r✤✪❡✤ ✢✥ t❤✤ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✪♥ ♣r✢♣✣♥✣t✢r✬s ❄❤✤r✤✥✢r✤ ✐t ✩✢✤✬





✰✮ ✐✪t✤♥r✣t✐✪♥ ✢✧t t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ Þ✤★✩✬ ⑥✯ t❤✤ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪ ✢✥
t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ Þ✤★✩✬ ✲⑦✶ ✐✬ ♥✤✪✤r✣t✤✩s ✸t ❡✢✪t✣✐✪✬ t✇✢❧ ✣✪✩ ✦✧★t✐❧
♣✣rt✐❡★✤ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪✬ t❤✣t ✣r✤ ♥✐✈✤✪ ✫✮ t❤✤ ❡✢✪✪✤❡t✤✩ r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤
❅r✤✤✪ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✬✯ ✇❤✤r✤ ❭
❫
✐✬ ✣✦♣✧t✣t✤✩ ✣t ✤✣❡❤ ✤❛t✤r✪✣★ ★✤♥s






















































































✲➅ ❂ ➃⑩ ❴ ❴ ❴ ⑩➆✶ ✩✤✪✢t✤✬ t❤✤ ❡✢✪✪✤❡t✤✩ ➅❧





















































































✇❤✤r✤ ✇✤ ✬✧✦ ✢✈✤r r✤♣✤✣t✤✩ ✐✪✩✐❡✤✬s ➈
➉
r✤♣r✤✬✤✪t✬ ✣ ♥✤✪✤r✐❡
➓❧♣✣rt✐❡★✤ ✈✤rt✤❛ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪ ✲✤s♥s✯ ❡✢✪✪✤❡t✤✩ ❅r✤✤✪❦✬ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✯
❑➔✸ ✈✤rt✤❛✯sss✶ ✣✪✩ ➊
→




↔✐✪❡✤ t❤✤ tr✤✣t✦✤✪t ✢✥ ✐✪Þ✪✐t✤★✮ ✦✣✪✮ ✦✧★t✐❧♣✣rt✐❡★✤ ✐✪t✤r❧
✣❡t✐✢✪✬ ♣✢✬✤✬ ✣✪ ✐✦♣✢✬✬✐✫★✤ t✣✬✷✯ ✣♣♣r✢❛✐✦✣t✐✢✪✬ t✢ t❤✤ ✐✪Þ✪✐t✤
✬✤r✐✤✬ ✩✤Þ✪✐✪♥ t❤✤ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪ ❤✣✈✤ t✢ ✫✤ ✩✤✈✐✬✤✩s ❲✤ ✩r✢♣ t❤✤













































✩✤✪✢t✤✬ t❤✤ ✢✪✤❧♣✣rt✐❡★✤ ✐rr✤✩✧❡✐✫★✤ ✲❑➔✸✶ t✇✢❧
♣✣rt✐❡★✤ ✈✤rt✤❛ ✢✥ t❤✤ r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤ ✬✮✬t✤✦s
❄❤✐✬ r✤♣r✤✬✤✪t✬ ✣✪ ✣♣♣r✢❛✐✦✣t✐✢✪ ✫✣✬✤✩ ✢✪ t❤✤ ✥✧✪✩✣✦✤✪t✣★
✣✬✬✧✦♣t✐✢✪ t❤✣t t❤✤ ✤✥✥✤❡t✬ ✢✥ ✲➅ ➜ ❏✶❧♣✣rt✐❡★✤ ✬❡✣tt✤r✐✪♥
♣r✢❡✤✬✬✤✬ ✫✤✮✢✪✩ t❤✤ ✩✤✬❡r✐♣t✐✢✪ ✢✥ t❤✤ r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤ ✬✮✬t✤✦
❡✣✪ ✫✤ ✪✤♥★✤❡t✤✩s ❄❤✤ ✐✦♣✣❡t t❤✐✬ ❤✣✬ ✢✪ t❤✤ r✤✬✧★t✐✪♥ ß✢✇
✤q✧✣t✐✢✪✬ ✐✬ ✩✐✬❡✧✬✬✤✩ ✐✪ ↔✤❡s ✸➝s ❲❤✐★✤ ♣r✤✈✐✢✧✬ ✇✢r✷✬
❬❑➛Ð➃➃✯➃⑦✯❏✴❪ ❤✣✈✤ tr✤✣t✤✩ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ ✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪
ö
❱ ✫✮
✦✤✣✪✬ ✢✥ ♣✤rt✧r✫✣t✐✢✪ t❤✤✢r✮ ✢r ★✣✩✩✤r ✣♣♣r✢✣❡❤✤✬✯ ✇✤ ♣r✢♣✢✬✤
✧✬✐✪♥ t❤✤ ✥➞❅ ❬➛❪ t✢ ♣✤r✥✢r✦ ✣ ❡❤✣✪✪✤★❧✧✪✫✐✣✬✤✩ r✤✬✧✦✦✣t✐✢✪
✢✥ ✩✐✣♥r✣✦✬ t✢ ✣★★ ✢r✩✤r✬ ✐✪ ✣ ✬❡✣★✤❧✩✤♣✤✪✩✤✪t ✥✣✬❤✐✢✪✯ t❤✤r✤✫✮
✥✧rt❤✤r ✐✦♣r✢✈✐✪♥ ✢✪ t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ r✤✬✧★t✬s
➟✒ ✙④➠✹❃✼♦✽ ❃♦ ✿➡➢✻✼⑤✹➠ ➤✺✹✽❃✼❃✼④✻
➥✪❡✤ t❤✤ ✬✢★✧t✐✢✪ ✐✪ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ ✬♣✣❡✤ ✐✬ ✢✫t✣✐✪✤✩✯ ✇✤ ✪✤✤✩
t✢ tr✣✪✬★✣t✤ ❅r✤✤✪❦✬ ✣✪✩ ✈✤rt✤❛ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✬ ✥r✢✦ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮
t✢ t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★ ✬♣✣❡✤s ❄❤✤✬✤ r✤★✣t✐✢✪✬ ❡✣✪ ✫✤ ✥✢r✦✧★✣t✤✩ ✐✪
✣ ✈✤r✮ ♥✤✪✤r✣★ ✇✣✮ ✫✮ ✤✬t✣✫★✐✬❤✐✪♥ t❤✤ ❡✢✪✪✤❡t✐✢✪ ✫✤t✇✤✤✪
t❤✤ ♥✤✪✤r✣t✐✪♥ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✣★✬s ➦✬ ✬❤✢✇✪ ✐✪ ➦♣♣✤✪✩✐❛ ➦❏✯ t❤✤
♥✤✪✤r✣t✐✪♥ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✣★✬ ✢✥ t❤✤ ❅r✤✤✪❦✬ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✬ ✥✧★Þ★★





























s ❝✧rt❤✤r r✤★✣t✐✢✪✬ ✥✢r t❤✤ ♥✤✪✤r✣t✐✪♥
✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✣★ ✢✥ t❤✤ ❡✢✪✪✤❡t✤✩ ❅r✤✤✪❦✬ ✥✧✪❡t✐✢✪✬✯ ✢r t❤✤ ✤✥✥✤❡t✐✈✤
✐✪t✤r✣❡t✐✢✪ ✣✪✩ t❤✤ r✤✬♣✤❡t✐✈✤ ✩✤r✐✈✣t✐✢✪✬✯ ✣r✤ ♣r✤✬✤✪t✤✩ ✐✪
➦♣♣✤✪✩✐❛ ➦ ❏s ✰✮ t✣✷✐✪♥ t❤✤ ✩✤r✐✈✣t✐✈✤ ✢✥ ➇qs ✲❑➵✶ ✇✐t❤ r✤✬♣✤❡t
t✢ t❤✤ ✬✢✧r❡✤ Þ✤★✩✬ ✇✤ Þ✪✩ t❤✤ r✤★✣t✐✢✪ ✫✤t✇✤✤✪ t❤✤ ♣❤✮✬✐❡✣★



























✇❤✤r✤ t❤✤ ✥r✣❡t✐✢✪ ✐✬ t✢ ✫✤ ✧✪✩✤r✬t✢✢✩ ✣✬ ✦✧★t✐♣★✐❡✣t✐✢✪ ✫✮ t❤✤
✐✪✈✤r✬✤ ✥r✢✦ t❤✤ r✐♥❤ts ❄❤✤ ❡✢rr✤✬♣✢✪✩✐✪♥ r✤★✣t✐✢✪ ✥✢r t❤✤ ❑➔✸



































✸✪ t❤✤ ✥✢★★✢✇✐✪♥ ✇✤ r✤✥✤r t✢ ➇q✬s ✲❑❑✶✯ ✲❑⑦✶✯ ✣✪✩ ✲❑➻✶
✣✪✩ ♥✤✪✤r✣★✐③✣t✐✢✪✬ t❤✤r✤✢✥ ✥✢r ❤✐♥❤✤r ✢r✩✤r ✈✤rt✐❡✤✬ ✣✬ t❤✤
tr✣✪✬✥✢r✦✣t✐✢✪ t✢ t❤✤ ✣✧❛✐★✐✣r✮ Þ✤★✩✬ ➽ s
➾✒ ➾✜➚✓ ✹✻ ❀④➪④❀④✽⑤④ ✻➢✻❃④➶
❄✢ ✦✣✷✤ t❤✤ ♣r✢❡✤✩✧r✤ ✩✤✬❡r✐✫✤✩ ✣✫✢✈✤ ✦✢r✤ ❡✢✪❡r✤t✤✯
★✤t ✧✬ ✥✢❡✧✬ ✢✪ t❤✤ ✤❛✣✦♣★✤ ✢✥ ✣ r✤✥✤r✤✪❡✤ ✬✮✬t✤✦ ✢✫t✣✐✪✤✩
✫✮ ➹➘❝❄s ❄❤✐✬ ✣★★✢✇✬ ✥✢r ✣ ✩✐r✤❡t ❡✢✦♣✣r✐✬✢✪ ✇✐t❤ t❤✤ ➹❝
✵✌✍✎✏✵➴➷
◆  ❲✁◆✂✄✁☎☎ ❡✆ ❛✝✞ P✟✠✡☛☞✌☎ ❘✁✍☛✁❲ ❇ ✾✎✱ ✵✏✑✒✓✵ ✭✓✵✒✑✔
✕✖✖✗✘✕✙✚ ✕✛✜ t✚✢ ✗✢✙✢✛t✣✤ ✐✛t✗✘✜✥✙✢✜ ❉✦✧
✷
★✩ ❬✼❪✪ ✇✚✐✙✚ ✐s
s✥✫✫✕✗✐✬✢✜ ✐✛ ❙✢✙✮ ❱✮
❉✦✧✯ ✙✕✛ ❜✢ ✙✘✛s✐✜✢✗✢✜ t✚✢ q✥✕✛t✥✫ ✢①t✢✛s✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✙✣✕ss✐❧
✙✕✣ ✫✢✕✛ Þ✢✣✜ t✚✢✘✗✤ ❬✸✰✪✸✸❪ ✕s ✐t ✙✕✛ ❜✢ ❢✘✗✫✕✣✣✤ ✜✢✗✐✈✢✜
✕s t✚✢ ✢①✕✙t s✘✣✥t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✕ q✥✕✛t✥✫ ✣✕tt✐✙✢ ❍✕✫✐✣t✘✛✐✕✛ ✐✛
t✚✢ ✣✐✫✐t ✘❢ ✐✛Þ✛✐t✢ s✖✕t✐✕✣ ✜✐✫✢✛s✐✘✛s ✲❞ ✳ ✴✶ ❬✸✹❪✮ ■✛
❉✦✧✯ ✕✣✣ ✛✘✛✣✘✙✕✣ s✖✕t✐✕✣ ✙✘✗✗✢✣✕t✐✘✛s ✕✗✢ ✕✈✢✗✕r✢✜ ✘✥t✪ ✕✛✜
✘✛✢ ✙✕✛ ✗✢✜✥✙✢ t✚✢ st✥✜✤ ✘❢ ✕ q✥✕✛t✥✫ ✣✕tt✐✙✢ ✖✗✘❜✣✢✫ t✘
✕ s✢✣❢❧✙✘✛s✐st✢✛t✣✤ ✜✢t✢✗✫✐✛✢✜ ✣✘✙✕✣ ✐✫✖✥✗✐t✤ ✖✗✘❜✣✢✫✮ ✧✘✗
✐✛st✕✛✙✢✪ ✘✛✢ ✙✕✛ ✙✘✛s✐✜✢✗ t✚✢ ✕✙t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✕ ✘✛✢❧❜✕✛✜ ❍✥❜❜✕✗✜





























✲❳ ✶ ❭ ❫❴✰❪❬❨
◗❈❵
✲❳ ✶ ❭ ❫❴✰❪❝
✲✰❤✶











t✚✢ ✢✛✢✗r✤ ✜✐s✖✢✗s✐✘✛ ✘❢ t✚✢ ✣✕tt✐✙✢✪ ❥ t✚✢ ✣✕tt✐✙✢ s✐t✢ ✐✛✜✢①✪
❯ t✚✢ ❍✥❜❜✕✗✜ ✐✛t✢✗✕✙t✐✘✛✪ ✕✛✜ ❨
◗❈❊





✘✛❧s✐t✢ ✲✣✘✙✕✣✶ ✖✗✘✖✢✗t✐✢s ✘❢ t✚✐s ✕✙t✐✘✛ ✕✗✢ st✥✜✐✢✜ ✐✛ ❉✦✧✯
❜✤ s✐✛r✣✐✛r ✘✥t ✕ ✣✕tt✐✙✢ s✐t✢ ✕✛✜ ✢✫❜✢✜✜✐✛r ✐t ✐✛ ✕✛ ✢❢❢✢✙t✐✈✢
❜✕t✚ ✇✚✐✙✚ ✕✙✙✘✥✛ts ❢✘✗ t✚✢ ✖✗✢s✢✛✙✢ ✘❢ ✕✣✣ t✚✢ ✘t✚✢✗ s✐t✢s✪
✐✮✢✮✪ ✕✛ ♦✛✜✢✗s✘✛ ✐✫✖✥✗✐t✤ ✫✘✜✢✣ ✲♦■✦✶ ✐✛ ✕✛ ✢❢❢✢✙t✐✈✢ ❜✕t✚✮
✯✘ r✥✕✗✕✛t✢✢ t✚✕t t✚✢ ♦■✦ ✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✢s t✚✢ ✣✘✙✕✣ ✖✚✤s✐✙s
✘❢ t✚✢ ✣✕tt✐✙✢✪ t✚✢ ✢❢❢✢✙t✐✈✢ ❜✕t✚ ✲✘✗ ✚✤❜✗✐✜✐✬✕t✐✘✛ ❢✥✛✙t✐✘✛✶
♣✲❑
▲
✶ ✚✕s t✘ ❜✢ ✙✘✫✖✥t✢✜ s✢✣❢❧✙✘✛s✐st✢✛t✣✤✪ ✕✛✜ t✚✢ ✗✢s✥✣t✐✛r
❢✗✢q✥✢✛✙✤ ✜✢✖✢✛✜✢✛✙✢ ✘❢ t✚✢ ✢❢❢✢✙t✐✈✢ ❜✕t✚ ✕✙✙✘✥✛ts ❢✘✗
✕✣✣ ✖✥✗✢✣✤ ✣✘✙✕✣ q✥✕✛t✥✫ ✙✘✗✗✢✣✕t✐✘✛s✮ ✯✚✢ s✢✣❢❧✙✘✛s✐st✢✛✙✤










✶ ✲✘❢t✢✛ ✗✢❢✢✗✗✢✜ t✘ ✕s ✜✤✛✕✫✐✙✕✣③✢✐ss



























✐s t✚✢ s✢✣❢❧✢✛✢✗r✤ ✘❢ t✚✢ s✢✣❢❧✙✘✛s✐st✢✛t ✐✫✖✥✗✐t✤





✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✐✘✛ t✘ t✚✢ ✣✘✙✕✣ ✐✛t✢✗✕✙t✐✛r ✣✕tt✐✙✢ ✩✗✢✢✛❷s ❢✥✛✙t✐✘✛✮
✯✚✢ s✢✣❢❧✙✘✛s✐st✢✛✙✤ ✢q✥✕t✐✘✛ ✲✰❫✶ ❢✘✣✣✘✇s ✜✐✗✢✙t✣✤ ❢✗✘✫ t✚✢
❉✦✧✯ ❸❹❹❺❻❼❽❿➀➁ ✘❢ ✣✘✙✕✣✐t✤ ✘❢ t✚✢ ✣✕tt✐✙✢ s✢✣❢❧✢✛✢✗r✤✪ ✇✚✐✙✚
✐s ✙✣✢✕✗✣✤ ✕✛ ✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✐✘✛ ✐✛ Þ✛✐t✢❧✜✐✫✢✛s✐✘✛✕✣ s✤st✢✫s✮
❙✐✛✙✢ t✚✢ ♦■✦ ✙✕✛ ❜✢ s✘✣✈✢✜ ✢①✕✙t✣✤✪ t✚✢ ✕✙t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✕
✙✘✣✣✢✙t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✜✐s✙✘✛✛✢✙t✢✜ s✢✣❢❧✙✘✛s✐st✢✛t ♦■✦s✪ ✘✛✢ ❢✘✗ ✢✕✙✚
✣✕tt✐✙✢ s✐t✢✪ ✐s ✇✢✣✣ s✥✐t✢✜ ✕s ✗✢❢✢✗✢✛✙✢ ✕✙t✐✘✛ t✘ ✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✢




























✲❳ ✶ ❭ ❫❴✰❪❬❨
◗❈❵
✲❳ ✶ ❭ ❫❴✰❪➃ ✲✰✰✶
✯✚✐s ✇✕✤✪ t✚✢ ✣✘✙✕✣ ✖✚✤s✐✙s ✘❢ t✚✢ s✤st✢✫✪ ✙✘✫✖✥t✢✜ ✕t t✚✢
❉✦✧✯ ✣✢✈✢✣✪ ✐s ✕✣✗✢✕✜✤ ✐✛✙✣✥✜✢✜ ✐✛ t✚✢ ✗✢❢✢✗✢✛✙✢ ✕✙t✐✘✛✮ ➄✘t✢
t✚✕t ✕ss✥✫✐✛r t✚✢ ✕✙t✐✘✛ ✲✰✰✶ ✕s ✗✢❢✢✗✢✛✙✢ ✕✙t✐✘✛ ✐s ✇✚✕t ✐s
t✤✖✐✙✕✣✣✤ ❬✺❫❪ ✜✘✛✢ ✐✛ t✚✢ ❉✧ ❬❫✹Ð✰✰❪ ✕✖✖✗✘✕✙✚✢s✮ ■✛ s✘✫✢
✙✕s✢s✪ ✕✣s✘ t✚✢ s✘✣✥t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✕ ✙✢✣✣✥✣✕✗ ❉✦✧✯ ❬✸➅❪ ✘✗ ✕ ✜✤✛✕✫✐✙✕✣
✙✣✥st✢✗ ✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✐✘✛ ❬✸✼✪✸➆❪ ✙✕✣✙✥✣✕t✐✘✛ ✚✕s ❜✢✢✛ t✕➇✢✛ ✕s ✕
✗✢❢✢✗✢✛✙✢ s✤st✢✫ ❬❫➆✪✸➈❪✮ ✯✚✐s ✇✕✤ ✘✛✢ ✐s ✕❜✣✢ t✘ ✐✛✙✣✥✜✢
✛✘✛✖✢✗t✥✗❜✕t✐✈✢✣✤ ✐✛ t✚✢ ✐✛✐t✐✕✣ ✙✘✛✜✐t✐✘✛s ✕✣s✘ t✚✢ s✚✘✗t❧✗✕✛r✢
s✖✕t✐✕✣ ✙✘✗✗✢✣✕t✐✘✛s✪ ✖✗✘✈✐✜✐✛r ✕ ✙✘✫✖✣✢✫✢✛t✕✗✤ ✫✥✣t✐s✙✕✣✢
❬✸➈❪ ❢✗✕✫✢✇✘✗➇ t✘ t✗✢✕t ✙✘✗✗✢✣✕t✐✘✛s ❜✢✤✘✛✜ ❉✦✧✯ ✘✈✢✗ ✕✣✣
✣✢✛rt✚ s✙✕✣✢s✮ ❍✢✛✙✢✪ t✚✢ ❉✧ ✗✢❢✢✗✢✛✙✢ s✤st✢✫ ✐s ✜✢Þ✛✢✜ ❜✤ t✚✢
✫✘✫✢✛t✥✫❧✐✛✜✢✖✢✛✜✢✛t ✖✗✘✖✕r✕t✘✗ ❣
❁✉②
✪ ✇✚✐✣✢ ✐ts ✐✛t✢✗✕✙t✐✛r










➉✢✗❢✘✗✫✐✛r t✚✢ ❍✥❜❜✕✗✜❧❙t✗✕t✘✛✘✈✐✙✚ t✗✕✛s❢✘✗✫✕t✐✘✛ t✘ ✐✛t✗✘❧
✜✥✙✢ t✚✢ ✕✥①✐✣✐✕✗✤ ❢✢✗✫✐✘✛s ✗✢✣✕t✐✈✢ t✘ t✚✐s ✗✢❢✢✗✢✛✙✢ s✤st✢✫✪














✇✚✐✙✚ ✢①✖✣✐✙✐t✣✤ ✜✢✖✢✛✜s ✘✛ t✚✢ ✫✘✫✢✛t✥✫ ❦ t✚✗✘✥r✚ t✚✢
✣✕tt✐✙✢ ✜✐s✖✢✗s✐✘✛ ♠
❏
✮ ✯✚✢ Þ✗st t✢✗✫ ✐✛ ➋q✮ ✲✰✹✶ ✗✢✖✗✢s✢✛ts t✚✢
❉✦✧✯ ✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✐✘✛ t✘ t✚✢ ✣✕tt✐✙✢ ✩✗✢✢✛❷s ❢✥✛✙t✐✘✛ ✥✛✜✢✗
t✚✢ ✕ss✥✫✖t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✕ ✣✘✙✕✣ s✢✣❢❧✢✛✢✗r✤✮ ❣
➊
✐s ✕✣s✘ ✗✢❢✢✗✗✢✜ t✘ ✕s
t✚✢ ✖✥✗✢✣✤ ✛✘✛✣✘✙✕✣ ✖✗✘✖✕r✕t✘✗✪ ✕s t✚✢ ✣✘✙✕✣ ✐✫✖✥✗✐t✤ ✩✗✢✢✛❷s
❢✥✛✙t✐✘✛ ✐s s✥❜t✗✕✙t✢✜✪ ✕✛✜ t✚✢✗✢❢✘✗✢ ✐t ✈✕✛✐s✚✢s ❜✤ s✥✫✫✐✛r
✘✈✢✗ t✚✢ ✫✘✫✢✛t✕✮ ♦s ❢✘✗ t✚✢ ✐✛t✢✗✕✙t✐✘✛ ❜✢t✇✢✢✛ t✚✢ ✕✥①✐✣✐✕✗✤
Þ✢✣✜s✪ t✚✐s ✐s✪ ✕✙✙✘✗✜✐✛r t✘ ➋q✮ ✲❫✹✶✪ r✐✈✢✛ ❜✤ t✚✢ ❫➉■ t✇✘❧
✖✕✗t✐✙✣✢ ✈✢✗t✢① ✘❢ t✚✢ ♦■✦ ❬❫✹❪✮ ✯✚✐s ✐✛✖✥t ✙✕✛ ❜✢ ✙✕✣✙✥✣✕t✢✜
❬✹❤✪✹❫❪ t✘ ✚✐r✚ ✕✙✙✥✗✕✙✤ ✇✐t✚✐✛ t✚✢ ✙✥✗✗✢✛t ✛✥✫✢✗✐✙✕✣ s✘✣✈✢✗s
❢✘✗ t✚✢ ♦■✦✮
➌➍➎ ➏➐➑➒ ➓➔→➣↔➌➑↕➙
♦❢t✢✗ ✚✕✈✐✛r ✗✢❢✘✗✫✥✣✕t✢✜ t✚✢ ✐✛✐t✐✕✣ ✖✗✘❜✣✢✫ ❜✤ ✫✢✕✛s ✘❢
t✚✢ ✕✥①✐✣✐✕✗✤ ✕✙t✐✘✛ ✲✺✶ ✇✢ ✛✘✇ ✕✜✜✗✢ss t✚✢ ✐ss✥✢ ✘❢ s✘✣✈✐✛r
t✚✐s ✖✗✘❜✣✢✫ ✥s✐✛r t✚✢ ❢★✩✮ ✯✚✐s ✖✗✘✙✢✜✥✗✢ ✐s s➇✢t✙✚✢✜ ✘✛
t✚✢ ✗✐r✚t❧✚✕✛✜ s✐✜✢ ✘❢ ✧✐r✮ ✰✮ ■✛t✢r✗✕t✐✛r t✚✢ ß✘✇ ✢q✥✕t✐✘✛s
✐✛ ✕✥①✐✣✐✕✗✤ s✖✕✙✢ ✲✇✚✐✙✚ ✕✗✢ ✜✢✗✐✈✢✜ ✐✛ t✚✢ ❢✘✣✣✘✇✐✛r✶ ✗✢s✥✣ts
✐✛ ✕✛ ✕✖✖✗✘①✐✫✕t✢✜ s✘✣✥t✐✘✛ ❢✘✗ t✚✢ ✕✥①✐✣✐✕✗✤ ✖✗✘❜✣✢✫ t✚✕t ✇✢
✙✕✛ ✢✈✢✛t✥✕✣✣✤ t✗✕✛s✣✕t✢ ❜✕✙➇ t✘ ✕✙q✥✐✗✢ ✕ ✖✚✤s✐✙✕✣ s✘✣✥t✐✘✛✮
✯✚✐s s✙✚✢✫✢ ✐s t✚✢✛ ✙✘✫✖✕✗✢✜ t✘ t✚✢ ✘✛✢ ✘❜t✕✐✛✢✜ ❜✤ ✜✢✗✐✈✐✛r
❢★✩ ß✘✇ ✢q✥✕t✐✘✛s ✜✐✗✢✙t✣✤ ✐✛ t✚✢ ✖✚✤s✐✙✕✣ s✖✕✙✢✮
➣➎ ➛➜➝➜➞➟➠ ➡➢➞➤➥➠➟➦➧➢➝
③✢ ✗✢✙✕✣✣ t✚✕t t✚✢ Þ✗st st✢✖ t✘ ✜✢t✢✗✫✐✛✢ t✚✢ ❢★✩ ß✘✇
✢q✥✕t✐✘✛s ❬✹❪ ✐s t✘ s✥❜st✐t✥t✢ t✚✢ ✛✘✛✐✛t✢✗✕✙t✐✛r ✖✗✘✖✕r✕t✘✗
❣ ✘❢ t✚✢ s✤st✢✫ ✐✛ q✥✢st✐✘✛ ❜✤ ✕ s✙✕✣✢❧✜✢✖✢✛✜✢✛t ❣
➨
✮ ✯✚✐s
✕✣✣✘✇s ❢✘✗ t✚✢ ✜✢✗✐✈✕t✐✘✛ ✘❢ ✕✛ ✢①✕✙t ❢✥✛✙t✐✘✛✕✣ ß✘✇ ✢q✥✕t✐✘✛
➩☛➫  ✓  ➯➲➳➵➲➸➳➺ ➻➼ ➽➾➳ ➵➳➚➪➽➸➻➶ ➹➳➽➺➳➳➶ ➽➾➳ ➘➻➺ ➸➶ ➴➾➷➬➸➮➪➚ ➪➶➱
➪✃❐➸➚➸➪➵➷ ➬➴➪➮➳❒ ❮ ➱➳➶➻➽➳➬ ➽➾➳ ➽➵➪➶➬➼➻➵❰➪➽➸➻➶ ➽➻ ➽➾➳ ➪✃❐➸➚➸➪➵➷ Ï➳➚➱➬ 
✵✏✑✒✓✵Ñ✏
❈ ✁✁✂✄☎❚✂✆ ❙❚☎✁❚✝✞✟ P ✝✞❚❙ ❋ ✁ ❚✠✂ ❋❯✞❈❚✝ ✞☎✄ ✳ ✳ ✳ P✠✡❙✝❈☎✄ ✁✂❘✝✂☛ ❇ ✾☞✱ ✵✌✍✎✏✵ ✭✏✵✎✍✑
t✒✓t ❞✔✕✖✗✘✙✔✕ t✒✔ ❣✗✓❞r✓✚ ✔✈♦✚rt✘♦✛ ♦❢ t✒✔ ✔❢❢✔✖t✘✈✔ ✓✖t✘♦✛ ✓✕
t✒✔ ✖rt♦❢❢ ✕✖✓✚✔ ✜ ✘✕ ✖✒✓✛❣✔❞❝ ❊✢✣✓✛❞✘✛❣ t✒✔ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛ ✘✛


















✹♦✗ ✣✗✓✖t✘✖✓✚ ✘✦✣✚✔✦✔✛t✓t✘♦✛✕ t✒✘✕ ✒✘✔✗✓✗✖✒② ✘✕ t②✣✘✖✓✚✚②








❂ ❀❁ ✗✔❞r✖✘✛❣ t✒✔ ✒✘✔✗✓✗✖✒② t♦ ✓ ✕✔t ♦❢ ✖♦r✣✚✔❞ ß♦✇





























✥✛ ❊❡✕❝ ✲✴●✸ ✓✛❞ ✲✴❏✸ t✒✔ ❆ ✕t✓✛❞✕ ❢♦✗ ✕r✦✦✓t✘♦✛ ♦✈✔✗
✘✛t✔✗✛✓✚ ✦♦✦✔✛t✓ ✓✛❞ ❡r✓✛tr✦ ✛r✦✙✔✗✕ ✓✖✖♦✗❞✘✛❣ t♦ ✕t✓✛❞✓✗❞


































❳✒✔ ✕✖✓✚✔ ❞✔✣✔✛❞✔✛✖✔ ♦❢ ▼
★










✖✓✛ ✙✔ ❞✔t✔✗✦✘✛✔❞ ✔✢✓✖t✚②❁








✥✛ ✖♦✛✈✔✛t✘♦✛✓✚ ❢❤❥ ✓✣✣✗♦✓✖✒✔✕ t✒✔ ✙✓✗✔ ✣✗♦✣✓❣✓t♦✗ ✈✓✛✘✕✒✔✕
✓t t✒✔ ✙✔❣✘✛✛✘✛❣ ♦❢ ß♦✇❝ ❦✔ ✘✛t✗♦❞r✖✔ t✒✔ ✛♦t✓t✘♦✛
▼
★
❂ ❀ ✮ ✮ ✮ ▼ ✲❜✶✸
t♦ ❞✔✕✖✗✘✙✔ t✒✘✕ ✕✖✓✚✔✺❞✔✣✔✛❞✔✛✖✔❝ ❦✒✘✚✔ t✒✘✕ ✖✒♦✘✖✔ ✗✔✕r✚t✕
✘✛ t✗✘✈✘✓✚ ✘✛✘t✘✓✚ ✖♦✛❞✘t✘♦✛✕ t✒✓t ✖✓✛ ✙✔ ✗✔✓❞ ♦❢❢ ❢✗♦✦ t✒✔
✦✘✖✗♦✕✖♦✣✘✖ ✦♦❞✔✚ ✓✖t✘♦✛ ❞✘✗✔✖t✚②❁ ✗✔✖✔✛t ✇♦✗❧✕ ❬❏Ð❲❁✶✶❁❪
✘✛t✗♦❞r✖✔❞ t✒✔ ✘❞✔✓ ♦❢ ✕t✓✗t✘✛❣ t✒✔ ❢❤❥ ß♦✇ ❢✗♦✦ ✓ ✗✔❢✔✗✔✛✖✔





✮ ✮ ✮ ▼✮ ✲❜✴✸
❳✒✘✕ ✓✣✣✗♦✓✖✒ ✖♦✗✗✔✕✣♦✛❞✕ t♦ t✒✔ ✚✔❢t✺✒✓✛❞ ✕✘❞✔ ♦❢ ✹✘❣❝ ✴❝
♣q s✉①③ ④⑥ ⑦⑧⑨ ⑩❶❷④✉④⑩❸❹ ❺❻⑩❼⑨
✥✛ ✖♦✛t✗✓✕t t♦ t✒✔ ❞✔✗✘✈✓t✘♦✛ ✘✛ t✒✔ ✣✗✔✈✘♦r✕ ✕r✙✕✔✖t✘♦✛❁
✇✔ ✛♦✇ ✖♦✛✕✘❞✔✗ t✒✔ ✗✔❢♦✗✦r✚✓t✔❞ ✣✗♦✙✚✔✦ ❢♦✗ t✒✔ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗②
✐✔✚❞✕❁ ❢♦✗ ✇✒✘✖✒ ✇✔ ✕✔t r✣ ✓✛ ❢❤❥ ß♦✇ ✘✛ t✒✔ ✖♦✛✈✔✛t✘♦✛✓✚




❂ ❀ ✮ ✮ ✮ ▼
❽
❝ ❳✒✔ ✗✔✕r✚t✘✛❣ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕ t✒✔✛
✗✔✓❞ ✓✕ ❊❡✕❝ ✲✴●✸ ✓✛❞ ✲✴❏✸❁ ✇✒✔✗✔ ✓✚✚ ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚ ♦✙❿✔✖t✕ ✒✓✈✔ t♦ ✙✔
✗✔✣✚✓✖✔❞ ✙② t✒✔✘✗ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ✔❡r✘✈✓✚✔✛t✕❝ ➀♦t✔ t✒✓t t✒✔ ✗✔✚✓t✘♦✛✕
✲✶❏✸ ✓✛❞ ✲✶❱✸ ✙✔t✇✔✔✛ t✒✔ ✕✖✓✚✔✺❞✔✣✔✛❞✔✛t ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚ ✓✛❞




✈✓✛✘✕✒✔✕ ✓t t✒✔ ✕✖✓✚✔ ✜
❨❩❨
❁ t✒✔ ✘✛✘t✘✓✚ ✖♦✛❞✘t✘♦✛✕








❑✕ ✦✔✛t✘♦✛✔❞ ✘✛ ➂✔✖❝ ✥✥✥ ➃❁ ✇✔ ✓✣✣✗♦✢✘✦✓t✔ t✒✔ ✙✓✗✔
✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ✘✛t✔✗✓✖t✘♦✛ ✙② ✘t✕ ❡r✓✗t✘✖ t✔✗✦❝ ❳✒✘✕ ✖♦✗✗✔✕✣♦✛❞✕
t♦ ✛✔❣✚✔✖t✘✛❣ t✒✔ ✔❢❢✔✖t ♦❢ ✦r✚t✘✣✓✗t✘✖✚✔ ✕✖✓tt✔✗✘✛❣ ✣✗♦✖✔✕✕✔✕
✇✒✔✛ ✖✓✚✖r✚✓t✘✛❣ ✖♦✗✗✔✖t✘♦✛✕ ♦❢ t✒✔ ✗✔❢✔✗✔✛✖✔ ✕②✕t✔✦ ✕♦✚rt✘♦✛
t♦✇✓✗❞✕ t✒✔ ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚ ♦✛✔❝ ✥✛ t✒✔ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ❢❤❥ ß♦✇❁ t✒✘✕ ✗✔✕r✚t✕








❂ ❀❁ ✇✒✘✖✒ ❿r✕t✘✐✔✕ ♦r✗ t✗r✛✖✓t✘♦✛ ♦❢ t✒✔ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗②
ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛ ✒✘✔✗✓✗✖✒②❝ ➀♦t✔❁ ✒♦✇✔✈✔✗❁ t✒✓t ✦r✚t✘✣✓✗t✘✖✚✔
✕✖✓tt✔✗✘✛❣ ✣✗♦✖✔✕✕✔✕ ✓✗✔ ♦❢ ✖♦r✗✕✔ ✘✛✖✚r❞✔❞ ✘✛ t✒✔ ✔✢✓✖t ✕♦✚rt✘♦✛








✸ ♦❢ t✒✔ ß♦✇❝ ❑❢t✔✗ ✕♦✚✈✘✛❣ t✒✔✕✔ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕
✛r✦✔✗✘✖✓✚✚②❁ ✗✔✕r✚t✕ ✒✓✈✔ t♦ ✙✔ t✗✓✛✕✚✓t✔❞ ✙✓✖❧❁ r✕✘✛❣ t✒✔
t✗✓✛✕❢♦✗✦✓t✘♦✛ ➅
❾✫
✓✕ ❞✔✕✖✗✘✙✔❞ ✘✛ ➂✔✖❝ ✥✥✥ ➆❝
❳✒✘✕ ✓✣✣✗♦✓✖✒ ✘✕ ✕✘✦✘✚✓✗ ✘✛ ✕✣✘✗✘t t♦ ✗✔✖✔✛t ✓✣✣✗♦✓✖✒✔✕ ❬❏Ð
❲❁✶✶❪ ❢♦✚✚♦✇✘✛❣ ❊❡❝ ✲❜✴✸❁ ✓✕ ❞✔✣✘✖t✔❞ ♦✛ t✒✔ ✚✔❢t✺✒✓✛❞ ✕✘❞✔




❂ ❀ ✮ ✮ ✮ ▼
❽
✘✛ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ✕✣✓✖✔ ✙②✦✔✓✛✕ ♦❢ ✲✶✶✸❝❦✘t✒♦rt ✓✛②
✓✣✣✗♦✢✘✦✓t✘♦✛✕ t✒✔ t✇♦ ß♦✇ ✕✖✒✔✦✔✕ ②✘✔✚❞ ✘❞✔✛t✘✖✓✚ ✗✔✕r✚t✕❝
❳✒✔ ✓✣✣✗♦✢✘✦✓t✘♦✛✕ ❞r✔ t♦ t✒✔ t✗r✛✖✓t✘♦✛ ♦❢ t✒✔ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛
✒✘✔✗✓✗✖✒② ✒♦✇✔✈✔✗ ✘✛❞r✖✔ ✘✦✣♦✗t✓✛t ❞✘❢❢✔✗✔✛✖✔✕❁ ✓✕ ✘✚✚r✕t✗✓t✔❞
✘✛ t✒✔ ❢♦✚✚♦✇✘✛❣❝ ❦✔ ✖♦✦✣✓✗✔ t✒✔ t✇♦ ✣✓t✒✕ ✘✛ ✹✘❣❝ ✴ ✚✔✓❞✘✛❣
t♦ ✓ ✒✘✔✗✓✗✖✒② ♦❢ ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕ ú✧
★
♠
❝ ✥✛ ✣✓✗t✘✖r✚✓✗❁ ✇✔
✇✘✚✚ ✖♦✦✣✓✗✔ t✒✔ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕ ❢♦✗ t✒✔ ♦✛✔✺ ✓✛❞ t✇♦✺✣✓✗t✘✖✚✔ ✶✤✥
✈✔✗t✔✢ ❢r✛✖t✘♦✛✕ ✓✕ ✗✔✚✔✈✓✛t t♦ ✖♦✦✦♦✛ t✗r✛✖✓t✘♦✛ ✕✖✒✔✦✔✕❝






✲✶✶✸❁ ✇✔ ❞✔t✔✗✦✘✛✔ t✒✔ ✗✔✚✓t✘♦✛ ✙✔t✇✔✔✛ t✒✔ ✕✖✓✚✔✺❞✔✣✔✛❞✔✛t
❥✗✔✔✛➇✕ ❢r✛✖t✘♦✛✕❝ ✥✛t✗♦❞r✖✘✛❣ t✒✔ ✕✖✓✚✔ ❞✔✣✔✛❞✔✛✖✔ ✘✛ ❊❡❝






















❍❁ ❞✔✐✛✔❞ ✙② ❊❡❝ ✲✶❲✸❁ ✓✖❡r✘✗✔✕ ✓ ✕✖✓✚✔ ❞✔✣✔✛❞✔✛✖✔
✈✘✓ ❃
★






















































✇✔ ✐✛❞ t✒✓t ✔✓✖✒ ❞✘✓❣✗✓✦ ✖♦✛t✗✘✙rt✘✛❣ t♦ t✒✔ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ß♦✇























❳♦ ✗✔✚✓t✔ t✒✔ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕ ❢♦✗ t✒✔ ✕✔✚❢✺✔✛✔✗❣② ✘✛ t✒✔ ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚















❑✣✣✚②✘✛❣ t✒✔ t✗✓✛✕✚✓t✘♦✛ ✗r✚✔✕ ✓✙♦✈✔❁ t✒✔ ✖♦✗✗✔✕✣♦✛❞✘✛❣ ß♦✇
✔❡r✓t✘♦✛ ✘✛ ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚ ✕✣✓✖✔ ✗✔✦✓✘✛✕ r✛✖✒✓✛❣✔❞❁ ✓✛❞ ✘✕ t✒r✕
❣✘✈✔✛ ✙② ❊❡❝ ✲✴●✸❝ ❳✒✔ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕ ❢♦✗ t✒✔ t✇♦✺✣✓✗t✘✖✚✔
✈✔✗t✔✢❁ ✘✛✕t✔✓❞❁ ✖✓✛ ✙✔ ♦✙t✓✘✛✔❞ ✙② t✓❧✘✛❣ t✒✔ ✜ ❞✔✗✘✈✓t✘✈✔ ♦❢
❊❡❝ ✲❜✷✸❝ ➃✔✕✘❞✔✕ t✒✔ ✖♦✛t✗✘✙rt✘♦✛ ✓✗✘✕✘✛❣ ✙② ✓ ❞✘✗✔✖t t✗✓✛✕✚✓t✘♦✛
♦❢ t✒✔ ❞✘✓❣✗✓✦✕ ✘✛ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ✕✣✓✖✔ t✒✗♦r❣✒ ❊❡❝ ✲❜●✸❁ ✓❞❞✘t✘♦✛✓✚































































































✹✘✛✓✚✚②❁ ✙② t✗r✛✖✓t✘✛❣ t✒✔ ✓r✢✘✚✘✓✗② ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛ ✓t t✒✔ ♦✛✔✺
✚♦♦✣ ✚✔✈✔✚❁ ✇✔ ❣✔t t✒✔ ❢♦✚✚♦✇✘✛❣ ß♦✇ ✔❡r✓t✘♦✛✕ ✘✛ ✣✒②✕✘✖✓✚
✵✌✍✎✏✵➍✍
















































★❤✤★ ✩✮✦✦r✫✪✮✬✴ ★✮ ✫✮✯s✣✬✥ ★❤r ✩✮✬sr✬★✣✮✬✤✯ ß✮✇















































































❨❩❭ ✿ ❞❁❫✿❴❵❁❞ ❞❁❭❴✈✿❫❴❩❜ ❝❁ ❭❁❨❁❭ ❫❩ ❣✽✽❁❜❞❴✐ ❣ ❥❦ ❧♠❁
❀❩❭❭❁✼✽❩❜❞❴❜♥ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦✼ ✿❭❁ ✼♠❩❝❜ ❴❜ t❴♥❦ ❱❦ ❧♠❁ ✉❭✼❫ ❫❁❭♦
❩❨ ①②❦ ❍❱❳▲ ❴✼ ❴❞❁❜❫❴❀✿❵ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ③❩❝ ❁②④✿❫❴❩❜ ①②❦ ❍⑤⑥▲ ❨❩❭ ❫♠❁
❫❝❩⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❴❜ ✽♠⑧✼❴❀✿❵ ✼✽✿❀❁⑩ ❝♠❴❵❁ ❫♠❁ ❩❫♠❁❭ ❫❁❭♦✼
✿❭❁ ❜❩❫ ✽❭❁✼❁❜❫ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ❀❩❜✈❁❜❫❴❩❜✿❵ ✼❀♠❁♦❁❦ ❶❜ ✽✿❭❫❴❀④❵✿❭⑩ ❝❁





❸❩❝❁✈❁❭⑩ ❫♠❴✼ Ò❭❁❞④❀❴❷❴❵❴❫⑧❹ ❞❩❁✼ ❜❩❫ ❜❁❀❁✼✼✿❭❴❵⑧ ❀❩❴❜❀❴❞❁
❝❴❫♠ ❫♠❁ ❭❁❞④❀❴❷❴❵❴❫⑧ ❴❜ ❏
❅
✿❜❞ ❀❩④❵❞ ❷❁ ✿❫❫❭❴❷④❫❁❞ ❫❩ ❫♠❁
✼✽❁❀❴✉❀ ✿✽✽❭❩✐❴♦✿❫❴❩❜ ✽❁❭❨❩❭♦❁❞ ♠❁❭❁❦ ❧♠❴✼ ❀✿❜ ✿❵✼❩ ❷❁
④❜❞❁❭✼❫❩❩❞ ❷⑧ ❀❩❜✼❴❞❁❭❴❜♥ ❫♠❁ ❭❁❵✿❫❴❩❜ ❷❁❫❝❁❁❜ ❫♠❁ ✽♠⑧✼❴❀✿❵
✿❜❞ ✿④✐❴❵❴✿❭⑧ ✼❀✿❵❁⑦❞❁✽❁❜❞❁❜❫ ❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❴❀❁✼⑩ ❞❁✽❴❀❫❁❞




❴✼ ❜❁♥❵❴♥❴❷❵❁⑩ ❝❁ ✉❜❞ ❫♠✿❫ ❫♠❁ ❁❨❨❁❀❫ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ✽♠⑧✼❴❀✿❵ ❽❿❶
❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❀✿❜ ❷❁ ❞❁✼❀❭❴❷❁❞ ❷⑧ ❫♠❁ ❁❨❨❁❀❫ ❩❨ ❫♠❁
❭❴♥♠❫♦❩✼❫ ❫❁❭♦ ❴❜ t❴♥❦ ❥❦ ➀⑧ ❀❩❜❜❁❀❫❴❜♥ ❫❝❩ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ✼❴✐
❁✐❫❁❭❜✿❵ ❍✿♦✽④❫✿❫❁❞▲ ❵❁♥✼ ❩❨ ❫♠❴✼ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦ ❝❴❫♠ ✿ ✼❴❜♥❵❁⑦✼❀✿❵❁
✽❭❩✽✿♥✿❫❩❭⑩ ❩❜❁ ❩❷❫✿❴❜✼ ❫♠❁ ❩❜❁⑦❵❩❩✽ ❀❩❭❭❁❀❫❴❩❜ ❬✼❁❀❩❜❞ ❫❁❭♦
❴❜ ①②❦ ❍❱❳▲❪ ✿✼ ❝❁❵❵ ✿✼ ❫♠❁ Ò❭❁❞④❀❴❷❵❁❹ ❀❩❭❭❁❀❫❴❩❜✼ ❬❵✿✼❫ ❨❩④❭
❫❁❭♦✼ ❴❜ ①②❦ ❍❱❳▲❪ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ❀❩❜✈❁❜❫❴❩❜✿❵ ③❩❝ ❁②④✿❫❴❩❜❦ ❶❜
✽✿❭❫❴❀④❵✿❭⑩ ❽❿❶ ❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❀❩❭❭❁❀❫❴❩❜✼ ✿❭❁ ❴❜❀❵④❞❁❞
④❜❞❁❭ ❫♠❁ ✿✼✼④♦✽❫❴❩❜ ❫♠✿❫ ❫♠❁ ✿④✐❴❵❴✿❭⑧ ❽❿❶ ❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁
✈❁❭❫❁✐ ✈✿❜❴✼♠❁✼❦ ❶❜ ❀❩❜✈❁❜❫❴❩❜✿❵ ❨➁➂⑩ ❝♠❁❭❁ ❴❫ ❴✼ ✿✼✼④♦❁❞
❫♠✿❫ ❷❩❫♠ ✼❴❞❁✼ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ❁②④✿❫❴❩❜ ❞❁✽❴❀❫❁❞ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦♦✿❫❴❀✿❵❵⑧ ❴❜
t❴♥❦ ❥ ❞❩ ❜❩❫ ❀❩❜❫❭❴❷④❫❁⑩ ❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❁❨❨❁❀❫✼ ✿❭❁ ❨④❵❵⑧
❜❁♥❵❁❀❫❁❞⑩ ④❜❵❁✼✼ ❫♠❁⑧ ✿❭❁ ❁✐✽❵❴❀❴❫❵⑧ ✿❀❀❩④❜❫❁❞ ❨❩❭⑩ ❁❦♥❦⑩ ❷⑧ ❫❝❩⑦
❵❩❩✽ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦✼ ❬❥⑤⑩❥❱❪❦ ➃❁❫ ④✼ ❜❩❫❁ ❫♠✿❫ ✿ ✼❴♦❴❵✿❭ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦♦✿❫❴❀
✼❫❭④❀❫④❭❁ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ③❩❝ ❁②④✿❫❴❩❜✼ ♠✿✼ ❷❁❁❜ ❞❁❫❁❭♦❴❜❁❞ ❴❜ ✿ ❭❁❀❁❜❫















❋☛✢  ✏  ❘r✯✤★✣✮✬ ➌r★✇rr✬ ★❤r ✪❤♣✫✣✩✤✯ ✤✬✴ ✤✰✺✣✯✣✤✦♣ ✫✩✤✯r✻
✴r✪r✬✴r✬★ ★❤✦rr✻✪✤✦★✣✩✯r sr✦★r✺ ❢✰✬✩★✣✮✬✫ 
❴❜❀❵④❞❁❞ ✽❁❭❫④❭❷✿❫❴✈❁❵⑧⑩ ❭❁✼④❵❫❴❜♥ ❴❜ ✿❜ ❁❨❨❁❀❫❴✈❁ ❩❜❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁
❭❁❞④❀❴❷❵❁ ❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ❴❜❫❁❭✿❀❫❴❩❜ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ❵❩❝⑦❁❜❁❭♥⑧ ❷✿❜❞❦
❧♠❁ ❀❩❭❭❁✼✽❩❜❞❴❜♥ ❀❩❜❫❭❴❷④❫❴❩❜ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ❫❝❩⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ③❩❝
❝✿✼ ✼④❷✼❁②④❁❜❫❵⑧ ❀❩❜✼❴❞❁❭❁❞ ❁✐✽❵❴❀❴❫❵⑧❦ ➍❁ ❁♦✽♠✿✼❴➎❁ ❫♠✿❫ ❴❜
❫♠❁ ✽❭❁✼❁❜❫ ✿✽✽❭❩✿❀♠ ❫♠❁ ❩❜❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ Ò❭❁❞④❀❴❷❵❁❹ ❍❴❜ ❫♠❁ ✼❁❜✼❁
❁✐✽❵✿❴❜❁❞ ✿❷❩✈❁▲ ❀❩❭❭❁❀❫❴❩❜✼ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ✽♠⑧✼❴❀✿❵ ✼❁❵❨⑦❁❜❁❭♥⑧ ❬❽❳❪
❴❜❨❁❭❭❁❞ ❷⑧ ❍❽⑥▲ ✿✽✽❁✿❭ ✿❫ ❫♠❁ ❫❝❩⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ❵❁✈❁❵ ❍✿✼ ❫♠❁ ❵✿✼❫
❫❁❭♦ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ③❩❝ ❁②④✿❫❴❩❜ ❨❩❭ ❫♠❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❴❜ t❴♥❦ ❱▲❦ ➏❜ ❫♠❁
❩❫♠❁❭ ♠✿❜❞⑩ ❀❩♦✽✿❭❴❜♥ ❫♠❁ ✿④✐❴❵❴✿❭⑧ ③❩❝ ❁②④✿❫❴❩❜✼ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ❩❜❁✼
❩❷❫✿❴❜❁❞ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ❭❁❀❁❜❫❵⑧ ❴❜❫❭❩❞④❀❁❞ ❽❿❶ ✿✽✽❭❩✿❀♠ ❬⑤⑥❪ ✿❵❵❩❝✼
④✼ ❫❩ ✿❫❫❭❴❷④❫❁ ❫♠❁ ❩❜❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ Ò❴❭❭❁❞④❀❴❷❵❁❹ ❀❩❭❭❁❀❫❴❩❜ ❩❨ ❫♠❁
❫❝❩⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ❫♠❁ ✉❭✼❫ ❫❝❩ ❫❁❭♦✼❦ ❧❭✿❜✼❵✿❫❁❞ ❫❩
❫♠❁ ✼❁❵❨⑦❁❜❁❭♥⑧⑩ ❨❩❭ ❫♠❁ ❸④❷❷✿❭❞ ♦❩❞❁❵ ❝❴❫♠ ❫♠❁ ➐➑t❧ ✿✼ ✿
✼❫✿❭❫❴❜♥ ✽❩❴❜❫⑩ ❫♠❁✼❁ ❫❁❭♦✼ ✽❭❩❞④❀❁ ❫♠❁ ✿❜✿❵❩♥ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ✽④❭❁❵⑧
❜❩❜❵❩❀✿❵ ❀❩❜❫❭❴❷④❫❴❩❜ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ✼❁❵❨⑦❁❜❁❭♥⑧⑩ ❝♠❴❀♠ ❀❩❜❫✿❴❜✼ ❫♠❁
➂❭❁❁❜➒✼ ❨④❜❀❫❴❩❜ ❞❴❨❨❁❭❁❜❀❁❏ ▼
ø
❏ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦♦✿❫❴❀ ✼❁❭❴❁✼❦
❶❜ ❀❩❜❫❭✿✼❫⑩ ❫♠❁ ❀❩❜❫❭❴❷④❫❴❩❜ ❀❩❜❫✿❴❜❴❜♥ Ò❴❭❭❁❞④❀❴❷❵❁❹ ❞❴✿♥❭✿♦✼
❝❴❫♠ ✿❫ ❵❁✿✼❫ ❩❜❁ ❴❜❫❁❭❜✿❵
ø
❏ ❵❴❜❁ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ❽❿❶ ✿✽✽❭❩✿❀♠ ❴✼ ✿❷✼❁❜❫
♠❁❭❁⑩ ✼❴❜❀❁ ❫♠❁ ✿④✐❴❵❴✿❭⑧ ❫♠❭❁❁⑦✽✿❭❫❴❀❵❁ ✈❁❭❫❁✐ ❴✼ ❜❁♥❵❁❀❫❁❞❦
t❩❭ ❫♠❁ ♠✿❵❨⑦✉❵❵❁❞ ⑤➓ ❸④❷❷✿❭❞ ♦❩❞❁❵ ❝❴❫♠ ❫♠❁ ➐➑t❧ ✿✼
✿ ✼❫✿❭❫❴❜♥ ✽❩❴❜❫⑩ ❫♠❴✼ ✿✽✽❭❩✐❴♦✿❫❴❩❜ ❴✼ ➔④✼❫❴✉❁❞ ✿❫ ❭❁❵✿❫❴✈❁❵⑧
✼❫❭❩❜♥ ❀❩④✽❵❴❜♥⑩ ❝♠❁❭❁ ❫♠❁ ❭❁✼✽❁❀❫❴✈❁ ❀❩❜❫❭❴❷④❫❴❩❜ ❝✿✼ ❨❩④❜❞
❫❩ ❷❁ ❵✿❭♥❁❵⑧ ❀❩♦✽❁❜✼✿❫❁❞ ❷⑧ ❫♠❁ ❀❩❜❫❭❴❷④❫❴❩❜ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ❩❫♠❁❭
❀♠✿❜❜❁❵✼ ❬⑤⑥⑩❥→❪❦
➣↔ ↕➙➛➜➝➞➟➠➡ ➝➟ ➟➝➢➙↕ ➤➙➝➢➟➦➡
❧♠❁ ➧❁⑧ ❴❞❁✿ ✽❭❁✼❁❜❫❁❞ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ✽❭❁✈❴❩④✼ ✼❁❀❫❴❩❜✼ ❴✼ ❫❩
✿✽✽❭❩✿❀♠ ❫♠❁ ✽♠⑧✼❴❀✿❵ ✽❭❩❷❵❁♦ ❩❨ ❫❭❁✿❫❴❜♥ ✼❫❭❩❜♥❵⑧ ❴❜❫❁❭✿❀❫❴❜♥
❨❁❭♦❴❩❜✼ ❴❜ ✿ ❀♠✿❜❜❁❵ ④❜❷❴✿✼❁❞ ❝✿⑧ ❴❜ ❫❝❩ ❁✼✼❁❜❫❴✿❵ ✼❫❁✽✼❃ ❍❴▲
➨❁❫❫❴❜♥ ④✽ ✿❜ ❁✐✽✿❜✼❴❩❜ ✿❭❩④❜❞ ✿ ❭❁❨❁❭❁❜❀❁ ✼⑧✼❫❁♦ ✼❩❵④❫❴❩❜
❷⑧ ♦❁✿❜✼ ❩❨ ✿④✐❴❵❴✿❭⑧ ❨❁❭♦❴❩❜✼⑩ ✿❜❞ ❍❴❴▲ ✼❩❵✈❴❜♥ ❫♠❁ ✿④✐❴❵❴✿❭⑧
✽❭❩❷❵❁♦ ❷⑧ ❫♠❁ ❨➁➂❦ ➨❫❁✽ ❍❴▲⑩ ✉❭✼❫ ❴❜❫❭❩❞④❀❁❞ ❴❜ ➁❁❨❦ ❬❱➩❪⑩
❴✼ ❫♠❁ ❷✿✼❴✼ ❩❨ ✿❵❵ ❫♠❁ ✼❫④❞❴❁✼ ✽❁❭❨❩❭♦❁❞ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ➐t ❨❩❭♦✿❵❴✼♦
❬❽❥Ð⑤⑤❪ ✿✼ ❝❁❵❵ ✿✼ ❩❨ ❫♠❁ ❽❿❶ ✿✽✽❭❩✿❀♠ ❬⑤⑥❪ ✿❜❞ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ✼❫④❞⑧
❩❨ ❴♦✽④❭❴❫⑧ ✼⑧✼❫❁♦✼ ❝❴❫♠❴❜ ✼④✽❁❭✽❁❭❫④❭❷✿❫❴❩❜ ❫♠❁❩❭⑧ ❬❱❽❪❦ ❣❜
❨➁➂ ③❩❝ ❨❭❩♦ ✿❜ ❴❜❫❁❭✿❀❫❴❜♥ ✼❫✿❭❫❴❜♥ ✽❩❴❜❫⑩ ❫♠✿❫ ❴✼⑩ ✼❫❁✽ ❍❴❴▲⑩
♠✿✼ ❷❁❁❜ ❭❁❀❁❜❫❵⑧ ✽❭❩✽❩✼❁❞ ❬⑥Ð❽❽❪❦
❧❩ ❷❁♦❩❭❁ ❀❩❜❀❭❁❫❁⑩ ❴❜ ❫♠❁ ❨❩❵❵❩❝❴❜♥⑩ ❝❁ ❀❩❜❀❁❜❫❭✿❫❁ ❩❜ ❫♠❁
❀✿✼❁✼ ❝♠❁❭❁ ❫♠❁ ➐➑t❧ ✼❩❵④❫❴❩❜ ❴✼ ④✼❁❞ ✿✼ ✿ ❭❁❨❁❭❁❜❀❁ ✼⑧✼❫❁♦
✼❩❵④❫❴❩❜⑩ ❝♠❴❀♠ ❀❩❭❭❁✼✽❩❜❞✼ ❫❩ ❫♠❁ ➐t ✿✽✽❭❩✿❀♠❁✼ ❭❁♥✿❭❞❴❜♥
✼❫❁✽ ❍❴▲ ✿❜❞ ❝♠❴❀♠ ♠✿✼ ❷❁❁❜ ✿❵✼❩ ❫✿➧❁❜ ✿✼ ❞❴❭❁❀❫ ❴❜✽④❫ ❨❩❭ ❫♠❁
➐➑t
❆
➁➂ ③❩❝❦ ❧♠❴✼ ❀❩❭❭❁✼✽❩❜❞✼ ❫❩ ❫✿➧❴❜♥ ✿❜ ✿❀❫❴❩❜ ❩❨ ❫♠❁
❨❩❭♦ ❩❨ ①②❦ ❍⑤⑤▲ ✿✼ ❫♠❁ ❴❜❴❫❴✿❵ ✿❀❫❴❩❜ ✿❜❞ ❀❩❜✼❫❭④❀❫❴❜♥ ❫♠❁ ③❩❝
✵✏✑✒✓✵✻➫
❈ ✁✁✂✄☎❚✂✆ ❙❚☎✁❚✝✞✟ P ✝✞❚❙ ❋ ✁ ❚✠✂ ❋❯✞❈❚✝ ✞☎✄ ✳ ✳ ✳ P✠✡❙✝❈☎✄ ✁✂❘✝✂☛ ❇ ✾☞✱ ✵✌✍✎✏✵ ✭✏✵✎✍✑
t✒ t✓✔ Þ✕✖✗ ✖❛t✘✒✕ ❜② ✘✕t✔♥✙✒✗✖t✘✕✚ t✓✔ ❜✖♥✔ ✙♥✒✙✖✚✖t✒♥ ❢♥✒✛
t✓✔ ❆■✜ ✒✕✔♦ ❣
✐✢✣
♦ t✒ t✓✔ Þ✕✖✗ ✤✗✖tt✘❛✔✥ ✒✕✔♦ ❣✦ ❉✘❢❢✔♥✔✕t✗②
❢♥✒✛ t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② Þ✔✗✩ ✛✔t✓✒✩ ✙♥✒✙✒♣✔✩ ✓✔♥✔♦ ✓✒✇✔✈✔♥♦ t✓✘♣
✘♣ ✩✒✕✔ ✩✘♥✔❛t✗② ✘✕ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ ♣✙✖❛✔✦ ✪✓✔ ✘✛✙✒♥t✖✕t q✧✔♣t✘✒✕ t✒ ❜✔
✖✩✩♥✔♣♣✔✩♦ t✓✔✕♦ ✘♣ ✇✓✔t✓✔♥ ❛✒✕♣✘✩✔♥✘✕✚ t✓✔ß✒✇ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥②
✒♥ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ ♣✙✖❛✔ ✘♣ ✛✒♥✔ ❛✒✕✈✔✕✘✔✕t✦ ■✕ ❉✜▼
✷
✫✬♦ ✒✕✔
✘♣ ✖♣♣✧✛✘✕✚ t✓✖t t✓✔ ✔❢❢✔❛t ✒❢ t✓✔ ❉✜▼✪ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✶✮■
✈✔♥t✔★ ✘✕ ❛✒♥♥✔❛t✘✕✚ t✓✔ ♣✔✗❢❤✔✕✔♥✚② ✒❢ t✓✔ ♥✔❢✔♥✔✕❛✔ ♣②♣t✔✛ ✘♣
♣✛✖✗✗ ❛✒✛✙✖♥✔✩ t✒ t✓✔ ✔❢❢✔❛t ✒❢ t✓✔ t✇✒❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✒✕✔✦ ■✕ t✓✔
❛✖♣✔ ✒❢ ❛✒✕✈✔✕t✘✒✕✖✗ ❢✫✬ t✓✘♣ ❛✖✕ ❜✔ ❥✧♣t✘Þ✔✩♦ ✖t ✗✔✖♣t ✖t ✇✔✖❡
❛✒✧✙✗✘✕✚♦ ❜② ✖ ✙✒✇✔♥ ❛✒✧✕t✘✕✚ ✖♥✚✧✛✔✕t ❬✻❪ ♣✓✒✇✘✕✚ t✓✖t t✓✔
✗✔✖✩✘✕✚ ✒♥✩✔♥ ❛✒✕t♥✘❜✧t✘✒✕ t✒ t✓✔ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★ ✘♣ ✒✕✔
✒♥✩✔♥ ✓✘✚✓✔♥ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✘✕t✔♥✖❛t✘✒✕ ❛✒✛✙✖♥✔✩ t✒ t✓✔ ✗✔✖✩✘✕✚ ✒✕✔
✘✕ t✓✔ t✇✒❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★✦ ❆t ✘✕t✔♥✛✔✩✘✖t✔❤t✒❤♣t♥✒✕✚ ❛✒✧✙✗✘✕✚♦
✓✒✇✔✈✔♥♦ t✓✘♣ ✖♥✚✧✛✔✕t ✩✒✔♣ ✕✒t ✖✙✙✗② ✖✕②✛✒♥✔✦ ❍✔✕❛✔♦ ✘✕
❉✜▼
✷
✫✬✒✕✔ ♣✓✒✧✗✩ ♥✔✗② ✒✕ t✓✔ ❢✖❛t t✓✖t t✓✔✛✖✘✕ ❛✒✕t♥✘❜✧t✘✒✕
✒❢ t✓✔ ✓✘✚✓✔♥ ✒♥✩✔♥ ✈✔♥t✔★ ❢✧✕❛t✘✒✕♣ t✒ t✓✔ t♥✧✕❛✖t✔✩ ❢✫✬
ß✒✇ ✘♣ ✖✗♥✔✖✩② ✘✕❛✗✧✩✔✩ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✘✕✘t✘✖✗ ❛✒✕✩✘t✘✒✕ ✖♣ ♣❡✔t❛✓✔✩
✘✕ ▼✘✚✦ ✶✦ ❖❜✈✘✒✧♣✗②♦ t✓✔♥✔ ✘♣ ✕✒ ✚✧✖♥✖✕t✔✔ t✓✖t t✓✔ ✔❢❢✔❛t
✒❢ t✓✔ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✶✮■ ✈✔♥t✔★ ❛✖✕ ❜✔ ✕✔✚✗✔❛t✔✩ ✘✕ ✚✔✕✔♥✖✗✦
✪✓✔ ✩✘❢❢✔♥✔✕❛✔ ✇✘t✓ t✓✔ ✖✙✙♥✒✖❛✓ ✩✘♣❛✧♣♣✔✩ ✓✔♥✔ ✘✕ t✔♥✛♣ ✒❢
t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② Þ✔✗✩♣ ✘♣ t✓✔ ❢✒✗✗✒✇✘✕✚✯ ■✕ t✓✔ ✙♥✔♣✔✕t ✖✙✙♥✒✖❛✓♦
t✓✔ ✰✲✴✸✹✸✰✺✼ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★ ✘♣ ✕✔✚✗✔❛t✔✩ ✖♣ ✩✘♣❛✧♣♣✔✩ ✘✕
✽✔❛✦ ■✿ ✤♣✔✔ ♣❛✓✔✛✖t✘❛ ♥✔✙♥✔♣✔✕t✖t✘✒✕ ✘✕ ▼✘✚✦ ❀✥✦ ❆t t✓✔ ✘✕✘t✘✖✗
♣❛✖✗✔ t✓✘♣ ❛✒♥♥✔♣✙✒✕✩♣ t✒ ✕✔✚✗✔❛t✘✕✚ t✓✔ ❝❁❂❂❃❝❄❃❅ ♥✔❢✔♥✔✕❛✔
t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★ ❬❀❊❪ ✘✕♣t✔✖✩ ✒❢ t✓✔ ❛✒♥♥✔♣✙✒✕✩✘✕✚ ✶✮■
✒✕✔✦ ▼♥✒✛ t✓✔ ✩✘♣❛✧♣♣✘✒✕ ✖❜✒✈✔♦ ✘t ✘♣ ❛✗✔✖♥ t✓✖t t✓✔ ❛♥✧❛✘✖✗
q✧✔♣t✘✒✕ ✘♣ ✇✓✔t✓✔♥ t✓✔ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ ✶✮■ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★ ✒♥
t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② ✒✕✔ ✓✖♣ ✖ ♣t♥✒✕✚✔♥ ✔❢❢✔❛t ✒✕ t✓✔ ❛✒♥♥✔♣✙✒✕✩✘✕✚
ß✒✇✦ ✪✓✘♣ ❛✔♥t✖✘✕✗② ♣t♥✒✕✚✗② ✩✔✙✔✕✩♣ ✒✕ t✓✔ ✙♥✒❜✗✔✛ ✧✕✩✔♥
❛✒✕♣✘✩✔♥✖t✘✒✕ ✖✕✩ ♥✔q✧✘♥✔♣ ❢✧♥t✓✔♥ ❢✒❛✧♣✔✩ ✘✕✈✔♣t✘✚✖t✘✒✕♣✦
❆✇✖② ❢♥✒✛ ✇✔✖❡ ❛✒✧✙✗✘✕✚ t✓✘♣ q✧✔♣t✘✒✕ ✘♣ ✖✗✗ ❜✧t t♥✘✈✘✖✗♦
✖✙✖♥t ❢✒♥ ♣✒✛✔ ♣✙✔❛✘✖✗ ❛✖♣✔♣♦ ✔✦✚✦♦ t✓✔ ▼✖✗✘❛✒✈❤●✘✛❜✖✗✗ ✛✒✩✔✗
❬❊❊❪✦ ❍✘t✓✔♥t✒♦ ✩✧✔ t✒ ✘t♣ ✘✕t♥✘✕♣✘❛ ✕✧✛✔♥✘❛✖✗ ❛✒✛✙✗✔★✘t②♦
❜✖♥✔✗② ✖✕② ❡✕✒✇✗✔✩✚✔ ✖❜✒✧t t✓✔ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ q✧✖✕t✘t✘✔♣ ✘♣
✖✈✖✘✗✖❜✗✔ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✗✘t✔♥✖t✧♥✔ ❬❏✻❪✦ ❆ ✕✒t✘❛✔✖❜✗✔ ✔★❛✔✙t✘✒✕ ✘♣ t✓✔
❛✖♣✔ ✒❢ t✓✔ ▼✖✗✘❛✒✈❤●✘✛❜✖✗✗ ✛✒✩✔✗♦ ✇✓✔♥✔ ✘t ✓✖♣ ❜✔✔✕ ♣✓✒✇✕
❬❊❊❪ t✓✖t t✓✔ ✗✒❛✖✗ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★ ❑
▲◆◗
✔★✖❛t✗②
✈✖✕✘♣✓✔♣ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔❤✓✒✗✔ ♣②✛✛✔t♥✘❛ ❛✖♣✔✦ ❍✔♥✔♦ ✘✕ ❢✖❛t♦
✙✔♥t✧♥❜✖t✘✒✕ t✓✔✒♥② ❛✒✕♣✘✩✔♥✖t✘✒✕♣ ✖✕✩ t✓✔ ✖✙✙✗✘❛✖t✘✒✕ ✒❢ t✓✔
▼✧♥♥② t✓✔✒♥✔✛ ❬❏❱❪ ✇✒✧✗✩ ♣✧✚✚✔♣t ✖ ♣✘✛✧✗t✖✕✔✒✧♣ ✈✖✕✘♣✓✘✕✚
✒❢ t✓✔ ✶✮■ t✓♥✔✔❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★ ❢✒♥ t✓✔ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ Þ✔✗✩♣✦ ✪✓✔♣✔





⑥ ⑥ ⑥ ① ①
③
⑦
④ ⑧ ⑥ ⑥ ⑥ ①
⑦
⑨⑩❶❫❷❩ ❦❸ ❹❲❺ ❷❳✉❶❶❻❼❴✉❷❭❫❵❶ ❽❭❾❭❫ ❹❲❺ ❷❳✉❶❶❻❼❴✉❷❭❫❵❶
❿❶✉❷❶s ❸r❵❵❨ ➀❶➁❵❶❫❷❶➂ ❿❶✉❷❶s ➃❨ ❾❶❴➀❩ ❦❸
❋✝✟✳ ✍✳ ✭❈➄➅➄➆ ➄➇➅➈➇➉✑ ✂➊➊➉➋➌➍ ➄➊ ➌➎➉ ➌➆➏➇➋➐➌➈➄➇ ➈➇ ➌➎➉ ➑➎➒➍➈➋➐➅
➐➇➓ ➐➏➔➈➅➈➐➆➒ →➄➣✳
♥✔♣✧✗t♣♦ ✓✒✇✔✈✔♥♦ ❛✖✕✕✒t ❜✔ ✩✘♥✔❛t✗② ✔★t✔✕✩✔✩ t✒ t✓✔ ❍✧❜❜✖♥✩
✛✒✩✔✗✦ ✪✓✔♥✔❢✒♥✔ ✒✕✔ ✓✖♣ t✒ ❛♥✘t✘❛✖✗✗② ✖✕✖✗②↔✔ t✓✔ ♥✔♣✧✗t♣
✒❜t✖✘✕✔✩ ✇✘t✓ ✔✖❛✓ ✖✙✙♥✒✖❛✓ ✖✕✩ ❢✒♥ ✔✖❛✓ ♣✙✔❛✘Þ❛ ❛✖♣✔✦ ■✕
✒♥✩✔♥ t✒ ❛✒✛✙✖♥✔ ✇✘t✓ ❉▼ ❛✖✗❛✧✗✖t✘✒✕♣♦ ✒✕✔ ❛✖✕ ✩✘♥✔❛t✗②
✖✕✖✗②↔✔ t✓✔ ✩✘✖✚♥✖✛✛✖t✘❛ ❛✒✕t♥✘❜✧t✘✒✕♣ ✘✕ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② ♣✙✖❛✔
✇✓✔♥✔ t✓✔ ❉▼ ✖✙✙♥✒✖❛✓ ❬✶❏Ð❊❊❪ ✧♣✧✖✗✗② ✔★✙✗✒✘t♣ ✙✔♥t✧♥❜✖t✘✒✕
t✓✔✒♥② ✒♥ ✗✖✩✩✔♥ ♥✔♣✧✛✛✖t✘✒✕♣♦ ✖♣ ✖✩✩✘t✘✒✕✖✗ ✖✙✙♥✒★✘✛✖t✘✒✕♣✦
↕✓✘✗✔ ✒✕✔ ❛✖✕✕✒t ✔★✙✔❛t t✒ ❛✖✙t✧♥✔ ✩✘✈✔♥✚✘✕✚ ß✧❛t✧✖t✘✒✕♣ ❜②
✛✔✖✕♣ ✒❢ ♣✘✛✙✗✔ ✙✔♥t✧♥❜✖t✘✒✕ t✓✔✒♥②♦ ✗✖✩✩✔♥ ✖✙✙♥✒✖❛✓✔♣ ✖♥✔ ✙✔♥
✩✔Þ✕✘t✘✒✕ ❜✘✖♣✔✩ t✒✇✖♥✩♣ ✖ ♣✔✗✔❛t✔✩ ❛✓✖✕✕✔✗✦❖✕ t✓✔ ✒t✓✔♥ ✓✖✕✩♦
❜② t♥✔✖t✘✕✚ t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② ✙♥✒❜✗✔✛ ❜② ✛✔✖✕♣ ✒❢ t✓✔ ❢✫✬ ✒✕✔ ✘♣
✖❜✗✔ t✒ t♥✔✖t ❛✒✛✙✔t✘✕✚ ♣❛✖tt✔♥✘✕✚ ❛✓✖✕✕✔✗♣ ✘✕ ✖✕ ✧✕❜✘✖♣✔✩ ✇✖②✦
■✕ ✙✖♥t✘❛✧✗✖♥♦ ✒✧♥ ✖✙✙♥✒✖❛✓ ✖✗✗✒✇♣ ❢✒♥ ✖✕ ✘✛✙♥✒✈✔✩ ❛✒✛✙✧t✖t✘✒✕
✒❢ t✓✔ ♣✒✗✧t✘✒✕ ✒❢ t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② ✙♥✒❜✗✔✛♦ ✘✕❛✗✧✩✘✕✚♦ ✖✗t✓✒✧✚✓
✖✙✙♥✒★✘✛✖t✔✗②♦ t✓✔ ✙✖♥q✧✔t❤✖✙✙♥✒★✘✛✖t✘✒✕ ✩✘✖✚♥✖✛♣✦ ➙✔t ✧♣
✕✒t✔ t✓✖t♦ ✩✘❢❢✔♥✔✕t✗② ❢♥✒✛ ✒t✓✔♥ ✕✒✕✙✔♥t✧♥❜✖t✘✈✔ ♣❛✓✔✛✔♣
❬❊❏♦❊❀♦❊✻♦❊➛♦➜➛❪♦ t✓✔ ❛✖✗❛✧✗✖t✘✒✕♣ ✖♥✔ ❜✖♣✔✩ ✒✕ t✓✔ ✶✮■ t✇✒❤
✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✈✔♥t✔★♦ ✖✕✩ ✩✒ ✕✒t ♥✔q✧✘♥✔ t✓✔ t✇✒❤✙✖♥t✘❛✗✔ ✘♥♥✔✩✧❛✘❜✗✔
✤❊✮■✥ ✈✔♥t✔★ ✖t ✖✕② ✙✒✘✕t ✒❢ t✓✔ ✖✗✚✒♥✘t✓✛✦ ✪✓✘♣ ✇✖② ✒✕✔ ❛✖✕
❛✘♥❛✧✛✈✔✕t t✓✔ t✔❛✓✕✘❛✖✗ ✙♥✒❜✗✔✛♣ ✖♥✘♣✘✕✚ ❢♥✒✛ t✓✔ ♥✔❛✔✕t✗②
♣✓✒✇✕ ❬✶➝♦❏➝♦❏➛❪ ✩✘✈✔♥✚✔✕❛✘✔♣ ✒❢ t✓✔ ❊✮■ ✈✔♥t✔★ ✖t ✗✒✇
❢♥✔q✧✔✕❛✘✔♣♦ ✇✓✘❛✓ ✖♥✔ ✕✒t ✖♣♣✒❛✘✖t✔✩ ✇✘t✓ ✖✕② t✓✔♥✛✒✩②✕✖✛✘❛
t♥✖✕♣✘t✘✒✕✦
➞➟➠ ➡➢➤➡➥➦➧➟➢➤
↕✔ ✓✖✈✔ ✩✔✛✒✕♣t♥✖t✔✩ ✓✒✇ t✓✔ t✓✔✒♥② ✒❢ ✖✕ ❢✫✬❤❜✖♣✔✩
✔★✙✖✕♣✘✒✕ ✖♥✒✧✕✩ ✖ ✽➨ ♥✔❢✔♥✔✕❛✔ ♣②♣t✔✛ ❛✖✕ ❜✔ ♥✘✚✒♥✒✧♣✗②
❢✒♥✛✧✗✖t✔✩ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✚✔✕✔♥✖✗ ❢♥✖✛✔✇✒♥❡ ✒❢ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥② ❢✔♥✛✘✒✕✘❛
✈✖♥✘✖❜✗✔♣✦ ■✕ ✙✖♥t✘❛✧✗✖♥♦ ✇✔ ✓✖✈✔ ✩✔♥✘✈✔✩ t✓✔ ✔★✙✗✘❛✘t ✔★✙♥✔♣❤
♣✘✒✕♣ ❢✒♥ t✓✔ ❢✫✬ ß✒✇ ✔q✧✖t✘✒✕♣ ♣t✖♥t✘✕✚ ❢♥✒✛ ✖ ✚✔✕✔♥✘❛
✤✔★✖❛t✗② ♣✒✗✈✖❜✗✔✥ ✽➨ ♥✔❢✔♥✔✕❛✔ ✙♥✒❜✗✔✛ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✖✧★✘✗✘✖♥②
❢✔♥✛✘✒✕✘❛ Þ✔✗✩♣ ✖✕✩ t✓✔ ❛✒♥♥✔♣✙✒✕✩✘✕✚ t♥✖✕♣❢✒♥✛✖t✘✒✕ ♥✔✗✖❤
t✘✒✕♣ t✒ ❛✖✗❛✧✗✖t✔ t✓✔ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ q✧✖✕t✘t✘✔♣ ✒❢ t✓✔ Þ✕✖✗ ♣✒✗✧t✘✒✕✦
✪✓✔♣✔ ✩✔♥✘✈✖t✘✒✕♣ ✖✗✗✒✇ ✧♣ t✒ ❛✗✖♥✘❢② t✓✔ ♥✔✗✖t✘✒✕ t✒ t✓✔ ❢✫✬
ß✒✇ ✔q✧✖t✘✒✕♣ ❢✒♥✛✧✗✖t✔✩ ✩✘♥✔❛t✗② ❢✒♥ t✓✔ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ ❢✔♥✛✘✒✕✘❛
Þ✔✗✩♣♦ ✘✕❛✗✧✩✘✕✚ t✓✔ Þ♥♣t ✙✘✒✕✔✔♥✘✕✚ ✒✕✔♣ ♥✔✙✒♥t✔✩ ✘✕ t✓✔
♥✔❛✔✕t ✗✘t✔♥✖t✧♥✔ ❬❱♦➝♦✶➩Ð✶❊❪✦ ▼✧♥t✓✔♥✛✒♥✔♦ ✇✔ ❛✒✧✗✩ ✖✗♣✒
✔✗✧❛✘✩✖t✔ t✓✔ ✘✛✙✗✘❛✖t✘✒✕♣ ✒❢ t✓✔ ✖✙✙♥✒★✘✛✖t✘✒✕♣ ✘✕t♥✒✩✧❛✔✩ ❜②
t♥✧✕❛✖t✘✕✚ t✓✔ ✓✘✔♥✖♥❛✓② ✒❢ t✓✔ ß✒✇ ✔q✧✖t✘✒✕♣ ✘✕ t✓✔ ✩✘❢❢✔♥✔✕t
♣❛✓✔✛✔♣➫ ♣✔✔ ▼✘✚✦ ❀ ❢✒♥ ✖ ♣✧✛✛✖♥②✦ ✪✓✘♣ ♥✔✙♥✔♣✔✕t♣ ✘✕✩✔✔✩ ✖
✙✘✈✒t✖✗ ✖♣✙✔❛t ❢✒♥ ✖✗✗ ♣t♥✒✕✚❤❛✒✧✙✗✘✕✚ ❢✫✬ ✖✗✚✒♥✘t✓✛♣♦ ♣✘✕❛✔
t✓✔ ❛✒✕✈✔✕t✘✒✕✖✗ ✖♥✚✧✛✔✕t♣ ❥✧♣t✘❢②✘✕✚ t✓✔ t♥✧✕❛✖t✘✒✕ ✩✒ ✕✒t
✓✒✗✩ ✖✕② ✗✒✕✚✔♥ ❜✔②✒✕✩ t✓✔ ✇✔✖❡❤❛✒✧✙✗✘✕✚ ♥✔✚✘✛✔✦ ❍✔✕❛✔♦
✖ ✙♥✔❛✘♣✔ ✩✔Þ✕✘t✘✒✕ ✒❢ t✓✔ ✩✘✖✚♥✖✛✛✖t✘❛ ❛✒✕t✔✕t ✖♣♣✒❛✘✖t✔✩
✇✘t✓ t✓✔ t♥✧✕❛✖t✘✒✕ ✒❢ ✖ ♣t♥✒✕✚❤❛✒✧✙✗✘✕✚ ❢✫✬ ß✒✇ ✘♣ ✔♣♣✔✕t✘✖✗
❢✒♥ ✖✩✖✙t✘✕✚ t✓✔ ✕✒✈✔✗ ✖✗✚✒♥✘t✓✛♣ t✒ t✓✔ ✕✒✕✙✔♥t✧♥❜✖t✘✈✔
✙✓②♣✘❛♣ ✒❢ ✘✕t✔♥✔♣t✦ ✪✓✔ ♥✔✙✒♥t✔✩ ✖✕✖✗②t✘❛ ✖✕✩ ✩✘✖✚♥✖✛✛✖t✘❛
♥✔♣✧✗t♣♦ t✒✚✔t✓✔♥ ✇✘t✓ t✓✔ ✙✓②♣✘❛✖✗ ✘✕♣✘✚✓t♣ ✇✓✘❛✓ ❛✖✕ ❜✔
❛✖✙t✧♥✔✩ ✇✘t✓✘✕ t✓✔ ✩✘❢❢✔♥✔✕t ❢✒♥✛✧✗✖t✘✒✕♣ ✒❢ t✓✔ ❢✫✬ ✇✘t✓
✕✒✕✙✔♥t✧♥❜✖t✘✈✔ ♣t✖♥t✘✕✚ ✙✒✘✕t♣♦ ✇✘✗✗ ✙♥✒✈✘✩✔ ✖✕ ✘✛✙✒♥t✖✕t
♥✔❢✔♥✔✕❛✔ ❢✒♥ ✖✕② ❢✧t✧♥✔✛✔t✓✒✩ ✩✔✈✔✗✒✙✛✔✕t ✘✕ t✓✘♣ ✙♥✒✛✘♣✘✕✚
✩✘♥✔❛t✘✒✕✦
➭➡➯➤➢➲➥➳➵➸➺➳➤➻➧
↕✔ t✓✖✕❡ ✪✦ ➨✒♣t✘♦ ❆✦ ➼❜✔♥✗✔✘✕♦ ●✦ ❍✔✗✩♦ ➨✦ ❍✒✕✔♥❡✖✛✙♦
✜✦ ●✘✕↔✖♦ ✿✦ ✜✔✩✔✕♦ ↕✦ ✜✔t↔✕✔♥♦ ✬✦ ✫✒✓♥✘✕✚✔♥♦ ✖✕✩
✜✦ ✽✖✗✛✓✒❢✔♥ ❢✒♥ ✩✘♣❛✧♣♣✘✒✕♣♦ ✖✕✩ ✽✦ ✽✙♥✒❛✓ ❢✒♥ ❛♥✘t✘❛✖✗✗②
♥✔✖✩✘✕✚ t✓✔ ✛✖✕✧♣❛♥✘✙t✦ ↕✔ ✖❛❡✕✒✇✗✔✩✚✔ Þ✕✖✕❛✘✖✗ ♣✧✙✙✒♥t
✵✌✍✎✏✵➽➾
◆  ❲✁◆✂✄✁☎☎ ❡✆ ❛✝✞ P✟✠✡☛☞✌☎ ❘✁✍☛✁❲ ❇ ✾✎✱ ✵✏✑✒✓✵ ✭✓✵✒✑✔
❢✕✖✗ ❋✘❋ ❙❋✙ ❱✐❈✖✚ ❋✛✜✢✛✣ ❢✕✖✗ ❉❋✤ t❤✕✖✥✦❤ ❩✧★ ✻✩✣




❑✴✕✴ ✇✴ ♣✕✴✷✴✰t ✴①♣▲✐▼✐t▲✶ ❖◗✸ ❚✮✻❯ ✯✰✲ ❖◗✸ ❚✮✼❯✣ ✷❤✖✇✰ ✐✰











































✘✴ ✥✷✴ t❤✴ ▼✖✰④✴✰t✐✖✰ t❤✯t ❢✖✕ ✯✰ ⑤s♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴ ◗✥✯✰t✐t✶ t❤✴
Þ✕✷t ⑤ ✯✕✦✥✗✴✰t✷ ✕✴❢✴✕ t✖ t❤✴ ✖✥t✦✖✐✰✦ ▲✐✰✴✷✣ ✯✰✲ t❤✴ ▲✯✷t ⑤






















❯✣ ✇❤✐▲✴ t❤✴ ✗✥▲t✐s✐✰✲✴① ⑦
r
▼✖✰✷✐✷t✷ ✖❢ ✯








❤✯④✴ t✖ ⑥✴ ✥✰✲✴✕✷t✖✖✲ ✯✷ ✐✰t✴✦✕✯t✐✖✰✷
✖✕ ✷✥✗✗✯t✐✖✰✷✣ ✕✴✷♣✴▼t✐④✴▲✶✸ ❋✖✕ ✴①✯✗♣▲✴✣ ✐✰ t❤✴ ▼✯✷✴ ✇❤✴✕✴










































































❋✖✕ t❤✴ ✜❻⑧ t✇✖s♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴ ④✴✕t✴① t❤✴ ß✖✇ ✴◗✥✯t✐✖✰ ✐✷ ✥✷✥✯▲▲✶
✷✥⑥✲✐④✐✲✴✲ ✐✰ t❤✕✴✴ ▼❤✯✰✰✴▲✷ ❚♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴s♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴✣ ♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴s❤✖▲✴


























































































































































































































































































































































































❚ ➔→✈→❯ ❾ ➓
↕






❚ ➔→✈→✈➔➣✈➣❯ ❫ ❚➔➣✈➙→❯ ❾ ❚ ➔→✈➙➣❯✸✘✴ ✲✴t✴✕✗✐✰✴ t❤✴ ✐✰t✴✕s
✯▼t✐✖✰
ö
























➲ ✐✷ t✖ ⑥✴ ▼❤✖✷✴✰ ✷✥▼❤
t❤✯t
ö
➜ ✲✖✴✷ ✰✖t ▼✖✰t✯✐✰ ✯✰✶ ◗✥✯✲✕✯t✐▼ ♣✯✕t ✐✰ t❤✴ ✯✥①✐▲✐✯✕✶
❢✴✕✗✐✖✰✷✸ ➳✖t✴ t❤✯t t❤✴ ▲✴❢ts❤✯✰✲ ✷✐✲✴ ✐✷ ▼▲✖✷✴▲✶ ✕✴▲✯t✴✲ t✖ t❤✴


















































❋✖✕ t❤✴ ◗✥✯✲✕✯t✐▼ ♣✯✕t ✖❢
ö














➜❚➔➣✈➣❯ ❫ ❴➶▲✰ ➸
↔








✐✰ ✯▼▼✖✕✲✯✰▼✴ ✇✐t❤ ❖◗✸ ❚✼❯✸ ✫❤✐✷ ❢✥✰▼t✐✖✰✯▲ ✦✴✰✴✕✯t✴✷ t✇✖s
♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴ ✯✰✲ ✗✥▲t✐s♣✯✕t✐▼▲✴ ▼✖✰✰✴▼t✴✲ ✤✕✴✴✰➵✷ ❢✥✰▼t✐✖✰✷✣ ✇❤✴✕✴
➙ ✐✷ ✯♣♣✴✰✲✴✲ ✯t t❤✴ ✖✥t✴✕ ▲✴✦✷✸ ✫❤✴ ❢✕✴✴ ♣✕✖♣✯✦✯t✐✖✰ ✖❢ t❤✴


















➬❂ ➮❍■❅❄❊❃● ➱❍❄✃❍❍● ❐❒➑❏❊❮❅■ ❅●❞ ❅➎➏❊■❊❅➐➑ ❏❐❅❮❍
✘✴ ❤✴✕✴ ✕✴▲✯t✴ t❤✴ ♣❤✶✷✐▼✯▲ t✖ t❤✴ ✯✥①✐▲✐✯✕✶ ✤✕✴✴✰➵✷
❢✥✰▼t✐✖✰✷✸ ❋✖✕ t❤✐✷ ✇✴ ✲✴t✴✕✗✐✰✴ t❤✴ ✕✴▲✯t✐✖✰ ⑥✴t✇✴✴✰ t❤✴





➝❚ ➔→✈→❯ ➝❚➔➣✈➣❯ ➞
❿➟➡ ➢↕❧↕❧ ➢➦❧➦➤Ï➡ ➢➼❧↕➤Ï➡ ➢↕❧➼➤
✈
❚③✜✩❯










➝❚➔➣✈➣❯ ➝❚ ➔→✈→❯ ➞




❈ ✁✁✂✄☎❚✂✆ ❙❚☎✁❚✝✞✟ P ✝✞❚❙ ❋ ✁ ❚✠✂ ❋❯✞❈❚✝ ✞☎✄ ✳ ✳ ✳ P✠✡❙✝❈☎✄ ✁✂❘✝✂☛ ❇ ✾☞✱ ✵✌✍✎✏✵ ✭✏✵✎✍✑
❲❡ ❡✒✓❧✉✓t❡
❾ ✔✕ ✖✗✘✗✘✖✙✘✙✮ ✰ ✕ ✖✚✘✗✮ ✰ ✕ ✖✗✘✚✮
❂ ❾✔
✛
✕ ✖✗✘✗✮ ✰ ✕ ✖✚ ✰ ♥
✜




✓❛✧ s✉★st✩t✉t❡ ♥✙ ✪ ♥✙
✫









✕ ✖✗✘✗✮ ✰ ✕✖✙
✫





















































✲✓❄✩❛❅ t✴❡ s❡❆❉❛✧ ✧❡❞✩✒✓t✩✒❡ ✇✩t✴ ❞❡sr❡❆t t❉ t✴❡ s❉✉❞❆❡ Þ❡❧✧s






















































✓s ❞❡r❉❞t❡✧ ✩❛ ◗q❱ ✕✥❃✮❱
✤❑t❡❞ ✧❡❞✩✒✩❛❅ t✴❡ ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛ ✕✤✥❃✮ ★❡t✇❡❡❛ t✴❡ ❅❡❛❡❞✓t✩❛❅
❑✉❛❆t✩❉❛✓❧s ❉❑ t✴❡ r✴②s✩❆✓❧ ✓❛✧ ✓✉❳✩❧✩✓❞② ❨❞❡❡❛❩s ❑✉❛❆t✩❉❛s❭
✇❡ ❆✓❛ ❛❉✇ ❡st✓★❧✩s✴ ❆❉❞❞❡sr❉❛✧✩❛❅ ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛s ❑❉❞ t✴❡ ❡❑❑❡❆t✩✒❡
✓❆t✩❉❛s❱ ✲✓❄✩❛❅ t✴❡ ❧❉❅✓❞✩t✴❖ ❉❑ t✴❡ ✓★❉✒❡ ❡q✉✓t✩❉❛ ②✩❡❧✧s












❑❞❉❖ ✇✴✩❆✴ ✇❡ ❅❡t
❴✕✖✙✘✙✮















✚✮ ❾ ✕ ✖✚✘✢
✣✶









✕ ✖✚✘✚✮ ✰ ✕ ✖✚✘❣
✷













































































































































































✤s✩✧❡ ❑❞❉❖ t✴❡ ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛ ❉❑ t✴❡ r✴②s✩❆✓❧ ✓❛✧ ✓✉❳✩❧✩✓❞② s❡❧❑▲
❡❛❡❞❅②❭ ✓ ❆❉❞❞❡sr❉❛✧✩❛❅ ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛ ❑❉❞ t✴❡ ❞❡sr❡❆t✩✒❡ ✥⑥⑦ t✇❉▲
r✓❞t✩❆❧❡ ✒❡❞t✩❆❡s ✩s ❡✓s✩❧② ✧❡❞✩✒❡✧ ★② ❖✓❄✩❛❅ ✉s❡ ❉❑ ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛



























































❸❹ ❺❻❼❼❽❿➀➁❻❼ ➂❽➀➃❽❽❼ ➄➅➆ ➇❼➈ ➀➉❽ ß❻➃ ➁❼ ➀➉❽ ➇➊➋➁➌➁➇➍➎ ➏➐➇❿❽
✲❉ ✉❛✧❡❞st✓❛✧ ✴❉✇ t✴❡ ➑❉✇ ❑❉❞ t✴❡ ✓✉❳✩❧✩✓❞② Þ❡❧✧s ✩s ❞❡❧✓t❡✧
t❉ t✴❡ ❆❉❛✒❡❛t✩❉❛✓❧ ❑➒❨ ➑❉✇❭ ✇❡ ✇✩❧❧ ✩❛ t✴❡ ❑❉❧❧❉✇✩❛❅ ✧❡❞✩✒❡
t✴❡ ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛s ★❡t✇❡❡❛ t✴❡ ➑❉✇ ❡q✉✓t✩❉❛s❱ ➓❉❞ t✴✩s ✇❡ ✓ss✉❖❡
t✴✓t t✴❡ s❆✓❧❡ ✧❡r❡❛✧❡❛❆❡ ✩❛ ➔
→
✷
✩s ❅❉✒❡❞❛❡✧ ★② ✓ r✴②s✩❆✓❧
❆✉t❉❑❑ ➔
→
❉❛❧②❱ ✲✴❡ s❡❧❑▲❡❛❡❞❅② ❞❡❧✓t✩❉❛ ✕✤◆✥✮ ✴❉❧✧s ✓❧s❉ ✩❛






































































































































































































✇✴❡❞❡ ✇❡ ✴✓✒❡ ✓❧❞❡✓✧② ✩❛❆❧✉✧❡✧ ✓ r❉ss✩★❧❡ s❆✓❧❡ ✧❡r❡❛✧❡❛❆❡


















❱ ⑦t ❆✓❛ ✓❧s❉
































































❋☛✙  ✻  ❉✚✛✜✢✛✣✣✛✤✚✥ s✤✢✦✥✤✦✢✧ ♦❢ ✁q  ✭✌❆★✔  ✂❚✧ ❢✛✥✤♦✢s ✩
✪
✛✫✫✧✬✮✧✮ ✛✤ ✧✛✥❚ ❧✧✜ ♦❢ ✯
✪
✰✲✳
✛✢✧ ✚✣✫❧✚✥✚✤❧♠ ✚✬✥❧✦✮✧✮ ✚✬ ✤❚✧ ✮✚✛✜✢✛✣ 













❯ ❱✺✶✴ ✶❁❅✶ ❦✴✴♣❀♥✐ ✶❁✴ ❅✉❳❀❃❀❅✼❨ ✹✴❃❩❄✴♥✴✼✐❨ ❬❳✴✿
❀♥ ✶❁✴ ✿✴✼❀✈❅✶❀✈✴ ❀✹ ✴❭✉❀✈❅❃✴♥✶ ✶✺ ❦✴✴♣❀♥✐ ✶❁✴ ♣❁❨✹❀✽❅❃ ✹✴❃❩❄





























■ ❅♥✿ ✶❁✉✹ ❤
❈
✺♥❃❨ ✿✴♣✴♥✿ ✺♥ ① ✶❁✼✺✉✐❁ ✶❁✴ ✹✴❃❩❄✴♥✴✼✐❨❯
▲✺✺❦❀♥✐ ❅✶ ✶❁✴ ß✺✇ ❀♥ ✶❁✴ ♣❁❨✹❀✽❅❃ ✹❨✹✶✴② ✇✴ ❬♥✿ ✶❁❅✶ ❅♥❨














❯ ▲✴✶ ✉✹ ♥✺✇ ✽✺♥✹❀✿✴✼ ✶❁✴ ❩⑧⑨ ✶✼✉♥✽❅✶❀✺♥ ❅✶ ✹✴✽✺♥✿
✺✼✿✴✼⑩ ✶❁✉✹ ❀♥✽❃✉✿❀♥✐ ✶❁✴ ✈✴✼✶✴❳ ß✺✇❯ ❪✺ ❅✽❁❀✴✈✴ ✶❁❀✹ ✇✴ ✹✺❃✈✴








































✺❩ ❴❵❝❞❣ ❅♥✿ ❙
❈
❊
✺❩ ❴❵❝t❣ ✶❁❅✶ ✽✺♥♥✴✽✶ ✶✺ ❅























❅♥✿ ✶❁✴ ✺✼✿✴✼✹ ❀♥ ❷
❸❹❊
✶✼❅♥✹❃❅✶✴ ✶✺ ✶❁✴ ✽✺✼✼✴✹♣✺♥✿❀♥✐ ✺✼✿✴✼✹ ❀♥
❷
❸
❯ ▲✴✶ ✉✹ ♥✺✇ ✽✺②✴ ❜❅✽❦ ✶✺ ✶❁✴ ✶❅✹❦ ✺❩ ✿✴✼❀✈❀♥✐ ❅ ✽✺♥♥✴✽✶❀✺♥
❜✴✶✇✴✴♥ ✶❁✴ ß✺✇ ✴❭✉❅✶❀✺♥✹ ❀♥ ♣❁❨✹❀✽❅❃ ❅♥✿ ❅✉❳❀❃❀❅✼❨ ✹♣❅✽✴❯
❪✺ ✶❁❀✹ ✴♥✿⑩ ✇✴ ✹✶❅✼✶ ❜❨ ❃✺✺❦❀♥✐ ❅✶ ✶❁✴ ß✺✇ ✴❭✉❅✶❀✺♥ ❩✺✼ ✶❁✴
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❚t✘ ✥✛✥✘✕ ✙s ♦✕✣✛✉✙❛✘✐ ✛s ❢♦✚✚♦✇s★ ❋♦✕ ✗♦✦✥✚✘✔✘✉✘ss✱
✇✘ ✙✉✔✕♦✐✖✗✘ ✔t✘ ✉✘✗✘ss✛✕✢ ✉♦✔✛✔✙♦✉s ❢♦✕ ✔t✘ s✙✉✣✚✘✤ ✛✉✐
✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ✙✉ ✩✥✥✘✉✐✙①r ✪✘ ✛✚s♦ ✜✕✙✘❜✢ ✐✘✕✙✈✘ ✔t✘
✗♦✕✕✘s✥♦✉✐✙✉✣ ❢♦✕✦✛✚✙s✦ ❢♦✕ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉s ✛✉✐ ✔t✘
s✘✚❢✤✘✉✘✕✣✢ ✙✉ ✔t✙s ✉♦✔✛✔✙♦✉r ❚t♦s✘ ✕✘✛✐✘✕s ✇t♦ ✛✕✘ ❢✛✦✙✚✙✛✕
✇✙✔t ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ❢♦✕✦✛✚✙s✦ ✛✉✐ ✛✕✘ ♦✉✚✢ ✙✉✔✘✕✘s✔✘✐ ✙✉ ✙✔s
✐✘✔✛✙✚✘✐ ✙✦✥✚✘✦✘✉✔✛✔✙♦✉ ✗✛✉ s✛❢✘✚✢ s✫✙✥ ✔t✙s ✥✛✕✔r ■✉ ❙✘✗r ■■✱
✇t✙✗t ✙s ✔t✘ ✦✛✙✉ ✥✛✕✔ ♦❢ ✔t✙s ✥✛✥✘✕✱ ✇✘ ✥✕✘s✘✉✔ ♦✖✕ ✥t✙✚♦s♦✥t✢
❢♦✕ s♦✚✈✙✉✣ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉sr ■✉ ✛✗✗♦✕✐✛✉✗✘ ✇✙✔t ✥✕✘✈✙♦✖s
✧✉✐✙✉✣s ❬✷✬❪✱ ✇✘ ✙✐✘✉✔✙❢✢ ✔t✘ ✐♦✦✙✉✛✉✔ s✔✕✖✗✔✖✕✘s ✙✉ ✔t✘
✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘ ✈✘✕✔✘①r ✪✘ ✕✘✐✖✗✘ ✔t✘✙✕ ✗♦✦✥✚✘①✙✔✢ ✜✢ ❢♦✗✖s✙✉✣
♦✉✚✢ ♦✉ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕✔s ✔t✛✔ ✛✕✘ ✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✙✉ ✛ s✥✘✗✙✧✗ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚✱
✦♦✔✙✈✛✔✙✉✣ ♦✖✕ ✔✇♦✤✚✘✈✘✚ ✫✘✕✉✘✚ ✛✥✥✕♦①✙✦✛✔✙♦✉r ■✉ ❙✘✗r ■■■✱ ✇✘
s♦✚✈✘ ✔t✘ ✩✉✐✘✕s♦✉ ✙✦✥✖✕✙✔✢ ✦♦✐✘✚ ✛✉✐ ✛ ✷ × ✷ ✗✚✖s✔✘✕ ✇✙✔t✙✉
✔t✘ ❢✖✚✚ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✛✉✐ ✔t✘ ✐✢✉✛✦✙✗✛✚ ✈✘✕✔✘① ✛✥✥✕♦①✙✦✛✔✙♦✉✱
✕✘s✥✘✗✔✙✈✘✚✢r ❋♦✕ ✔t✘ ❢♦✕✦✘✕✱ ✇✘ t✛✈✘ ✔t✘ ✘①✛✗✔ ✕✘s✖✚✔s ❢✕♦✦
✔t✘ ✐✢✉✛✦✙✗✛✚ ✦✘✛✉✤✧✘✚✐ ✔t✘♦✕✢ ✮❉✯❋❚✰ ❬✸✲❪✱ ✇t✙✗t ✙✉
✔✖✕✉ ❥✖s✔✙✧✘s ♦✖✕ ✙✦✥✚✘✦✘✉✔✛✔✙♦✉ ♦❢ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉sr
✩✉ ✘①✗✘✚✚✘✉✔ ✛✣✕✘✘✦✘✉✔ ✙s ✛✗t✙✘✈✘✐ ✛✔ ✜♦✔t ✔t✘ s✙✉✣✚✘✤ ✛✉✐
✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘ ✚✘✈✘✚sr ✩ s✖✦✦✛✕✢ ✛✉✐ ♦✖✔✚♦♦✫ ✛✕✘ ✥✕♦✈✙✐✘✐ ✙✉
❙✘✗r ■✳r
✴✴✵ ✹✺✻✼✽✴✺✿ ✺❀ ✽❁❂ ❃❄❅❈✼❂✽ ❂❈✼❄✽✴✺✿✹
❚t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉ ✙s ✛ ✗✚✛ss✙✧✗✛✔✙♦✉ ♦❢ ✔t✘ ❢✖✚✚ ✈✘✕✔✘① ❊
✙✉✔♦ ✔t✘ ✮✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘✰ ❢✖✚✚✢ ✙✕✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✗♦✉✔✕✙✜✖✔✙♦✉s● ✛✉✐ ✔t✘
✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✗♦✉✔✕✙✜✖✔✙♦✉s ✙✉ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘✤t♦✚✘ ✮❏✰✱ ✔t✘ ✔✕✛✉s✈✘✕s✛✚
✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘✤t♦✚✘ ✮❢♦✚✚♦✇✘✐ ✜✢ s✢✦✦✘✔✕✢✰✱ ✛✉✐ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘
✗t✛✉✉✘✚ ✮❑✰r ▼✦✥✚♦✢✙✉✣ ❙❯✮✷✰ s✢✦✦✘✔✕✢✱ ♦✉✘ ✗✛✉ ✐✘✗♦✖✥✚✘
✔t✘✙✕ s✥✙✉ ✗♦✦✥♦✉✘✉✔s ✙✉✔♦ ✔t✘ ✐✘✉s✙✔✢ ✮❞✰◆✦✛✣✉✘✔✙✗ ✮♠✰
✛✉✐ s✙✉✣✚✘✔ ✮◗✰◆✔✕✙✥✚✘✔ ✮❱ ✰ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚✱ ✕✘s✥✘✗✔✙✈✘✚✢r ■✉ ✔t✘s✘ ❢♦✖✕



































































































✮q ❾ ❧ ❾ ❧
♥
✰⑩ ✮⑧✜✰
❧ ❴ ✮❶⑦❷❸✰ ✙s ✛ ✗♦✦✥♦✖✉✐ ✙✉✐✘① ✗♦✉s✙s✔✙✉✣ ♦❢ ✇✛✈✘ ✈✘✗✔♦✕ ❶




✐✙❢❢✘✕✘✉✔ ✈✛✚✖✘s ✙✉ ✔t✘ ❢♦✖✕ ✐✙❢❢✘✕✘✉✔ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚sr ✪✘ ♦✉✚✢ ✜✕✙✘❜✢
✚✙s✔ t✘✕✘ ✔t✘ ✉✘✗✘ss✛✕✢ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉s ❢♦✕ ✔t✘ ✗♦✉✈✘✉✙✘✉✗✘ ♦❢ ✔t✘
✐✙s✗✖ss✙♦✉s ✙✉ ✔t✘ ✦✛✙✉ ✥✛✕✔ ♦❢ ✔t✘ ✥✛✥✘✕❹ ✦♦✕✘ ✐✘✔✛✙✚✘✐
✉♦✔✛✔✙♦✉s ✛✉✐ ✐✘✕✙✈✛✔✙♦✉s ✗✛✉ ✜✘ ❢♦✖✉✐ ✙✉ ✩✥✥✘✉✐✙①r ■✉ ▼♣r ✮⑧✰✱
✔t✘ ✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✗♦✉✔✕✙✜✖✔✙♦✉s ✛✕✘ ✣✙✈✘✉ ✜✢ ✔t✘ ❺✘✔t✘✤❙✛✚✥✘✔✘✕
✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉ ✮❺❙▼✰ ✙✉ ✔t✘ ❢♦✖✕ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚s ❢♦✕✦✛✚✚✢ ✛s ❏❻❑ ❴
❼❽❽❊ ❬▼♣r ✮✩❿✰❪r ➀✘✕✘✱ ❼ ✙s ✔t✘ ✙✕✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ✙✉ ✔t✘
✣✙✈✘✉ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚✱✇t✙✗t ✗♦✉✔✛✙✉s ✔t✘ ✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✗♦✉✔✕✙✜✖✔✙♦✉s ❢✕♦✦
✔t✘ ♦✔t✘✕ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚s ✛✉✐ ✔t✘ ❢✖✚✚✢ ✙✕✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ●❹ s✘✘ ▼♣sr ✮✩⑧✲✰
✛✉✐ ✮✩⑧✸✰r ❚t✘ s✘✚❢✤✗♦✉s✙s✔✘✉✗✢ ✛✔ ✔t✘ s✙✉✣✚✘✤ ✛✉✐ ✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘
✚✘✈✘✚ ✛✕✘ s✢✉✗t✕♦✉✙❛✘✐ ✜✢ ✦✘✛✉s ♦❢ ✔t✘ s✘✚❢✤✘✉✘✕✣✢✱ ✇t✙✗t
✐✘✥✘✉✐s ♦✉ ✔t✘ ✕✘s✖✚✔✙✉✣ ✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ✛s st♦✇✉ ✙✉ ✔t✘
❙✗t✇✙✉✣✘✕✤❉✢s♦✉ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉ ♦❢ ✦♦✔✙♦✉ ✮✩⑧➁✰r
➂✙✈✘✉ ✔t✘ ❢✖✚✚✢ ✙✕✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ●✱ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕✤
♣✖✘✔ ❢♦✕✦✛✚✙s✦ ✥✕♦✈✙✐✘s ✛ s✘✔ ♦❢ ✧✈✘ ✘①✛✗✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉s
❬✮⑧✰✱ ✮✩❿✰✱ ✮✩⑧✲✰◆✮✩⑧✸✰✱ ✮✩⑧➁✰✱ ✮✩⑧❿✰❪ ✇t✙✗t ✗✛✉ ✜✘ s♦✚✈✘✐ ❢♦✕
✔t✘ ✧✈✘ ✖✉✫✉♦✇✉s ✮❊⑦❏❻❑⑦❼⑦❽⑦➃✰ ✮✇t✘✕✘ ✔t✘ ❢♦✕✦✘✕ ✔t✕✘✘
✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉s ✛✉✐ ✈✘✕✔✙✗✘s ✗♦✉s✙s✔ ♦❢ ❢♦✖✕ ✗t✛✉✉✘✚s ✘✛✗t✰r ➀✘✉✗✘✱
✙❢ ✇✘ ✫✉♦✇ ✔t✘ ✘①✛✗✔ ●✱ ✇✘ ✗✛✉ ✗✛✚✗✖✚✛✔✘ ✛✚✚ ✥t✢s✙✗✛✚✱ ♦✉✘✤
✛✉✐ ✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘✱ ♣✖✛✉✔✙✔✙✘s ✘①✛✗✔✚✢r ➀♦✇✘✈✘✕✱ s✙✉✗✘ ✔t✘ ✘①✛✗✔
● ♦❢ ✔t✘ ➀✖✜✜✛✕✐ ✦♦✐✘✚ ✙s ✉♦✔ ✫✉♦✇✉✱ ✇✘ ✉✘✘✐ ✔♦ ✦✛✫✘
✛✥✥✕♦①✙✦✛✔✙♦✉sr ■✉ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✛✥✥✕♦①✙✦✛✔✙♦✉ ✮➄✩✰ ❬❿✱✸⑧❪✱
● ➅ ➆ ✙s ✔✛✫✘✉❹ ✛ ✦♦✕✘ s♦✥t✙s✔✙✗✛✔✘✐ ✛✥✥✕♦①✙✦✛✔✙♦✉ ✔t✛✔ ✔✛✫✘s
✙✉✔♦ ✛✗✗♦✖✉✔ ✛✚✚ ✚♦✗✛✚ ❢✖✚✚✢ ✙✕✕✘✐✖✗✙✜✚✘ ✐✙✛✣✕✛✦s ✙s ✕✘❢✘✕✕✘✐ ✔♦
✛s ✔t✘ ✐✢✉✛✦✙✗✛✚ ✈✘✕✔✘① ✛✥✥✕♦①✙✦✛✔✙♦✉ ❬✸✷✱✸✸❪r
■✉ ✔t✙s ✥✛✥✘✕✱ ✇✘ ✦✛✙✉✚✢ ✐✙s✗✖ss ✔✇♦ ✥✕♦✜✚✘✦s ✔t✛✔ ✛✕✘
✥✕✛✗✔✙✗✛✚✚✢ ✖✉✛✈♦✙✐✛✜✚✘ ✙✉ s♦✚✈✙✉✣ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉s✱✇t✙✗t
✛✕✘ ♦❢ ✗✕✙✔✙✗✛✚ ✙✦✥♦✕✔✛✉✗✘ ❢♦✕ ✫✘✘✥✙✉✣ ✔t✘ s✘✚❢✤✗♦✉s✙s✔✘✉✗✢ ✙✉
✔t✘ s✙✉✣✚✘✤ ✛✉✐ ✔✇♦✤✥✛✕✔✙✗✚✘ ✚✘✈✘✚s s✙✦✖✚✔✛✉✘♦✖s✚✢r
❚t✘ ✧✕s✔ ✥✕♦✜✚✘✦ ✛✕✙s✘s ✐✖✘ ✔♦ ✔t✘ ✧✉✙✔✘ ✉✖✦✜✘✕s ♦❢
✯✛✔s✖✜✛✕✛ ❢✕✘♣✖✘✉✗✙✘s ✔t✛✔ ✛✕✘ ✛✈✛✙✚✛✜✚✘ ✙✉ ✔t✘ ✗✛✚✗✖✚✛✔✙♦✉sr
▼✛✗t ✈✘✕✔✘① ✙✉ ✔t✘ ✥✛✕♣✖✘✔ ✘♣✖✛✔✙♦✉ ✐✘✥✘✉✐s ♦✉ ✔t✕✘✘ ✙✉✤
✐✘✥✘✉✐✘✉✔ ✛✕✣✖✦✘✉✔s ❧✱ ❧
♥
✱ ✛✉✐ q✱ ✇t✙✗t ✔✛✫✘ ✛✕✜✙✔✕✛✕✢
✈✛✚✖✘s ✙✉ ✮❾➇⑦➇✰r ■✉ ✥✕✛✗✔✙✗✘✱ ✛ ✧✉✙✔✘ ✗✖✔♦❢❢ ➈ t✛s ✔♦ ✜✘
✙✉✔✕♦✐✖✗✘✐r ✩ ✗♦✉s✘♣✖✘✉✗✘ ♦❢ ✔t✙s ✗✖✔♦❢❢ ✙s ✔t✛✔ ✛❢✔✘✕ ✘✛✗t
s✘✚❢✤✗♦✉s✙s✔✘✉✗✢ s✔✘✥✱ ✔t✘ ✙✉✔✘✕✈✛✚ ♦✉✇t✙✗t ✔t✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ✙s ✫✉♦✇✉
st✕✙✉✫sr ❚t✙s ✗✛✉ ✜✘ s✘✘✉ ✛s ❢♦✚✚♦✇s★ ✔✛✫✘ ▼♣r ✮⑧✛✰ ✛s ✛✉
✘①✛✦✥✚✘ ✛✉✐ s✖✥✥♦s✘ ❧✱ ❧
♥
✱ ✛✉✐ q ✔✛✫✘ ✈✛✚✖✘s ✙✉ ❬❾➈⑦➈❪r ❋♦✕


























✮q✰ ✗✛✉ ✔t✘✉ ✜✘ ✗✛✚✗✖✚✛✔✘✐ ♦✉✚✢ ✙✉ ✔t✘
s✦✛✚✚✘✕ ✙✉✔✘✕✈✛✚ ❬❾➈❻✸⑦➈❻✸❪r ❙✖✗t ✛ ✜♦✖✉✐✛✕✢ ✙ss✖✘ ♦✉✚✢ ✘①✙s✔s
✙✉ ✔t✘ ✯✛✔s✖✜✛✕✛ ❢✕✘♣✖✘✉✗✢ s✥✛✗✘r ■✉ ✦♦✦✘✉✔✖✦ s✥✛✗✘✱ ✔t✘
✥✘✕✙♦✐✙✗ ✜♦✖✉✐✛✕✢ ✗♦✉✐✙✔✙♦✉ ✗✛✉ ✜✘ ✛✥✥✚✙✘✐ ✇t✘✉✘✈✘✕ ❶
♥
❾ ❶
♦✕ ❶ ❵ ❶
♥
❵ ➉ ✘①✗✘✘✐ ✔t✘ ✧✉✙✔✘ ✥✛✕✛✦✘✔✘✕ ✕✛✉✣✘r ➀♦✇✘✈✘✕✱
✉♦✉✘ ♦❢ ✔t✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ❢✖✉✗✔✙♦✉s ✙s ✥✘✕✙♦✐✙✗✛✚✚✢ ✐✘✥✘✉✐✘✉✔ ♦✉ ✔t✘
✯✛✔s✖✜✛✕✛ ❢✕✘♣✖✘✉✗✙✘s ❷❸✱ ❷❸
♥
✱ ✛✉✐ ❷➊ ❬✷➋❪r ✩s ✛ ✕✘s✖✚✔✱ ✔t✘✕✘
✘①✙s✔ ✔✇♦ ✐✙❢❢✘✕✘✉✔ ✥✛✕✛✦✘✔✘✕ s✥✛✗✘s ❢♦✕ ✔t✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ❢✖✉✗✔✙♦✉s✱














✜✘ ✐✘✔✘✕✦✙✉✘✐♦✉✚✢ ✙✉ ✛ s✦✛✚✚✘✕ ✥✛✕✛✦✘✔✘✕ s✥✛✗✘ ✮❬❾➈❻✸⑦➈❻✸❪✰r
❚t✘ s✘✗♦✉✐ ✥✕♦✜✚✘✦ ✙s ✕✘✚✛✔✘✐ ✔♦ ✔t✘ ✧✉✙✔✘ ❢✕✘♣✖✘✉✗✢
✥✛✕✛✦✘✔✘✕ ✕✛✉✣✘ ✛s ✇✘✚✚r ❚♦ ✘✈✛✚✖✛✔✘ ✔t✘ s✘✚❢✤✘✉✘✕✣✢ ❢✖✉✗✔✙♦✉
✙✉ ▼♣r ✮✩⑧➁✰✱ ✛ s✖✦ ♦✈✘✕ ✔t✘ ✔✇♦ ✙✉✔✘✕✉✛✚ ✛✕✣✖✦✘✉✔s ❧
♥
✛✉✐ q
t✛s ✔♦ ✜✘ ✗✛✕✕✙✘✐ ♦✖✔r ✩✉ ✘①✛✦✥✚✘ ♦❢ ✔t✘ ✈✘✕✔✘① ❢✖✉✗✔✙♦✉s
✶✍✎✶✏✑➌✒
❊  ✁✂✁❊✄☎ ✁▼✆✝❊▼❊✄☎❆☎✁❚✄ ❚  ☎❍❊ ✆❆❘✞❯❊☎ ✳ ✳ ✳ ✆❍P✟✁✂❆✝ ❘❊✠✁❊✡ ❇ ✾☛✱ ✶☞✌✶✍✎ ✭✏✍✶☞✑




✭q✑ ❢✖✔ ✒ ❛①✓❞
✈✒✙✉✓ ✖❢ q ❝✒✙❝✉✙✒✗✓❞ ❢✔✖✣ ✗❤✓ ❉▼ ☎ ✭✂☎✲✁✄☎✑ ✒✗ ✤✥ ❂ ✏ ✒✕❞ ✦✧✥ ❂





✇❤❧❝❤ ❧✙✙✉✘✗✔✒✗✓✘ ✗❤✔✓✓ ✣✒♠✖✔ ✘✗✔✉❝✗✉✔✓✘ ✖❢ ✗❤✓ ✈✓✔✗✓① ❢✉✕❝✗❧✖✕✘✳ ☎❤✓✘✓
✘✗✔✉❝✗✉✔✓✘ ✒✔✓ ✗❤✓ ❜✒❝★❣✔✖✉✕❞✱ ❞❧✒❣✖✕✒✙✱ ✒✕❞ ✘✓❝✖✕❞✒✔♥ ❞❧✒❣✖✕✒✙










✯✰✴ ✷❃✵ ✵❲❅❳❨❲❳❅❈✵ ❲✷❃❲ ✵❩❃✻ ❲✷❈ ✺✷✸❄❈
❭❃❲✵❳♦❃❅❃ ▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ✵❩❃❨❈✿ ❴✻ ❩❃❅❲✐❨❳❄❃❅◗ ❲✷❈■ ●✸ ✻✸❲ ●❈❨❃■ ❃❲
❲✷❈ ♦✸❳✻●❃❅■ ✸▲ ❃✻■ ✽✐❏❈✻ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❈❅ ♦✸❵✿ ❡✷❳✵◗ ❃ ✵❳♣ ✸❏❈❅
❃ ❥✻✐❲❈ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❈❅ ❅❃✻✽❈ ❨✸❅❅❈✵❩✸✻●✵ ❲✸ ❃ ❲❅❳✻❨❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈✵❈
❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵ ❃❲ ❲✷❈ ♦✸❳✻●❃❅■◗ ✺✷✐❨✷ ❨❃✻ ❄❈❃● ❲✸ ❃ ✺❅✸✻✽
❈❏❃❄❳❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ✵❈❄▲r❈✻❈❅✽■ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✿
❴✻ ❲✷✐✵ ❩❃❩❈❅◗ ✺❈ ❩❅✸❩✸✵❈ ❃ ▲❈❃✵✐♦❄❈ ✵❨✷❈♣❈ ❲✸ ✵✸❄❏❈
❲✷❈✵❈ ❲✺✸ ❩❅✸♦❄❈♣✵◗ ✐♣❩❅✸❏✐✻✽ ❳❩✸✻ ❲✷❈ ❭❃❲✵❳♦❃❅❃r▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■
❩❈❅✐✸●✐t❃❲✐✸✻ ❈♣❩❄✸■❈● ✷✐❲✷❈❅❲✸ ❬◆②❪✿ ③❳❅ ✐●❈❃ ✐✵ ♦❃✵❈●
✸✻ ❲✷❈ ✸♦✵❈❅❏❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❨❈✻❲❅❃❄ ❅✸❄❈ ❲✷❃❲ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈
❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵ ❩❄❃■ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❈❫❳❃❲✐✸✻✵◗ ✺✷✐❨✷ ✺✐❄❄ ♦❈
❈❵❩❄❃✐✻❈● ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ▲✸❄❄✸✺✐✻✽✿
④⑤ ⑥⑦⑧⑨⑩❶❷❶⑩ ❸❶❹❺❶⑩ ❻❼❼❹⑧❽❾❿❻➀❾⑧❺➁
❡✸ ✵❃❲✐✵▲■ ❲✷❈ ❨❅✸✵✵✐✻✽ ✵■♣♣❈❲❅■ ❈❵❩❄✐❨✐❲❄■ ✐✻ ❈❏❈❅■ ✵❈❄▲r
❨✸✻✵✐✵❲❈✻❨■ ✵❲❈❩◗ ✺❈ ❈❏❃❄❳❃❲❈ ❲✷❈ ▲❳❄❄ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ✪
✮➂➃➂➄➂➅
●✐❅❈❨❲❄■





❃ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ➈ ❃✻● ➈
➉
▲✸❅ ❃ ❥❵❈● ➇✿ ❡✷❈ ❄❈▲❲ ❩❄✸❲ ✐✵ ✸♦❲❃✐✻❈●
▲❅✸♣ ❃ ➊❭✼❡ ❨❃❄❨❳❄❃❲✐✸✻ ✺✐❲✷ ❲✷❈ ✐✻❲❈❅❃❨❲✐✸✻r❈❵❩❃✻✵✐✸✻
❨✸✻❲✐✻❳✸❳✵r❲✐♣❈ ❫❳❃✻❲❳♣ ❭✸✻❲❈ ➋❃❅❄✸ ✯➋❡r❴➌❡✴ ❬❙➍◗❙➎❪ ❃✵
❃✻ ✐♣❩❳❅✐❲■ ✵✸❄❏❈❅◗ ❲✷❳✵ ✐❲ ❅❈❩❅❈✵❈✻❲✵ ❃ ✻❳♣❈❅✐❨❃❄❄■ ❈❵❃❨❲ ✯❳❩
❲✸ ❲✷❈ ✵❲❃❲✐✵❲✐❨❃❄ ❈❅❅✸❅✵ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ➋❡r❴➌❡✴ ❈❏❃❄❳❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ▲❳❄❄
❲✺✸r❩❃❅❲✐❨❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲✸❅ ❲✷❈ ➊❭✼❡ ✐♣❩❳❅✐❲■✿ ➏❈ ✺✐❄❄ ❨❃❄❨❳❄❃❲❈
❲✷✐✵ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❲✷❈✸❅■ ❃✵ ✺❈❄❄➐ ✵❈❈ ➑❈❨✿ ❴❴❴✿ ❁ ●❈❲❃✐❄❈●
❃✻❃❄■✵✐✵ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❲✺✸r❩❃❅❲✐❨❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻ ❨❃✻ ♦❈ ▲✸❳✻● ✐✻
❑❈▲✵✿ ❬◆❖◗❙❱❪✿ ❴✻ ❲✷❈ ▲✸❄❄✸✺✐✻✽◗ ✺❈ ✺✐❄❄ ❳✵❈ ❲✷❈ ❈❵❃❨❲ ❅❈✵❳❄❲✵
▲❅✸♣ ➊❭✼❡ ❃✵ ❃ ❅❈▲❈❅❈✻❨❈ ❲✸ ▲❳❅❲✷❈❅ ✵✷✸✺ ❲✷❃❲◗ ❃♣✸✻✽ ❲✷❈
❏❃❅✐✸❳✵ ❲✺✸r❩❃❅❲✐❨❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵◗ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵◗
✺✷✐❨✷ ❩❄❃■✵ ❲✷❈ ❨❈✻❲❅❃❄ ❅✸❄❈ ✐✻ ✸❳❅ ✐♣❩❄❈♣❈✻❲❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈
❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❈❫❳❃❲✐✸✻✵◗ ✐✵ ❲✷❈ ♣✸✵❲ ✐♣❩✸❅❲❃✻❲✿
❡✷❈ ❅✐✽✷❲ ❩❄✸❲ ✵✷✸✺✵ ❃ ✵❨✷❈♣❃❲✐❨ ❅❈❩❅❈✵❈✻❲❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈♣❃➒✸❅
✵❲❅❳❨❲❳❅❈✵ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❄❈▲❲ ✸✻❈✿ ❡✷❈ ▲❳❄❄ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ✪
✮➂➃➂➄➂➅
❨❃✻ ♦❈
●❈❨✸♣❩✸✵❈● ✐✻❲✸ ❲✷❅❈❈ ♣❃✐✻ ❩❃❅❲✵◗ ✐✿❈✿◗ ❲✷❈ ♦❃❨➓✽❅✸❳✻●◗ ❲✷❈
●✐❃✽✸✻❃❄◗ ❃✻● ❲✷❈ ✵❈❨✸✻●❃❅■ ●✐❃✽✸✻❃❄ ❨✸♣❩✸✻❈✻❲✿ ✼✐✽❳❅❈ ❀
❨❄❈❃❅❄■ ✵✷✸✺✵ ❲✷❃❲ ❲✷❈ ♦✸❳✻●❃❅■ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻ ✐✵
✻✸❲ ❩❈❅✐✸●✐❨ ✐✻ ▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ✵❩❃❨❈◗ ✐✻✵❲❈❃● ❃❄❄ ❲✷❅❈❈ ❨✸♣❩✸✻❈✻❲✵
❈❵❲❈✻● ❲✸ ✐✻❥✻✐❲❈ ❏❃❄❳❈✵ ✸▲ ➈ ❃✻● ➈
➉
✿ ➊❳❈ ❲✸ ❲✷❈ ❅❈✵❲❅✐❨❲❈●
❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❈❅ ✵❩❃❨❈ ❃❏❃✐❄❃♦❄❈ ✐✻ ❩❅❃❨❲✐❨❃❄ ❨❃❄❨❳❄❃❲✐✸✻✵◗ ✸✻❈ ✷❃✵ ❲✸
♦❈ ❨❃❅❈▲❳❄ ✺✐❲✷ ❲✷❈ ♦✸❳✻●❃❅■ ❈▲▲❈❨❲ ✸✻ ❲✷❈✵❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵✿




✯➇✴◗ ✺✷✐❨✷ ✐✵ ❲✷❈
✐✻❩❳❲ ▲✸❅ ❲✷❈ ❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❈❫❳❃❲✐✸✻◗ ❃✻● ✐❲ ✐✵ ▲❳❅❲✷❈❅ ✵❳❩❩❄❈♣❈✻❲❈●♦■














✯➇✴ ✺✐❲✷ ➈ ↕ ➈
➉
❃✻● ➈ ↕ ➙➈
➉
➙ ➇ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ➛➜➝ ❨✷❃✻✻❈❄◗
❃✻● ▲✸❅ ➈ ↕ ➈
➉
➙ ➇ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ➞➜➟ ❨✷❃✻✻❈❄◗ ❅❈✵❩❈❨❲✐❏❈❄■✿ ❡✷❈
●✐❃✽✸✻❃❄ ❃✻● ✵❈❨✸✻●❃❅■ ●✐❃✽✸✻❃❄ ❨✸♣❩✸✻❈✻❲✵ ❃❅❈ ✽❈✻❈❅❃❲❈●◗























✯➇ ➙ ➈ ➙ ➈
➉
✴ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ➞➜➟ ❨✷❃✻✻❈❄➐ ✵❈❈ ➥❫✿ ✯❀✴✿ ➏❈ ✻✸❲❈





✻✸❲ ✵❩❈❨✐❥❨ ❲✸ ❲✷❈ ➦❳♦♦❃❅● ♣✸●❈❄✿ ❴✻ ❩❅✐✻❨✐❩❄❈◗ ✐❲ ✐✵ ✽❈✻❈❅❃❄
❲✸ ❃✻■ ✵✐✻✽❄❈r♦❃✻● ♣✸●❈❄ ▲✸❅ ▲❈❅♣✐✸✻✵ ❲✷❃❲ ❩❅❈✵❈❅❏❈✵ ➑➧✯◆✴
✵■♣♣❈❲❅■✿ ❁♣✸✻✽ ❲✷❈ ❏❃❅✐✸❳✵ ❲❈❅♣✵ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❈❫❳❃❲✐✸✻✵◗




✯➇✴ ✐✵ ♣✸●❈❄r●❈❩❈✻●❈✻❲◗ ✐✿❈✿◗
✐❲✵ ❃✵■♣❩❲✸❲✐❨ ❨❃✻ ♦❈ ●✐▲▲❈❅❈✻❲ ▲✸❅ ●✐▲▲❈❅❈✻❲ ♣✸●❈❄✵◗ ✺✷✐❄❈ ❲✷❈
♣❃✐✻ ❃✻● ✵❈❨✸✻●❃❅■ ●✐❃✽✸✻❃❄ ✵❲❅❳❨❲❳❅❈✵ ❃❅❈ ▲❳❄❄■ ●❈❲❈❅♣✐✻❈●
♦■ ❲✷❈ ❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❈❫❳❃❲✐✸✻✵◗ ✺✷✐❨✷ ❃❅❈ ✽❈✻❈❅❃❄✿ ❁✵ ❃ ❅❈✵❳❄❲◗ ✸❳❅
❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻ ❲✸ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻◗ ✺✷✐❨✷ ✺✐❄❄ ♦❈
●✐✵❨❳✵✵❈● ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ❅❈✵❲ ✸▲ ❲✷✐✵ ✺✸❅➓◗ ❨❃✻ ✐✻ ❩❅✐✻❨✐❩❄❈ ♦❈ ❃❩❩❄✐❈●
❲✸ ✸❲✷❈❅ ♣✸●❈❄✵ ❃✵ ✺❈❄❄✿
✼❳❅❲✷❈❅♣✸❅❈◗ ✺❈ ❃❄✵✸ ✻✸❲✐❨❈ ❲✷❃❲ ❲✷❈✵❈ ❲✺✸ ❨✸♣❩✸✻❈✻❲✵
✸✻❄■ ●❈❩❈✻● ✵✐✽✻✐❥❨❃✻❲❄■ ✸✻ ❲✷❈ ❨❈✻❲❈❅r✸▲r♣❃✵✵ ♣✸♣❈✻❲❳♣
❃✻● ▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ✯✺✷✐❨✷ ✐✵ ❲✷❈ ♣✸♣❈✻❲❳♣➨▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ✐✻ ❲✷❈
♦❅❃❨➓❈❲✵✴➐ ❲✷❈ ●❈❩❈✻●❈✻❨❈ ✸✻ ❲✷❈ ✸❲✷❈❅ ❲✺✸ ❃❅✽❳♣❈✻❲✵ ✯❲✷❈
✵❳❩❈❅✵❨❅✐❩❲ ♣✸♣❈✻❲❳♣➨▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■✴ ✐✵ ♣❳❨✷ ✺❈❃➓❈❅◗ ❃✵ ✺✐❄❄
♦❈ ✵✷✸✺✻ ✐✻ ❲✷❈ ▲✸❄❄✸✺✐✻✽✿ ➦❈✻❨❈◗ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ❨❃✻









✯➇✴◗✺✷✐❨✷✺❈ ❨❃❄❄ ➓❈❅✻❈❄ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵✿
❡✷❈ ❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❅❈❩❄❃❨✐✻✽ ❲✷❈ ❲✷❅❈❈r❃❅✽❳♣❈✻❲r●❈❩❈✻●❈✻❲










✯ ➩➇ ↕ ➈
➉
➙ ➈✴◗ ❈❲❨✿◗ ✐✵ ❨❃❄❄❈● ❲✷❈
❥❅✵❲r❄❈❏❈❄ ➓❈❅✻❈❄ ❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻✿ ➏❈ ✻❃♣❈ ✐❲ ❲✷❈ ➭➓❈❅✻❈❄
❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻➯ ♦❈❨❃❳✵❈◗ ✸✻ ❲✷❈ ✸✻❈ ✷❃✻●◗
➩
→✯➇✴ ❨✸✻❲❃✐✻✵ ❲✷❈




③✻ ❲✷❈ ✸❲✷❈❅ ✷❃✻●◗ ✺❈ ❳✵❈ ❲✷✐✵ ❲❈❅♣ ♦❈❨❃❳✵❈◗ ♣❃❲✷❈♣❃❲✐❨❃❄❄■◗
❲✷❈ ➓❈❅✻❈❄ ✸▲ ✸❳❅ ♣❃❩❩✐✻✽ ➲ ➳ ➇➣➈➣➈
➉
➵ ➇ ●❈❥✻❈✵ ❨❄❃✵✵❈✵ ✸▲




✐✵ ✯❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐❏❈❄■✴ ❲✷❈ ✵❃♣❈◗ ✐✿❈✿◗
➩
→✯➇✴✿ ❡✷❈ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❈❅r
❅❈●❳❨❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵◗ ✐✿❈✿◗ ❲✷❈ ➓❈❅✻❈❄
❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻◗ ✺✐❄❄ ✽❅❈❃❲❄■ ✵✐♣❩❄✐▲■ ✸❳❅ ✐♣❩❄❈♣❈✻❲❃❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ❲✷❈
❩❃❅❫❳❈❲ ❈❫❳❃❲✐✸✻✵✿ ➸❈❲ ❳✵ ❈♣❩✷❃✵✐t❈ ❲✷❃❲ ✺❈ ✸✻❄■ ❈♣❩❄✸■ ❲✷❈
➓❈❅✻❈❄ ❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻✺✷❈✻ ❲✷❈❭❃❲✵❳♦❃❅❃ ▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ✐✵ ✸❳❲✵✐●❈
❲✷❈ ✐✻❲❈❅❏❃❄ ❬➙➺➣➺❪ ✐✻ ✺✷✐❨✷ ❲✷❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ✐✵ ➓✻✸✺✻ ❈❵❩❄✐❨✐❲❄■✿
➏❈ ❃❄✵✸ ✻✸❲❈ ❲✷❃❲ ❃ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❅✐t❃❲✐✸✻ ❅❈❄❃❲❈● ❲✸ ❲✷❈ ❥❅✵❲r❄❈❏❈❄
➓❈❅✻❈❄ ❃❩❩❅✸❵✐♣❃❲✐✸✻ ✐✵ ❳✵❈● ✐✻ ❃ ●✐▲▲❈❅❈✻❲ ❨✸✻❲❈❵❲➳ ➻❃❅❅❃✵❨✷
➼➽ ➾➚➪ ❳✵❈ ❃ ✵❳♣ ✸▲ ✵✐✻✽❄❈r▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ▲❳❄❄ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻✵ ▲✸❅
❲✷❈ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻❃❄ ❅❈✻✸❅♣❃❄✐t❃❲✐✸✻r✽❅✸❳❩ ❨❃❄❨❳❄❃❲✐✸✻✵ ❬❙②❪◗ ✺✷❈❅❈◗
✷✸✺❈❏❈❅◗ ❲✷✐✵ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❅✐t❃❲✐✸✻ ✐✵ ❈♣❩❄✸■❈● ▲✸❅ ❃❄❄ ▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨✐❈✵✿
➏❈ ❏❈❅✐▲■ ❲✷❈ ✵✐♣❩❄❈ ✵❲❅❳❨❲❳❅❈ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵





✐✵ ●✐✵❩❄❃■❈● ❃✵ ❃ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻ ✸▲ ➈ ❃✻● ➈
➉
▲✸❅ ❃ ❥❵❈● ❲❅❃✻✵▲❈❅
▲❅❈❫❳❈✻❨■ ➇ ↕ ➶✰ ↕ ➙➶❱➹➘➜➴✿ ✼✐❅✵❲ ✸▲ ❃❄❄◗ ✺❈ ✻✸❲✐❨❈ ❲✷❃❲
❲✷❈ ✸❏❈❅❃❄❄ ❃♣❩❄✐❲❳●❈ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ▲❳✻❨❲✐✸✻ ▲✸❅
❲✷❈ ✽✐❏❈✻ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❈❅✵ ✐✵ ♣❳❨✷ ✵♣❃❄❄❈❅ ❲✷❃✻ ❲✷❃❲ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ▲❳❄❄
❏❈❅❲❈❵ ✵✷✸✺✻ ✐✻ ✼✐✽✿ ❀ ▲✸❅ ❲✷❈ ✵❃♣❈ ❩❃❅❃♣❈❲❈❅✵✿ ➋✸♣❩❃❅❈●
❲✸ ✼✐✽✿ ❀◗ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵ ❨❃✻ ❅❃❲✷❈❅ ♦❈ ❏✐❈✺❈● ❃✵ ❃ ➷❃❲
❩❄❃✻❈✿ ➑❈❨✸✻●❄■◗ ❲✷❈ ●❈❲❃✐❄❈● ✵❲❅❳❨❲❳❅❈ ✸▲ ❲✷❈ ❅❈●❳❨✐♦❄❈ ❏❈❅❲❈❵
✶☞✌✶✍✎✲✎
▲ ✁ ❲✂✄☎✆✂▲▲✁ P✝✞▲✂ ✄✂✟✁ ☎❍✝✄✠☎✟
➝
❖✡✁ ❆✄✞ ❍✂▲✞ P❍☛✠ ☞❆▲ ✟✂❘ ✂❲ ❇ ✾✌✁ ✶✍✎✶✏✑ ✭✒✏✶✍✓
❋ ✔✕ ✒✕ ✭✖✓ ✟❡✗✘✙✚✛✜❡ ✈❡r✢❡① ✚✐ ✢t❡ ✗❡✐✣✚✢✤ ✙t✖✐✐❡✜ ✙✖✜✙✘❝
✜✖✢❡✗ ❢r✥✦ ✢t❡ ✞✡❋☎ ✭☞☎❝ ✄☎✓ ❢✥r ✢t❡ ✣✖✦❡ ♣✖r✖✦❡✢❡r ✖✣ ✚✐
❋✚✧✕ ✶✕ ✭✛✓ ✠✙t❡✦✖✢✚✙ ✚✜✜✘✣✢r✖✢✚✥✐ ✥❢ ✥✘r ♣t✚✜✥✣✥♣t✤ ✥❢ ✢t❡ ❦❡r✐❡✜❝
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✪✰ ✲❤✻ ✿✰✪✲✻ ✷✵✸✵♠✻✲✻✸ ✫✷✵✳✻✺
↕✻ ✷✸✮✷✮✫✻ ✲❤✻ ✬✮♦♦✮✇✪✰✽ ✵✯❛✪♦✪✵✸✴ ✬✯✰✳✲✪✮✰ ✬✮✸ ✲❤✻ ✬✯♦♦ ❁✻✸❀
✲✻❛ ✪✰ ✲❤✻ ✱✻✰✫✪✲✴ ✳❤✵✰✰✻♦ ❅❁✻✸✴ ✫✪♠✪♦✵✸ ✵✫✴♠✷✲✮✲✪✳ ✬✯✰✳✲✪✮✰✫

















































✬✸✮♠ ✲❤✻ ❅✵✷✷✸✮❛✪♠✵✲✻❈ ✼✻✸✰✻♦ ✬✯✰✳✲✪✮✰✫ ✪✰ ❜✮✲❤ ✲❤✻ ✫♠✵♦♦✻✸
✵✰✱ ♦✵✸✽✻✸ ✪✰✲✻✸❁✵♦✫✺ ❬✻✸✻✹ ✬✮✸ ✵ ✫✪♠✷♦✻ ✱✻♠✮✰✫✲✸✵✲✪✮✰✹ ❣❥✺ ❅❹❈
✶✍✎✶✏✑❝➞
❊  ✁✂✁❊✄☎ ✁▼✆✝❊▼❊✄☎❆☎✁❚✄ ❚  ☎❍❊ ✆❆❘✞❯❊☎ ✳ ✳ ✳ ✆❍P✟✁✂❆✝ ❘❊✠✁❊✡ ❇ ✾☛✱ ✶☞✌✶✍✎ ✭✏✍✶☞✑
✐✒ ❝✓✔✒✕✖✗❝✕✘✙ ❢✖✓✚ ✕❤✘ ✣✖✒✕✛✜✘✈✘✜ ❦✘✖✔✘✜ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒✢ ❙✐✚✐✜✤✖✜✥✦
✓✔✘ ❝✤✔ ✤✜✒✓ ❝✓✔✒✕✖✗❝✕ ✕❤✐✒ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔ ❜✥ ✗✒✐✔s ✕❤✘ ✒✘❝✓✔✙✛✜✘✈✘✜













■✔✒✕✘✤✙ ✓❢ ✗✒✐✔s ✯✰✢ ✫✲✴✵✮✦ ✇✐✕❤ ✕❤✘ ❤✘✜✬ ✓❢ ✕❤✐✒ ✤✗❛✐✜✐✤✖✥







































































✕❤✘ ✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥ ❝✤✜❝✗✜✤✕✘✙ ❢✖✓✚ ✕❤✘ ❦✘✖✔✘✜ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒ ✐✔ ✤✜✜
❝❤✤✔✔✘✜✒✢
✧✓ ❢✤✐✕❤❢✗✜✜✥ ✤❝❝✓✗✔✕ ❢✓✖ ❢✗✜✜ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒ ✤✕ ✤✖❜✐✕✖✤✖✥
✸✦ ✸
❁















✫✸✮ ❝✓✔✕✤✐✔✒ ✓✔✜✥ ✕❤✘ ❝✓✔✕✖✐❜✗✕✐✓✔ ❢✖✓✚




✫✸✮ ❝✓✔✕✤✐✔✒ ✕❤✘ ✖✘✒✕




✫✸✮ ❝✤✔ ✕❤✘✔ ❜✘































❏✘✖✘✦ ●✫r✮ ✐✒ ✕❤✘ ❫✓✗✖✐✘✖ ❝✓✚✬✓✔✘✔✕ ✓❢ ●✫✸✮✦ ✤✔✙ ❭❋✺
❪◗
✐✒ ✕❤✘ ✫❢✤✒✕✮ ❫✓✗✖✐✘✖ ✕✖✤✔✒❢✓✖✚✤✕✐✓✔ ❜✘✕✇✘✘✔ ✕❤✘✒✘ ✫✐✔ ✕❤✐✒
✕✖✤✔✒❢✓✖✚✤✕✐✓✔✦ ✕❤✘ ✤✔✕✐✬✘✖✐✓✙✐❝ ❜✓✗✔✙✤✖✥ ❝✓✔✙✐✕✐✓✔ ✐✔ ✕❤✘




✫✸✮ ✐✔❝✓✖✬✓✖✤✕✘✒ ✕❤✘ ❝✓✔✕✖✐❜✗✕✐✓✔ ❢✖✓✚ ✕❤✘ ✜✓✇✘✒✕✛✓✖✙✘✖
❝✓✚✬✜✘✕✘ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✦ ✐✢✘✢✦ ✕❤✘ ❜✤✖✘ ❴✓✗✜✓✚❜ ✐✔✕✘✖✤❝✕✐✓✔✦










✫✸✮✦ ✇✘ ✬✘✖❢✓✖✚ ✕❤✘ ✙✐✖✘❝✕ ✒✗✚ ✓✈✘✖ ✸
❁
✤✔✙ q ✐✔ ✤ ✚✗❝❤
✜✤✖s✘✖ ✬✤✖✤✚✘✕✘✖ ✒✬✤❝✘✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐✒ ✬✓✒✒✐❜✜✘ ✕❤✤✔❦✒ ✕✓ ✕❤✘ ❦✘✖✔✘✜
✤✬✬✖✓❛✐✚✤✕✐✓✔✢ ■✔ ✬✖✤❝✕✐❝✘✦ ✇✘ ✗✒✗✤✜✜✥ ✕✤❦✘ ✕❤✐✒ ✒✬✤❝✘ ✕✇✓ ✓✖
✕❤✖✘✘ ✕✐✚✘✒ ✜✤✖s✘✖ ✕❤✤✔ ✕❤✘ ❜✐ss✘✖ ✬✤✖✤✚✘✕✘✖ ✒✬✤❝✘ ✗✒✘✙ ❢✓✖
❝✤✜❝✗✜✤✕✐✔s ✕❤✘ ✈✤✖✐✓✗✒ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒ ❬✕❤✘ ✜✐s❤✕✛❜✜✗✘ ✖✘s✐✓✔
✐✔ ❫✐s✢ ❱✫❜✮❨✢
✧❤✘ ❢✗✜✜ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ✙✓✘✒ ✔✓✕ ✙✘❝✤✥ ✤✒✥✚✬✕✓✕✐❝✤✜✜✥ ❜✗✕ ✘❛✕✘✔✙✒
✇✐✕❤ ✣✔✐✕✘ ✈✤✜✗✘✒ ✕✓ ✕❤✘ ✜✤✖s✘✒✕ ✸✦ ✸
❁
✦ ✤✔✙ q✢ ❏✓✇✘✈✘✖✦ ✙✗✘
✕✓ ✕❤✘ ✕❤✖✘✘ ✒✐✔s✜✘✛✬✤✖✕✐❝✜✘ ✬✖✓✬✤s✤✕✓✖✒ ● ✐✔ ✯✰✢ ✫✲✴✵✮✦ ✕❤✘
✬✖✓✙✗❝✕ ●●●❋ ✒✕✐✜✜ s✓✘✒ ✕✓ ③✘✖✓ ✤✒✥✚✬✕✓✕✐❝✤✜✜✥ ❢✓✖ ✜✤✖s✘
✸✦ ✸
❁
✦ ✤✔✙ q✢ ❵❤✐✜✘ ✐✕ ✐✒ ✗✒✗✤✜✜✥ ✙✐❢✣❝✗✜✕ ❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ❢✗✜✜ ✈✘✖✕✘❛
❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒ ✕✓ ✇✓✖❦ ✐✔ ✤ ✜✤✖s✘ ✬✤✖✤✚✘✕✘✖ ✒✬✤❝✘ ✐✔ ✬✖✤❝✕✐❝✘✦ ✕❤✐✒
✐✒ ✔✓✕ ✤ ✬✖✓❜✜✘✚ ❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ❦✘✖✔✘✜ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✙✘✬✘✔✙ ✓✔✜✥





❜✘ ❝✤✖✖✐✘✙ ✓✗✕ ✐✔ ✤ ✚✗❝❤ ✜✤✖s✘✖ ✬✤✖✤✚✘✕✘✖ ✒✬✤❝✘✢ ❵✘ ✔✓✕✘
✕❤✤✕ ✕❤✘ ❤✐s❤✛❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✖✘s✗✜✤✕✐✓✔ ✘❛✬✜✤✐✔✘✙ ✤❜✓✈✘ ✐✒ ✈✘✖✥
✐✚✬✓✖✕✤✔✕ ❢✓✖
➌
✷✫✸✮ ✕✓ ✖✘✬✖✓✙✗❝✘ ✕❤✘ ✤✒✥✚✬✕✓✕✐❝ ✕✤✐✜ ✓❢ ✕❤✘
✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔ ✐✔ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✒✬✤❝✘ ❝✓✖✖✘❝✕✜✥✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐✒
❝✖✗❝✐✤✜ ❢✓✖ ✚✤✐✔✕✤✐✔✐✔s ✕❤✘ ❝✓✖✖✘❝✕ ❤✐s❤✛❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ❜✘❤✤✈✐✓✖ ✓❢
✕❤✘ ✕✇✓✛✬✤✖✕✐❝✜✘ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✒✦ ✤✔✙ ✈✐❝✘ ✈✘✖✒✤✢
❡❡❡❣ ❥❧♥♦♣✉♥
①❣ ②④⑤⑥⑦④⑧⑥⑨⑩ ④❶④⑥⑩❷⑧ ❸❹❺✉ ④⑧ ❻④⑤❼❽❿⑤⑤⑥⑩❶
■✔ ✕❤✐✒ ✒✘❝✕✐✓✔✦ ✇✘ ✬✖✘✒✘✔✕ ✔✗✚✘✖✐❝✤✜ ✖✘✒✗✜✕✒ ✕✓ ➀✗✒✕✐❢✥
✓✗✖ ✐✚✬✜✘✚✘✔✕✤✕✐✓✔ ✓❢ ✕❤✘ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕ ✘✰✗✤✕✐✓✔✒ ✤✔✙ ✕✓ ✈✤✜✐✙✤✕✘
✕❤✘ ✤❝❝✗✖✤❝✥ ✓❢ ✕❤✘ ❦✘✖✔✘✜ ✤✬✬✖✓❛✐✚✤✕✐✓✔✢ ✧✓✇✤✖✙ ✕❤✤✕ ✘✔✙✦
✇✘ ❝✓✔✒✐✙✘✖ ✕❤✘ ❏✗❜❜✤✖✙ ✚✓✙✘✜ ✓✔ ✤ ❱➁ ✒✰✗✤✖✘ ✜✤✕✕✐❝✘
✇✐✕❤ ✔✘✤✖✘✒✕✛✔✘✐s❤❜✓✖ ❤✓✬✬✐✔s ➂ ✤✔✙ ✐✔✕✘✖✤❝✕✐✓✔ ✹ ✤✕ ✐✔✈✘✖✒✘
✕✘✚✬✘✖✤✕✗✖✘ ➃✢ ❵✘ ✒✓✜✈✘ ✕❤✐✒ ✚✓✙✘✜ ✗✒✐✔s ❜✓✕❤ ✕❤✘ ➁➄❫✧
✚✘✕❤✓✙✓✜✓s✥ ✤✔✙ ✕❤✘ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕ ✘✰✗✤✕✐✓✔✒ ✤✕ ✤ ✒✐✔s✜✘✛✚✓✚✘✔✕✗✚
✬✓✐✔✕✢ ➅✔✜✘✒✒✚✘✔✕✐✓✔✘✙ ✓✕❤✘✖✇✐✒✘✦ ✕❤✘ ✖✘✒✗✜✕✒ ✬✖✘✒✘✔✕✘✙ ✐✔ ✕❤✐✒
✒✘❝✕✐✓✔ ✖✘✬✖✘✒✘✔✕ ✕❤✘ ✒✓✜✗✕✐✓✔✒ ✇✐✕❤ ✕❤✘ ✒✘❝✓✔✙✛✜✘✈✘✜ ❦✘✖✔✘✜
❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔ ✤✔✙ ✕❤✘ ❤✐s❤✛❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✖✘s✗✜✤✕✐✓✔ ❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥
✤✒✥✚✬✕✓✕✐❝✒ ✐✔✕✖✓✙✗❝✘✙ ✐✔ ✕❤✘ ✬✖✘✈✐✓✗✒ ✒✘❝✕✐✓✔✢
➄✓✖✘ ✒✬✘❝✐✣❝✤✜✜✥✦ ✇✘ ✗✒✘ ❴✧✛■➆✧ ✤✒ ✤✔ ✐✚✬✗✖✐✕✥ ✒✓✜✈✘✖
❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ➁➄❫✧ ✘✰✗✤✕✐✓✔✒✦ ✥✐✘✜✙✐✔s ❜✓✕❤ ✕❤✘ ✒✐✔s✜✘✛✬✤✖✕✐❝✜✘
✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥ ✤✔✙ ✕❤✘ ✕✇✓✛✬✤✖✕✐❝✜✘ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔✦ ✐✔ ✤ ✔✗✛
✚✘✖✐❝✤✜✜✥ ✬✖✘❝✐✒✘ ✇✤✥✢ ✧❤✘ ➁➄❫✧ ✒✓✜✗✕✐✓✔ ✬✖✓✈✐✙✘✒ ✤✔
✗✔❜✐✤✒✘✙ ✖✘❢✘✖✘✔❝✘ ❢✓✖ ❜✘✔❝❤✚✤✖❦✐✔s ✓✗✖ ✐✚✬✜✘✚✘✔✕✤✕✐✓✔ ✓❢
✕❤✘ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕ ✘✰✗✤✕✐✓✔✒✢ ❫✓✖ ✤ ❢✤✐✖ ❝✓✚✬✤✖✐✒✓✔✦ ✇✘ ✕✤❦✘ ✕❤✘
❝✓✔✈✘✖s✘✙ ➁➄❫✧ ❵✘✐✒✒ ❢✗✔❝✕✐✓✔ ➇✫➈➉
➊
✮ ✤✒ ✐✔✬✗✕ ❢✓✖ ✕❤✘





✫q✮✦ ✇✘ ✕✤❦✘ ✕✇✓ ✙✐❢❢✘✖✘✔✕ ✈✤✜✗✘✒❩





✫q✮ ➍ ✫✹❖❾✹❖❱✹❖❲✮✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❝✓✖✖✘✒✬✓✔✙✒ ✕✓ ✕❤✘ ➎✲
❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ➁➄❫✧ ✐✚✬✗✖✐✕✥ ✚✓✙✘✜✢ ■✔ ✕❤✘ ✓✕❤✘✖ ✫❢✗✜✜ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕✮





✐✔✬✗✕✢ ❙✐✔❝✘ ✫✐✔ ❝✓✔✕✖✤✒✕ ✕✓ ➁➏✲✮ ✇✘ ✙✓ ✔✓✕ ✐✔❝✜✗✙✘ ✤
✸ ✙✘✬✘✔✙✘✔❝✘ ❤✘✖✘✦ ✕❤✐✒ ❝✤✜❝✗✜✤✕✐✓✔ ✘❛✤❝✕✜✥ ✖✘✬✖✓✙✗❝✘✒ ✕❤✘
➁➄❫✧ ✖✘✒✗✜✕✒ ❢✓✖ ❋ ✤✔✙ ✷ ✐❢ ✕❤✘ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕ ✘✰✗✤✕✐✓✔✒ ✤✖✘ ✒✓✜✈✘✙
✓✔ ✤✔ ✐✔✣✔✐✕✘ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✐✔✕✘✖✈✤✜ ✤✔✙ ✐❢ ✒✕✤✕✐✒✕✐❝✤✜ ✘✖✖✓✖✒ ✐✔
❴✧✛■➆✧ ✤✖✘ ✔✘s✜✐s✐❜✜✘✢ ❫✓✖ ✕❤✘ s✐✈✘✔ ✣✔✐✕✘ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✐✔✕✘✖✈✤✜✦
✕❤✐✒ ✐✒ ❤✘✔❝✘ ✤ ✕✘✒✕ ❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ✤❝❝✗✖✤❝✥ ✓❢ ✕❤✘ ✬✖✓✬✓✒✘✙ ❦✘✖✔✘✜
✤✬✬✖✓❛✐✚✤✕✐✓✔✢
❵✘ ✒❤✓✇ ✕❤✘ ❝✓✖✖✘✒✬✓✔✙✐✔s ❢✗✜✜ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕ ✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥ ✐✔
❫✐s✢ ❳ ✤✒ ✘✚✬✕✥ ❝✐✖❝✜✘✒✢ ■✕ ✔✐❝✘✜✥ ✖✘✬✖✓✙✗❝✘✒ ✕❤✘ ➁➄❫✧
✒✓✜✗✕✐✓✔ ✫✘✚✬✕✥ ✒✰✗✤✖✘✒✮✦ ✈✤✜✐✙✤✕✐✔s ✕❤✘ ✤❝❝✗✖✤❝✥ ✓❢ ✕❤✘ ❦✘✖✔✘✜
✤✬✬✖✓❛✐✚✤✕✐✓✔✢ ✲✜✒✓✦ ✕❤✘ ➎✲ ✒✓✜✗✕✐✓✔ ✫✓✬✘✔ ✕✖✐✤✔s✜✘✒✮ ✤s✖✘✘✒
✇✘✜✜ ✇✐✕❤ ✕❤✘➁➄❫✧✦ ✘❛❝✘✬✕ ❢✓✖ ✤ ✒✚✤✜✜ ✙✘✈✐✤✕✐✓✔ ✤✕ ✕❤✘ ✣✖✒✕ ✕✇✓
➄✤✕✒✗❜✤✖✤ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✐✘✒✢ ■✔ ✬✤✖✕✐❝✗✜✤✖✦ ✕❤✘ ❤✐s❤✛❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✕✤✐✜ ✓❢
✕❤✘ ✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥ ✐✒ ✔✐❝✘✜✥ ✖✘✬✖✓✙✗❝✘✙ ❜✥ ❜✓✕❤ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕ ✒✓✜✗✕✐✓✔✒✢
✧❤✐✒ ✐✒ ✤✔ ✘✒✒✘✔✕✐✤✜ ❝❤✘❝❦ ❢✓✖ ✕❤✘ ✤✜s✓✖✐✕❤✚✢ ✲✒ ✘❛✬✜✤✐✔✘✙
❜✘❢✓✖✘✦ ✤ ✙✐✖✘❝✕ ✕✖✗✔❝✤✕✐✓✔ ✓❢ ✕❤✘ ✈✘✖✕✘❛ ✤✕ ✕❤✘ ❜✓✗✔✙✤✖✥ ✓❢ ✕❤✘
✤✈✤✐✜✤❜✜✘ ✬✤✖✤✚✘✕✘✖ ✒✬✤❝✘ ✇✐✜✜ ✜✘✤✙ ✕✓ ✕❤✘ ✇✖✓✔s ✒✓✜✗✕✐✓✔ ✓❢
✕❤✘ ✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐✒ ✚✤✐✔✜✥ ✖✘➐✘❝✕✘✙ ✐✔ ✕❤✘ ✈✐✓✜✤✕✐✓✔ ✓❢
✕❤✘ ❤✐s❤✛❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ❜✘❤✤✈✐✓✖✢
❙✗❝❤ ✤ ✈✐✓✜✤✕✐✓✔ ✐✒ ✤ ✖✤✕❤✘✖ ❝✓✚✚✓✔ ✐✒✒✗✘ ✤✬✬✘✤✖✐✔s ✐✔
✚✓✒✕ ✓❢ ✕❤✘ ✙✐✤s✖✤✚✚✤✕✐❝ ✤✬✬✖✓✤❝❤✘✒ ✇❤✘✔ ✘✈✤✜✗✤✕✐✔s ✕❤✘
✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥ ✇✐✕❤ ✓✔✜✥ ✤ ✣✔✐✕✘ ✔✗✚❜✘✖✒ ✓❢➄✤✕✒✗❜✤✖✤ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥✢
✧✓ ✤❝❤✐✘✈✘ ✤ ❝✓✖✖✘❝✕ ❤✐s❤✛❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✥ ✕✤✐✜ ✐✔ ✕❤✘ ✒✘✜❢✛✘✔✘✖s✥✦
✤ ❢✘✇ ❤✗✔✙✖✘✙ ✓✖ ✘✈✘✔ ✚✓✖✘ ➄✤✕✒✗❜✤✖✤ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✐✘✒ ✗✒✗✤✜✜✥
❤✤✈✘ ✕✓ ❜✘ ✤✙✓✬✕✘✙ ✐✔ ✕❤✘✒✘ ✤✬✬✖✓✤❝❤✘✒ ❬✴❲✦✴➑❨✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐✒
✒✐s✔✐✣❝✤✔✕✜✥ ✜✤✖s✘✖ ✕❤✤✔ ✕❤✘ ✔✗✚❜✘✖ ✕✤❦✘✔ ✐✔ ✓✗✖ ✬✤✖✰✗✘✕
❝✤✜❝✗✜✤✕✐✓✔✒ ❢✓✖ ✒✐✚✐✜✤✖ ✬✤✖✤✚✘✕✘✖✒✢ ✧❤✤✕ ✐✒✦ ✐✔ ✤✜✜ ❝✤✜❝✗✜✤✕✐✓✔✒
✬✖✘✒✘✔✕✘✙ ✐✔ ✕❤✐✒ ✬✤✬✘✖✦ ✔✓✚✓✖✘ ✕❤✤✔ ➒❲➄✤✕✒✗❜✤✖✤ ❢✖✘✰✗✘✔❝✐✘✒
✐✔ ✘✤❝❤ ✤✖s✗✚✘✔✕ ✤✖✘ ✕✤❦✘✔✦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✒✐s✔✐✣❝✤✔✕✜✥ ✖✘✙✗❝✘✒ ✕❤✘
✶☞✌✶✍✎➓✌
▲ ✁ ❲✂✄☎✆✂▲▲✁ P✝✞▲✂ ✄✂✟✁ ☎❍✝✄✠☎✟
➝























❋ ✹✺ ✑✺ ✠❙✻✼✿❀❁❂❃❄❅❙❈✿❀ s❀✿❊❁❀✻❀❄✼② ♦●❅❃❙✻❀❏ ❊❄♦❑ ❅❤❀ ❂❃❄▼◆❀❅
❀▼◆❃❅❙♦✻s ❙✻ ❅❤❀ P❆ ❃✻❏ ❅❤❀ ✭✿♦❈❃✿✓ ❊◆✿✿ ❂❃❄▼◆❀❅ ❈❃✿❈◆✿❃❅❙♦✻ ❀❑❂✿♦②❙✻✼
❅❤❀ ❦❀❄✻❀✿ ❃❂❂❄♦◗❙❑❃❅❙♦✻✺ ☎❤❀ ✿❃❅❅❀❄ ❄❀❂❄♦❏◆❈❀s ❅❤❀ ✞✡❋☎ s♦✿◆❅❙♦✻
✇❙❅❤ ❤❙✼❤ ❂❄❀❈❙s❙♦✻✁ ●◆❅ ❅❤❀ P❆ ❃✿s♦ s❤♦✇s ▼◆❙❅❀ ✼♦♦❏ ❃✼❄❀❀❑❀✻❅✁
❀◗❈❀❂❅ ❊♦❄ ❅❤❀ ✿♦✇❀s❅ ❅✇♦ ✡❃❅s◆●❃❄❃ ❊❄❀▼◆❀✻❈❙❀s✺ ☎❤❀ ❂❃❄❃❑❀❅❀❄s ❊♦❄
❅❤❀ ✒✞ ❍◆●●❃❄❏ ❑♦❏❀✿ ❙✻ ✞✡❋☎ ❃❄❀ ❚ ❯ ✶❱❳ ❯ ❨ ✭❤❀❄❀ ❃✻❏ ❙✻ ❅❤❀
❊♦✿✿♦✇❙✻✼✁ t ❩ ✶✓✺  ✻ ❅❤❀ ❂❃❄▼◆❀❅ ❀▼◆❃❅❙♦✻✁ ✍✏ ✡❃❅s◆●❃❄❃ ❊❄❀▼◆❀✻❈❙❀s
❤❃✈❀ ●❀❀✻ ❅❃❦❀✻ ❙✻❅♦ ❃❈❈♦◆✻❅ ❙✻ ❅❤❀ ❙✻✻❀❄ ❙✻❅❀❄✈❃✿ ♦❊ ❋❙✼✺ ✒✭●✓✁ ✇❙❅❤
❅❤❀ ❦❀❄✻❀✿ ❃❂❂❄♦◗❙❑❃❅❙♦✻ ●❀❙✻✼ ❀❑❂✿♦②❀❏ ❙✻ ❅❤❀ ♦◆❅❀❄ ❙✻❅❀❄✈❃✿✺
❞❬❭❪❫❞ ❴❫ ❵❜❬ ❭❬❭❴❡❝ ❣❴❡ ❥❵❴❡❧❫♠ ❪qq r❬❡❵❬✉ ❣③❫④❵❧❴❫❥⑤ ⑥❴❡⑦
❡❬④❵q❝ ❡❬⑧❡❴❞③④❧❫♠ ❵❜❬ ❜❧♠❜⑦❣❡❬⑨③❬❫④❝ ❵❪❧q ⑩❧❵❜ ❥❧♠❫❧❶④❪❫❵q❝
❣❬⑩❬❡ ❷❪❵❥③❸❪❡❪ ❣❡❬⑨③❬❫④❧❬❥ ❧❥ ❴❫❬ ❴❣ ❵❜❬ ❜❧♠❜q❧♠❜❵❥ ❴❣ ❴③❡
❪q♠❴❡❧❵❜❭⑤
❹❵ ❪ q❴⑩❬❡ ❵❬❭⑧❬❡❪❵③❡❬ ❺ ❻ ❼❽ ❵❜❬ ❣③qq ⑧❪❡⑨③❬❵ ④❪q④③q❪❵❧❴❫
❥❵❧qq ❝❧❬q❞❥ ❡❬❥③q❵❥ ❵❜❪❵ ❪♠❡❬❬ r❬❡❝ ⑩❬qq ⑩❧❵❜ ❵❜❬❾❷❿➀ ❥❴q③❵❧❴❫❽
❪❥ ❥❜❴⑩❫ ❧❫ ❿❧♠⑤ ➁⑤ ➀❜❬ ➂❹ ❡❬❥③q❵❥❽ ❴❫ ❵❜❬ ❴❵❜❬❡ ❜❪❫❞❽ ❞❬r❧❪❵❬
❭❴❡❬ ❥❵❡❴❫♠q❝ ❣❡❴❭ ❵❜❬ ❾❷❿➀ ❪❵ q❴⑩ ❣❡❬⑨③❬❫④❧❬❥⑤ ➀❜❧❥ ❧❥
❬✉⑧❬④❵❬❞ ❥❧❫④❬ ❪⑧⑧❡❴✉❧❭❪❵❧❫♠ ❵❜❬ ❣③qq❝ ❧❡❡❬❞③④❧❸q❬ r❬❡❵❬✉ ❸❝
❵❜❬ ❸❪❡❬ ⑥❴③q❴❭❸ ❧❫❵❬❡❪④❵❧❴❫ ❧❥ ④❴❡❡❬④❵ ❴❫q❝ ❪❥❝❭⑧❵❴❵❧④❪qq❝
❣❴❡ ❥❭❪qq ➃⑤ ❹❥ ❞❧❥④③❥❥❬❞ ❸❬❣❴❡❬❽ ❵❜❬ ❞❧❣❣❬❡❬❫④❬ ❸❬❵⑩❬❬❫ ❵❜❬
















































❋ ✹✺ ❨✺ ✠❃❑❀ ❃s ❋❙✼✺ ✑ ●◆❅ ❊♦❄ ❳ ❯ ❨ ❃✻❏ ❚ ❯ ✒✺ ☎❤❀ ❙✻s❀❅ s❤♦✇s
❅❤❀ ❈♦✻✈❀❄✼❀✻❈❀ ♦❊  ❑❒✭❮❰
Ï
✓ ✇❙❅❤ ❅❤❀ ❙✻❈❄❀❃s❀ ♦❊ ❅❤❀ ❊❄❀▼◆❀✻❈② ❈◆❅♦❊❊
❙✻ Ð
ÑÒÓÒÔÒÕ






















































❋ ✹✺ ✎✺ ☎✇♦❁❂❃❄❅❙❈✿❀ ❊◆✿✿ ✈❀❄❅❀◗ ❊◆✻❈❅❙♦✻s ❙✻ ❅❤❀ ❊♦◆❄ ❈❤❃✻✻❀✿s ❃s
❈❃✿❈◆✿❃❅❀❏ ❊❄♦❑ ❅❤❀❂❃❄▼◆❀❅ ❀▼◆❃❅❙♦✻s ❅❃❦❙✻✼ ❅❤❀ ❊◆✿✿② ✿♦❈❃✿ ❙❄❄❀❏◆❈❙●✿❀
✈❀❄❅❀◗ ❊❄♦❑ ✞✡❋☎ ❃s ❃✻ ❙✻❂◆❅✺ ☎❤❀ ❂❃❄❃❑❀❅❀❄s ❃❄❀ ❅❤❀ s❃❑❀ ❃s ❙✻
❋❙✼✺ ✑✺





③❥❬❞ ❧❫ ❵❜❬ ④❪q④③q❪❵❧❴❫❥⑤ ❷❴❡❬ ❥⑧❬④❧❶④❪qq❝❽ ❧❫ ❵❜❬ ❣③qq ⑧❪❡⑨③❬❵




ö÷ø ❴❸❵❪❧❫❬❞ ❣❡❴❭ ❵❜❬ ❾❷❿➀
ö⑥➀⑦úû➀ø ⑩❧❵❜ üý ❷❪❵❥③❸❪❡❪ ❣❡❬⑨③❬❫④❧❬❥ ❣❴❡ ❬❪④❜ ❪❡♠③❭❬❫❵❽
❧⑤❬⑤❽ þ❽ þ
ß









ö÷ø ❵❴ ♥❾üý✱üý❪ ❸❝ ❥③⑧⑧q❬❭❬❫❵❧❫♠ ❧❵ ⑩❧❵❜ ❵❜❬
q❴⑩❬❥❵⑦❴❡❞❬❡ r❪q③❬❥ ❴❣ ❵❜❬❥❬ r❬❡❵❧④❬❥❽ ❧⑤❬⑤❽ ö➃✱ ❾ ➃✱❼➃✱ýø⑤ ú❫




ö÷ø ❪❥ ö➃✱ ❾ ➃✱❼➃✱ýø
❬r❬❡❝⑩❜❬❡❬ ❧❫ ♥❾üý✱üý❪⑤ ➀❴ ❥❬❬ ❵❜❬ ④❴❫r❬❡♠❬❫④❬ ❴❣ ❵❜❬ ❣③qq
⑧❪❡⑨③❬❵ ④❪q④③q❪❵❧❴❫⑩❧❵❜ ❡❬❥⑧❬④❵ ❵❴  
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❽ ❵❜❬ ❧❫❥❬❵ ❴❣ ❿❧♠⑤ ➁ ❥❜❴⑩❥
❥❴q③❵❧❴❫❥ ❴❣ ❵❜❬ ❣③qq ⑧❪❡⑨③❬❵ ④❪q④③q❪❵❧❴❫ ❣❴❡ ❵❜❡❬❬ ❞❧❣❣❬❡❬❫❵
④③❵❴❣❣❥  
✂
⑤ ❲❬ ❶❫❞ ❪ ④❴❫r❬❡♠❬❞ ❥❴q③❵❧❴❫ ❣❴❡  
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✄ ✁⑤ ❹❥ ❧❥




q❪❡♠❬ ❣❡❬⑨③❬❫④❝ ④③❵❴❣❣ ❧❥ ❫③❭❬❡❧④❪qq❝ r❬❡❝ ④❜❪qq❬❫♠❧❫♠⑤ ➀❜❬
❧❫❥❬❵ ❴❣ ❿❧♠⑤ ➁ ❥❜❴⑩❥ ❵❜❪❵ ❪ ❡❬q❪❵❧r❬q❝ ❥❭❪qq r❪q③❬ ❴❣ ④③❵❴❣❣
 
✂
❧❥ ❥③❣❶④❧❬❫❵ ❵❴ ④❴❫r❬❡♠❬ ❵❜❬ ❥❴q③❵❧❴❫ ö❧❣ ❵❜❬❡❬ ❬✉❧❥❵❥ ❪
④❴❫r❬❡♠❬❫④❬ø ❵❴ ❵❜❬ ④❴❡❡❬④❵ r❪q③❬❥⑤
❙③④❜ ❬✉④❬qq❬❫❵ ❪♠❡❬❬❭❬❫❵ ❧❥ ❫❴❵ ❴❫q❝ ❪④❜❧❬r❬❞ ❣❴❡ ❵❜❬ ❥❬q❣⑦
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❧❞❬❫❵❧④❪q ❵⑩❴⑦⑧❪❡❵❧④q❬ r❬❡❵❬✉ ❣③❫④❵❧❴❫❥ ❧❫ ❪qq ④❜❪❫❫❬q❥ ö❿❧♠⑤ ✁ø


















❸❝ ❥③❭❭❧❫♠ ③⑧ ❵❜❬ ❵⑩❴ ❣❬❡❭❧❴❫❧④ ❣❡❬⑨③❬❫④❧❬❥ ☞✱☞
ß
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❴r❬❡❪qq ❪❭⑧q❧❵③❞❬ ❴❣ ❵❜❬❧❡ ❞❧❣❣❬❡❬❫④❬❥ ❧❥ ❥❭❪qq❽ ❪❫❞ ❵❜❬ ❸❧♠♠❬❥❵
❞❬r❧❪❵❧❴❫ ❪⑧⑧❬❪❡❥ ❪❵ ✟
✌
❻ ý⑤ ➀❜❧❥ ❧❥ ❬✉⑧❬④❵❬❞ ❪❥❽ ❧❫ ❵❜❬
❡❬❞③④❧❸q❬ r❬❡❵❬✉❽ ❣❴❡ ❪❫❝ ☞ ❪❫❞ ☞
ß
❵❜❬ q❪❡♠❬❥❵ ❪❸❥❴q③❵❬ r❪q③❬ ❧❥
❪❵✟
✌
❻ ý⑤ ú❵ ❧❥ ❵❜❬❫ ❬❪❥❧❬❡ ❣❴❡ ❪❫ ❬❡❡❴❡ ❴❣ ❵❜❬ ❡❬❞③④❧❸q❬ r❬❡❵❬✉ ❪❵
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✃❐❒❮❰ÏÐ ❐✃✃❒ÑÒÓÔ❐ÐÓÑÕ ➬ ➮ ➱
➹➘➴➷ ➬ ➮ Ö
✃❐❒❮❰ÏÐ ❐✃✃❒ÑÒÓÔ❐ÐÓÑÕ ➬ ➮ Ö
 ✁❋✳ ×✳ ✡✬✫✦ ✫✦✧ Ø✧★✵✧✩ ✪✲✲★✮①✬✰✪✫✬✮✵ ✪✵❀ ✦✬✸✦❁❢★✧❂✿✧✵✯❃ ★✧✸✿❁
✩✪✫✬✮✵✱ ✫✦✧ ✯✮✵✈✧★✸✧✵✯✧ ✪✫ Ù Ú ☞ ✪✵❀ Û ✯✪✵ ✪✩✴✮ ✉✧ ✪✯✦✬✧✈✧❀ ✬✵ ✫✦✧
✆❆✳ ❍✧★✧ ✫✦✧ ✬✵✈✧★✴✧ ✫✧✰✲✧★✪✫✿★✧ ✬✴ ✫✦✧ ✴✪✰✧ ✪✴ ✬✵  ✬✸✳ Ü✳
■❬ ■❙❖❩❖ ❱▲▲❏❬❱◗❙❖❩❳ ■❙❖ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ❖❴❵❱■❑❬❲❩ ▲❏❬❭❑❥❖ ❱❲❬■❙❖❏
■❬❬◆ ■❙❱■ ❑❩ ➁❬❏❖ Ý❖⑤❑➊◆❖ ■❙❱❲ ■❙❖ ➢➓❦ ❱❲❥ ➛➒ ❑❲ ➁❱❲⑥
❩❑■❵❱■❑❬❲❩❳ ❱❩ ❑■ ◗❱❲ ➊❖ ❱▲▲◆❑❖❥ ■❬ ◗❱❩❖❩ ❬❵■ ❬❫ ❙❱◆❫qÞ◆◆❑❲❪❳
◗◆❵❩■❖❏ ❩⑥❩■❖➁❩❳ ➁❵◆■❑❬❏➊❑■❱◆ ➁❱■❖❏❑❱◆❩❳ ❖■◗♦ ➤❖ ➊❖◆❑❖❭❖ ■❙❱■
❬❵❏ ❑➁▲◆❖➁❖❲■❱■❑❬❲ ❬❫ ■❙❖ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ❖❴❵❱■❑❬❲❩ ▲❱❭❖❩ ■❙❖ ❨❱⑥ ❫❬❏
❬■❙❖❏ ➁❱❲⑥q➊❬❥⑥ ➁❖■❙❬❥❩ ➋➌➣➏➐❾❳➐➐❳➐❿➑ ■❙❱■ ❱❏❖ ➊❱❩❖❥ ❬❲ ■❙❖
■❨❬q▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖ ❭❖❏■❖⑤♦
➟❲❬■❙❖❏ ❫❖❱■❵❏❖ ❬❫ ❬❵❏ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ❑➁▲◆❖➁❖❲■❱■❑❬❲ ❑❩ ■❙❖
❑➁▲❏❬❭❖❥ ◗❬❲❭❖❏❪❖❲◗❖ ❬❫ ■❙❖ ❱◆❪❬❏❑■❙➁♦ ➟❩ ❥❑❩▲◆❱⑥❖❥ ❑❲
➔❑❪♦ ß❳ ❨❑■❙ ■❙❖ ➉❖❏❲❖◆ ❱▲▲❏❬⑤❑➁❱■❑❬❲❳ à ❽ ➝ ❱❲❥ ➎ ◗❱❲
❱◆❩❬ ➊❖ ◗❬❲❭❖❏❪❖❥❳ ❨❙❑◗❙ ❑❩ ❥❑❫Þ◗❵◆■ ■❬ ❱◗❙❑❖❭❖ ❑❲ ❬■❙❖❏
❑➁▲◆❖➁❖❲■❱■❑❬❲❩ ➋➍➝❳➍ß➑♦ ❜❙❖ ❑➁▲❏❬❭❖❥ ◗❬❲❭❖❏❪❖❲◗❖ ❑❩➁❱❑❲◆⑥
❥❵❖ ■❬ ■❙❖ ◗❬❏❏❖◗■ ❵❲❥❖❏❩■❱❲❥❑❲❪ ❬❫ ■❙❖ ❭❖❏■❖⑤ ❩■❏❵◗■❵❏❖ ❱❲❥ ■❙❖
❩❵➊❩❖❴❵❖❲■◆⑥ ▲❏❬▲❬❩❖❥ ➉❖❏❲❖◆ ❱▲▲❏❬⑤❑➁❱■❑❬❲♦ ③❲ ❑➁▲◆❖➁❖❲■❱q
■❑❬❲❩ ❨❑■❙❬❵■ ❱❵⑤❑◆❑❱❏⑥ ❙❑❪❙q❫❏❖❴❵❖❲◗⑥ ❫❵❲◗■❑❬❲❩❳ ❬❲❖ ❙❱❩ ■❬
❖❲◆❱❏❪❖ ■❙❖ ❫❏❖❴❵❖❲◗⑥ ❏❱❲❪❖ ■❬ ❱◗❙❑❖❭❖ ❱ ➊❖■■❖❏ ◗❬❲❭❖❏❪❖❲◗❖♦
á❬❨❖❭❖❏❳ ■❙❖ ❏❱▲❑❥ ❪❏❬❨■❙ ❑❲ ■❙❖ ➁❖➁❬❏⑥ ❥❖➁❱❲❥ ❵❩❵❱◆◆⑥
❫❬❏➊❑❥❩ ❬❲❖ ■❬ ❥❬ ❩❬♦ ❦❬➁▲❱❏❑❲❪ ➔❑❪♦ ß ❨❑■❙ ➔❑❪♦ ➐ ❑➁➁❖❥❑❱■❖◆⑥
❑➁▲◆❑❖❩ ■❙❱■❳ ❨❑■❙ ■❙❖ ❑❲◗❏❖❱❩❖ ❬❫ ❑❲■❖❏❱◗■❑❬❲ ❩■❏❖❲❪■❙❳ ■❙❖
❥❖❭❑❱■❑❬❲❩ ❬❫ ■❙❖ ➠➟ ❫❏❬➁ ■❙❖ ➒➓➔❜ ➊❖◗❬➁❖ ➁❬❏❖ ❱❲❥
➁❬❏❖ ▲❏❬❲❬❵❲◗❖❥♦ ❜❙❖ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ❱▲▲❏❬⑤❑➁❱■❑❬❲ ❨❬❏➉❩ ➊❖■■❖❏
❑❲ ■❙❖ ❨❖❱➉q◗❬❵▲◆❑❲❪ ❏❖❪❑➁❖♦ ❜❙❑❩ ❑❩ ◗❬❏❏❖◗■❖❥ ❨❙❖❲ ■❙❖ ❫❵◆◆
▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ◗❱◆◗❵◆❱■❑❬❲❩ ❱❏❖ ▲❖❏❫❬❏➁❖❥♦ á❬❨❖❭❖❏❳ ❨❖ ❲❬■❑◗❖❥ ■❙❱■
■❙❖ ◗❬❲❭❖❏❪❖❲◗❖ ❑❲ ■❙❖ ❫❵◆◆ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ◗❱◆◗❵◆❱■❑❬❲ ❑❩ ❪❖❲❖❏❱◆◆⑥
❩◆❬❨❖❏ ■❙❱❲ ❑❲ ■❙❖ ➠➟❳ ❱❲❥ ❫❬❏ ■❙❖❩❖ ❭❱◆❵❖❩ ❬❫ ❑❲■❖❏❱◗■❑❬❲❩❳ ❑♦❖♦❳
à ❽ ➝â➎ ❱❲❥ ❖❭❖❲ ◆❱❏❪❖❏❳ ❨❖ ❥❑❥ ❲❬■ ❱◗❙❑❖❭❖ ■❙❖ ◗❬❲❭❖❏❪❖❲◗❖
❑❲ ■❙❖ ❫❵◆◆ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ◗❱◆◗❵◆❱■❑❬❲❩❳ ❨❙❑◗❙ ❑❩ ➁❱❑❲◆⑥ ❥❵❖ ■❬ ■❙❖




❸➈❺ ❬◗◗❵❏❏❑❲❪ ❱■ ◆❱❏❪❖❏ ❭❱◆❵❖❩
❬❫ à ➋➐ß➑♦
ãä åæçèéæêèëì æíæèìîê ïðñò æóæô õöë÷ øæçõùúççèìí
❜❙❖ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ❫❬❏➁❵◆❱ ❥❖◗❬❵▲◆❖❩ ■❙❖ ◗❬➁▲◆❖■❖ ■❨❬q▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖
❭❖❏■❖⑤ ❫❵❲◗■❑❬❲❩ ❱◗◗❬❏❥❑❲❪ ■❬ ❑■❩ ❏❖❥❵◗❑➊❑◆❑■⑥ ❑❲ ❥❑❫❫❖❏❖❲■
◗❙❱❲❲❖◆❩♦ ➟❩ ❱ ❏❖❩❵◆■❳ ■❙❖ ▲❱❏❴❵❖■ ❫❬❏➁❵◆❱ ❖❲■❱❲❪◆❖❩ ▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖q
▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖ ❱❲❥ ▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖q❙❬◆❖ ◗❙❱❲❲❖◆❩♦ û❬■❙❳ ■❙❖ ❫❵◆◆ ■❨❬q▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖
❭❖❏■❖⑤ ❫❵❲◗■❑❬❲❩ ❱❲❥ ■❙❖ ❩❑❲❪◆❖q▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖ ❩❖◆❫q❖❲❖❏❪⑥ ❱❏❖ ❩❵➊➡❖◗■
■❬ ◗❬❲■❏❑➊❵■❑❬❲❩ ❫❏❬➁ ➊❬■❙ ▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖q❙❬◆❖ ❱❲❥ ▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖q▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖
Ý❵◗■❵❱■❑❬❲❩♦ ➟■ ❙❱◆❫qÞ◆◆❑❲❪❳ ■❙❖ ▲❱❏■❑◗◆❖q❙❬◆❖❳ ❖❩▲❖◗❑❱◆◆⑥ ■❙❖
✶☞✌✶✍✎❁×
▲ ✁ ❲✂✄☎✆✂▲▲✁ P✝✞▲✂ ✄✂✟✁ ☎❍✝✄✠☎✟
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✵ ✺ ✔✵ ✔✺ ✷✵
✕✖ ❂ ✔✵✳✵
❯✗✖ ❂ ✹✳✵





















































❭ ❪❫ ❴❫ ☎❵❛ s❛❡❜❝❛❞❛❣❤② ❜✉❞❥❦❧♠❞s ❥♦❡❥✉❡♦❦❛q ❜❣♠r ❦❵❛ t♦❣✈✉❛❦ ♦tt❣♠✇❧r♦❦❧♠❞ ♦❞q ❜✉❡❡ t♦❣✈✉❛❦ ♦❦ ①③ ④ ✶✏⑤✏ ♦❞q ⑥⑦③ ④ ⑧⑤✏ ⑨❧❦❵ ♦⑩❛❣♦❤❛
t♦❣❦❧❥❡❛ ❞✉r❶❛❣ ❷❸❹ ④ ✏⑤❴❫ ✭♦✓ ❇♠❦❵ ❦❵❛ ❣❛♦❡ ♦❞q ❧r♦❤❧❞♦❣② t♦❣❦s ♦❣❛ ❥♠rt♦❣❛q ❦♠ ❦❵❛ ❥♠❣❣❛st♠❞q❧❞❤ ✞✡❭☎ s♠❡✉❦❧♠❞❫ ✭❶✓ ♦❞q ✭❥✓ ☎❵❛ s♦r❛
s❛❡❜❝❛❞❛❣❤② ❜✉❞❥❦❧♠❞s ♦s ❧❞ ✭♦✓ ❶✉❦ ❧❞ ❦❵❛ ❣❛♦❡❝❜❣❛✈✉❛❞❥② q♠r♦❧❞❫ ❆❞♦❡②❦❧❥♦❡ ❥♠❞❦❧❞✉♦❦❧♠❞ ❧s ❥♦❣❣❧❛q ♠✉❦ ⑨❧❦❵ ❦❵❛ P♦q➫❛ ♦tt❣♠✇❧r♦❦❧♠❞❫
❺❻❼❽❿➀➁➂ ➂➃❻❽❽❿➄➅ ➁➆ ➀➃❿ ➂➃❻❽❽❿➄ ➇➁➆➈➄❻➉➁❽❼ ➀➃❿ ➆➀➊➋❽❼❿➆➀
➌➍➂➀➍❻➀➁➋❽➆➎ ➏➃➍➆➅ ➀➃❿ ➄➋➐➑❿❽❿➊❼➉ ➈➃➉➆➁➂➆ ❻➀ ➃❻➄➒➑➓➄➄➁❽❼
➁➆ ➇➋❺➁❽❻➀❿➇ ❺❻➁❽➄➉ ➔➉ ❺❻❼❽❿➀➁➂ ➌➍➂➀➍❻➀➁➋❽➆ ➒➊➋❺ ➀➃❿
➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿➑➃➋➄❿ ❿→➂➁➀❻➀➁➋❽➆➎ ➣❿➊❿ ➐❿ ➒➍➊➀➃❿➊ ➔❿❽➂➃❺❻➊↔ ➋➍➊
↔❿➊❽❿➄ ❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽ ➒➋➊ ➀➃❿ ➃➋➄❿➑➇➋➈❿➇ ➂❻➆❿➅ ➐➃❿➊❿ ➀➃❿
❺❻❼❽❿➀➁➂ ➌➍➂➀➍❻➀➁➋❽➆ ❻➊❿ ➆➍➈➈➊❿➆➆❿➇ ➐➃➁➄❿ ➀➃❿ ➂➃❻➊❼❿ ❻❽➇
➈❻➁➊➁❽❼ ➌➍➂➀➍❻➀➁➋❽➆ ❻➊❿ ❿❽➃❻❽➂❿➇➎ ➏➃❿ ➇➋➈❿➇ ➆➁❽❼➄❿➑➔❻❽➇
➣➍➔➔❻➊➇ ❺➋➇❿➄ ➁➆ ↕❿➊➉ ❻➈➈❿❻➄➁❽❼ ➇➍❿ ➀➋ ➀➃❿ ➁❽➀❿➊❿➆➀ ➁❽ ➀➃❿
➈➆❿➍➇➋❼❻➈ ➋➒ ➍❽➂➋❽↕❿❽➀➁➋❽❻➄ ➆➍➈❿➊➂➋❽➇➍➂➀➋➊➆➎ ➙❽ ➀➃❿ ❽➋➊❺❻➄
➈➃❻➆❿ ➋➒ ➂➍➈➊❻➀❿ ➆➍➈❿➊➂➋❽➇➍➂➀➋➊➆➅ ➁➀ ➁➆ ➔❿➄➁❿↕❿➇ ➀➃❻➀ ➇➍❿ ➀➋
➀➃❿ ➆➀➊➋❽❼ ➂➋❺➈❿➀➁➀➁➋❽ ➔❿➀➐❿❿❽ ➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿➑➃➋➄❿ ❻❽➇ ➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿➑
➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿ ➌➍➂➀➍❻➀➁➋❽➆➅ ❻ ➈➆❿➍➇➋❼❻➈ ➒➋➊❺➆ ❻➆ ❻ ➈➊❿➂➍➊➆➋➊ ➋➒ ➀➃❿
➆➍➈❿➊➂➋❽➇➍➂➀➁❽❼ ❼❻➈ ➔❿➄➋➐ ➀➃❿ ➀➊❻❽➆➁➀➁➋❽ ➀❿❺➈❿➊❻➀➍➊❿➎
➛➆ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➒➋➊❺➍➄❻➀➁➋❽ ❿➜➍❻➄➄➉ ➇❿➆➂➊➁➔❿➆ ➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿➑
➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿ ❻❽➇ ➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿➑➃➋➄❿ ➌➍➂➀➍❻➀➁➋❽➆➅ ➀➃❿ ➇➋➈❿➇ ➣➍➔➔❻➊➇
❺➋➇❿➄ ➁➆ ➁❽➇❿❿➇ ❻ ❼➋➋➇ ➀❿➆➀➁❽❼ ➂❻➆❿ ➒➋➊ ➋➍➊ ➁❺➈➄❿❺❿❽➀❻➀➁➋❽➎
➙❽ ➞➁❼➎ ➟➅ ➐❿ ➆➃➋➐ ➀➃❿ ➊❿➆➍➄➀➆ ➒➋➊ ➠➡ ➢ ➤➥ ❻❽➇ ➦➧➡ ➢ ➨➩➥➅ ❻❽➇
➐❿ ➂➋❺➈❻➊❿ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽ ➭➊❿➇ ➆➜➍❻➊❿➯➅ ➀➃❿ ➒➍➄➄
➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➭➔➄➍❿ ➂➁➊➂➄❿➯ ➂❻➄➂➍➄❻➀➁➋❽➆➅ ❻❽➇ ➀➃❿ ❽➍❺❿➊➁➂❻➄➄➉ ❿→❻➂➀
➲➳➞➏ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽➆ ➭❼➊❿❿❽ ➀➊➁❻❽❼➄❿➯➎ ➏➃❿ ➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿ ➂➋❽➂❿❽➀➊❻➀➁➋❽
➁➆ ➀❻↔❿❽ ❻➆ ➵➸➺ ➢ ➥➩➟➎ ➏➋ ↔❿❿➈ ➵➸➺ ➓→❿➇ ➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➆❿➄➒➑➂➋❽➆➁➆➀❿❽➀
➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➂❻➄➂➍➄❻➀➁➋❽➆➅➐❿ ❻➇➻➍➆➀ ➀➃❿ ➂➃❿❺➁➂❻➄ ➈➋➀❿❽➀➁❻➄ ➼ ➁❽ ❿❻➂➃
➆❿➄➒➑➂➋❽➆➁➆➀❿❽➂➉ ➁➀❿➊❻➀➁➋❽➎ ➽➋❺➈❻➊❿➇ ➀➋ ➀➃❿ ➊❿➆➍➄➀➆ ➈➊❿➆❿❽➀❿➇
➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➈➊❿↕➁➋➍➆ ➆❿➂➀➁➋❽➅ ➀➃❿ ➀❿❺➈❿➊❻➀➍➊❿ ➁➆ ❺➍➂➃ ➄➋➐❿➊ ❻❽➇
➀➃❿ ➇➋➈➁❽❼ ➄❿↕❿➄ ➁➆ ➂➄➋➆❿ ➀➋ ➀➃❿ ➋➈➀➁❺❻➄ ➇➋➈➁❽❼ ➒➋➊ ➂➍➈➊❻➀❿
➆➍➈❿➊➂➋❽➇➍➂➀➁↕➁➀➉➎
➙❽ ➀➃❿ ➇➋➈❿➇ ➂❻➆❿➅ ➀➃❿ ➊❿❻➄ ➈❻➊➀ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➆❿➄➒➑❿❽❿➊❼➉ ➔❿➂➋❺❿➆
❽➋❽➾❿➊➋➎ ➞➋➊ ➀➃➁➆ ❿➒➒❿➂➀➁↕❿ ➆➁❽❼➄❿ ➁❺➈➍➊➁➀➉ ➈➊➋➔➄❿❺➅ ➀➃❿ ➆➀❻➀➁➂
➈❻➊➀ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➆❿➄➒➑❿❽❿➊❼➉ ➁➆ ➂➋❺➈➄❿➀❿➄➉ ❼➁↕❿❽ ➔➉ ➀➃❿ ➣❻➊➀➊❿❿
➂➋❽➀➊➁➔➍➀➁➋❽➅ ➐➃➁➂➃ ❻➂➂➋➍❽➀➆ ➒➋➊ ➀➃❿ ➃➋➄❿ ➇➋➈➁❽❼➎ ➛➆ ➁➆ ➂➄❿❻➊➄➉
➇➁➆➈➄❻➉❿➇ ➁❽ ➞➁❼➎ ➟➅ ➀➃❿ ❻➆➉❺➈➀➋➀➁➂➆ ➋➒ ➔➋➀➃ ➊❿❻➄ ❻❽➇ ➁❺❻❼➁❽❻➊➉
➈❻➊➀➆ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➆❿➄➒➑❿❽❿➊❼➉ ➒➊➋❺ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽ ❻❽➇
➀➃❿ ➒➍➄➄ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽➆ ❻❼➊❿❿ ➐❿➄➄ ➐➁➀➃ ➀➃❻➀ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➲➳➞➏➎ ➙❽
➀➃❿ ➄➋➐➑➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➉ ➊❿❼➁❺❿➅ ➀➃❿ ➁❺❻❼➁❽❻➊➉ ➈❻➊➀ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀
❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽ ❻❽➇ ➀➃❿ ➒➍➄➄ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽➆ ➁➆ ➆➁❺➁➄❻➊ ➀➋ ➀➃❿
➲➳➞➏ ❿→❻➂➀ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽➅ ➐➃➁➄❿ ➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➊❿❻➄ ➈❻➊➀ ➀➃❿ ➇➁➆➂➊❿➈❻❽➂➉
➔❿➀➐❿❿❽ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽ ❻❽➇ ➀➃❿ ➲➳➞➏ ➁➆ ❽➁➂❿➄➉
➁❺➈➊➋↕❿➇ ➔➉ ➀➃❿ ➒➍➄➄ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽ ➐➁➀➃ ❻ ➄➋➂❻➄ ➒➍➄➄➉
➁➊➊❿➇➍➂➁➔➄❿ ↕❿➊➀❿→ ❻➆ ❻❽ ➁❽➈➍➀➎ ➚➍➂➃ ❻❽ ➁❺➈➊➋↕❿❺❿❽➀ ➁➆ ❻➄➆➋
➆❿❿❽ ➒➋➊ ➊❿❻➄ ➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➁❿➆ ➪➆❿❿ ➞➁❼➆➎ ➟➭➔➯ ❻❽➇ ➟➭➂➯➶➅ ➐➃❿➊❿ ➀➃❿
➄➋➐➑➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➉ ➈❻➊➀ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➲➳➞➏ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽ ➁➆ ❽➁➂❿➄➉ ➊❿➈➊➋➇➍➂❿➇
➔➉ ➀➃❿ ➒➍➄➄ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➊❿➆➍➄➀➆➅ ➐➃➁➄❿ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽
➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽ ➇❿↕➁❻➀❿➆ ➆➄➁❼➃➀➄➉ ➒➊➋❺ ➀➃❿ ➋➀➃❿➊ ➀➐➋➎ ➣❿➊❿➅ ➋➒ ➂➋➍➊➆❿➅
➀➃❿ ➹❻➇➘❿ ➓➀ ➄❿❻➇➆ ➀➋ ➆➋❺❿ ❽➍❺❿➊➁➂❻➄ ❽➋➁➆❿➎
➛➆ ❻➄➊❿❻➇➉ ❽➋➀❿➇ ➔❿➒➋➊❿➅ ➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➒➍➄➄ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ➂❻➄➂➍➄❻➀➁➋❽➆








➭➱➯ ➋❽➄➉ ➁❽ ❻ ➄➁❺➁➀❿➇ ➈❻➊❻❺❿➀❿➊ ➆➈❻➂❿ ❐❒❐
❮
❰
➪Ï➟➩➨➟ Ð ➟➩➨➟➶ ❻❽➇ ➱ ❰ ➪Ï➟➩➟ Ð ➟➩➟➶➅ ➐➃➁➂➃ ➂➋➊➊❿➆➈➋❽➇➆ ➀➋
❻ ➳❻➀➆➍➔❻➊❻ ➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➉ ➁❽➇❿→ ➁❽ ➪Ï➤➨ Ð ➤Ñ➶➎ ➙❽➂➊❿❻➆➁❽❼ ➀➃❿
❽➍❺➔❿➊ ➋➒ ➳❻➀➆➍➔❻➊❻ ➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➁❿➆ ➁❽ ➲➳➞➏ ➭✃➳➽➯ ➁➆ ➔❻➆➁➑
➂❻➄➄➉ ➃➁❽➇❿➊❿➇ ➔➉ ❻ ➒➍❽➇❻❺❿❽➀❻➄ ➈➊➋➔➄❿❺ ➋➒ ✃➳➽➅ ➁➎❿➎➅ ➀➃❿
➆➀❻➀➁➆➀➁➂❻➄ ❿➊➊➋➊ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ ➀➐➋➑➈❻➊➀➁➂➄❿ ↕❿➊➀❿→ ➒➍❽➂➀➁➋❽➆ ❻➀ ➄❻➊❼❿➊
➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➁❿➆➎ ➏➃❿ ➁❽↕❿➊➆➁➋❽ ➋➒ ➀➃❿ Ò❿➀➃❿➑➚❻➄➈❿➀❿➊ ❿➜➍❻➀➁➋❽ ➁❽
➲➳➞➏ ➭✃➳➽➯ ➔❿➂➋❺❿➆ ➍❽➆➀❻➔➄❿ ➁❽ ➀➃➁➆ ➂❻➆❿➎ ➏➃❿ ➈➊➋➔➄❿❺ ➋➒ ❻




➁➆ ❺➋➊❿ ➆❿➊➁➋➍➆ ➁❽ ➀➃➁➆ ➆➀➍➇➉ ➀➃❻❽ ➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➃➁❼➃➑➀❿❺➈❿➊❻➀➍➊❿ ➂❻➆❿➆
➆➀➍➇➁❿➇ ➔❿➒➋➊❿➎ ➏➃➁➆ ❽➍❺❿➊➁➂❻➄ ❽➋➁➆❿ ❺❻➉ ➔❿ ➀➃❿ ➆➋➍➊➂❿ ➋➒ ➀➃❿
➇➁➆➂➊❿➈❻❽➂➁❿➆ ➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➁❺❻❼➁❽❻➊➉ ➈❻➊➀➎ Ó❿➀ ➍➆ ❽➋➀❿ ➀➃❻➀ ➒➋➊ ➀➃➁➆ ➆❿➀




➂❻➄➂➍➄❻➀❿➇ ➔➉ ❺❿❻❽➆ ➋➒ ✃➳➽➎ ➛➆ ➋❽❿ ➂❻❽ ➆❿❿ ➒➊➋❺ ➞➁❼➎ ➟➅ ➀➃❿




➭➱➯ ➢ ➭➦❒ Ï ➦❒Ù➦❒➥➯
➔❿➃❻↕❿➆ ➊❿❻➆➋❽❻➔➄➉ ❻➀ ➔➋➀➃ ➃➁❼➃ ❻❽➇ ➄➋➐ ➒➊❿➜➍❿❽➂➁❿➆➎ Ò➉
➇➋➈➁❽❼➅ ❿➄❿➂➀➊➋❽➁➂ ➂➋➊➊❿➄❻➀➁➋❽➆ ❻➊❿ ➊❿➇➍➂❿➇ ➆➋ ➀➃❻➀ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀
❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽➅ ➐➃➁➂➃ ➐➋➊↔➆ ➔❿➀➀❿➊ ❻➀ ➐❿❻↔ ➂➋➍➈➄➁❽❼➅ ➔❿➂➋❺❿➆




➒➍➊➀➃❿➊ ➁❺➈➊➋↕❿ ➀➃❿ ➈❻➊➜➍❿➀ ❻➈➈➊➋→➁❺❻➀➁➋❽➎
ÛÜ ÝÞßàáâãàä åæçèæé àêêçëéâáàèâëß
➙❽ ➀➃➁➆ ➆❿➂➀➁➋❽➅ ➐❿ ❼➋ ➔❿➉➋❽➇ ➀➃❿ ➲➳➞➏ ➆➋➄➍➀➁➋❽ ➋➒ ➀➃❿
➣➍➔➔❻➊➇ ❺➋➇❿➄ ➇➁➆➂➍➆➆❿➇ ➁❽ ➀➃❿ ➈➊❿➂❿➇➁❽❼ ➆❿➂➀➁➋❽➅ ➐➃❿➊❿
✶✍✎✶✏✑❝❴




































































 ✁❋✳ ✧✳ ✄◆★✩◆✪✫✩ ❢✬✩✩ ✈❡r✮❡① ◆♦✮✫✯★❡✰ ♦②❉✲❆✫✮ ✴✹ ❂ ✏✻✼✽✹ ❂ ✿




✭q✑ ✯▲ ▲❁◆✇★ ✫▲ ✫ ❢✬★✪✮✯◆★ ◆❢ ❖
✫★✰ ❖
◗
❢◆r ❙①❡✰ q ❂ ✍✳
❱❲❳ ❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❳❭❪❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❩❬❳ ❛❴❜❣❳❤ ❥❫❱❲❴❪❱ ❧ ❤❳❨❳❵❤❳❵♥❳ ✉③❴❬
❩ ❛❫❵④❜❳ ❧ ❨❴❫❵❱⑤⑥ ⑦❵❛❱❳❩❤⑧ ❥❳ ❛❴❜❣❳ ❱❲❳ ❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❳❭❪❩❱❫❴❵❛
③❴❬ ❩ ⑨ ⑩ ⑨ ❨❩❱♥❲❶④❬❫❤ ❫❵ ❷❴❷❳❵❱❪❷ ❛❨❩♥❳ ❪❛❫❵④ ❱❲❳ ❜❴♥❩❜
③❪❜❜❸ ❫❬❬❳❤❪♥❫❹❜❳ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ❩❛ ❩❵ ❫❵❨❪❱⑥ ❻❲❫❛ ❫❛ ❱❲❳ ❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❼❽❿⑧
❥❲❫♥❲ ❫❵♥❜❪❤❳❛ ❵❴❵❜❴♥❩❜ ♥❴❬❬❳❜❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❹❳❸❴❵❤ ❼➀➁❻ ➂⑨➃➄⑥
➁❫④❪❬❳ ➅ ❛❲❴❥❛ ❱❲❳ ❵❴❵❜❴♥❩❜⑧ ③❪❜❜ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛ ❩❱ ➆ ➇ ⑨
❩❵❤ ➈ ➇ ➉ ✉➊ ➋ ➌⑤ ❩❛ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛ ❴③ ❧ ❩❵❤ ❧
➍
❥❫❱❲ ➎ ➇ ➏⑥ ⑦❵
❳❩♥❲ ♥❴❷❨❴❪❵❤ ❫❵❤❳❺ ❧⑧ ❱❲❳❬❳ ❩❬❳ ③❴❪❬ ❤❫③③❳❬❳❵❱ ❷❴❷❳❵❱❩⑧
❥❲❫♥❲ ❬❳❛❪❜❱❛ ❫❵ ➐➉ ❷❴❷❳❵❱❪❷ ❨❩❱♥❲❳❛ ③❴❬ ❳❩♥❲ ❣❳❬❱❳❺
③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵⑥ ➁❫④❪❬❳ ➅ ❛❲❴❥❛ ❱❲❳ ➌➐ ❨❩❱♥❲❳❛ ③❴❬ ➎ ➇ ➏⑥ ⑦❱ ❫❛
❴❹❣❫❴❪❛ ③❬❴❷ ➁❫④⑥ ➅ ❱❲❩❱ ❱❲❳ ③❪❜❜ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ❛❲❴❥❛ ❩ ❛❱❬❴❵④
❷❴❷❳❵❱❪❷ ❤❳❨❳❵❤❳❵♥❳ ❱❲❩❱ ❫❛ ❩❜❛❴ ❣❳❬❸ ♥❲❩❵❵❳❜❶❤❳❨❳❵❤❳❵❱⑥
➑❲❫❜❳❥❳ ❴❵❜❸ ❛❲❴❥ ❬❳❛❪❜❱❛ ❲❳❬❳ ③❴❬ ❩ ⑨ ⑩ ⑨❨❩❱♥❲❶④❬❫❤⑧ ❛❴❜❣❫❵④
❱❲❳ ❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❳❭❪❩❱❫❴❵❛ ③❴❬ ❜❩❬④❳❬ ♥❜❪❛❱❳❬❛ ❫❛ ❨❴❛❛❫❹❜❳ ❤❪❳ ❱❴
❱❲❳ ❳♥❴❵❴❷❫♥ ❪❛❳ ❴③ ❷❳❷❴❬❸ ❫❵ ❴❪❬ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ❩❨❨❬❴❺❫❷❩❱❫❴❵⑥
➑❳ ③❴❪❵❤ ❴❪❬ ❫❷❨❜❳❷❳❵❱❩❱❫❴❵ ❱❴ ❹❳ ③❳❩❛❫❹❜❳ ❩❜❛❴ ③❴❬ ♥❩❜♥❪❶
❜❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❴❵ ➉ ⑩ ➉ ♥❜❪❛❱❳❬❛⑥ ➁❪❬❱❲❳❬ ❩❜④❴❬❫❱❲❷❫♥ ❫❷❨❬❴❣❳❷❳❵❱❛
❬❳④❩❬❤❫❵④ ❨❩❬❩❜❜❳❜❫➓❩❱❫❴❵ ❩❵❤ ❷❳❷❴❬❸ ❷❩❵❩④❳❷❳❵❱ ❛❲❴❪❜❤
❩❜❜❴❥ ③❴❬ ❳❣❳❵ ❜❩❬④❳❬ ♥❜❪❛❱❳❬ ❛❫➓❳❛⑥
➔→➣ ↔↕➙➙➛➜➝ ➛➞➟ ➠↕➡➢➠➠➤
⑦❵ ❱❲❫❛ ❨❩❨❳❬⑧ ❥❳ ❲❩❣❳ ❨❬❴❨❴❛❳❤ ❩❵ ❫❷❨❜❳❷❳❵❱❩❱❫❴❵ ❴③ ❱❲❳
❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❳❭❪❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❩❵❤ ❩❨❨❜❫❳❤ ❫❱ ❱❴ ❱❲❳ ❴❵❳❶❹❩❵❤ ➥❪❹❹❩❬❤
❷❴❤❳❜ ❫❵ ❼➀➁❻ ❩❵❤❼❽❿⑥➑❳ ③❴❪❵❤ ❱❲❩❱ ❫❱ ❫❛ ♥❬❪♥❫❩❜ ❱❴ ❬❳❛❨❳♥❱
❱❲❳ ♥❴❬❬❳♥❱ ❛❱❬❪♥❱❪❬❳ ❴③ ❱❲❳ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛ ❱❴ ❛❫❷❪❜❱❩❵❳❴❪❛❜❸
❷❩❫❵❱❩❫❵ ❱❲❳ ❛❳❜③❶♥❴❵❛❫❛❱❳❵♥❸ ❩❱ ❹❴❱❲ ❛❫❵④❜❳❶ ❩❵❤ ❱❥❴❶❨❩❬❱❫♥❜❳
❜❳❣❳❜❛⑥ ❿❷❴❵④ ❱❲❳ ❣❩❬❫❴❪❛ ❱❥❴❶❨❩❬❱❫♥❜❳ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛⑧ ❱❲❳
❬❳❤❪♥❫❹❜❳ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ❫❵ ❳❩♥❲ ♥❲❩❵❵❳❜ ❨❜❩❸❛ ❩❵ ❫❷❨❴❬❱❩❵❱ ❬❴❜❳ ❫❵ ❱❲❳
❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❳❭❪❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❫❵ ❱❲❳ ❛❳❵❛❳ ❱❲❩❱ ❫❱ ④❳❵❳❬❩❱❳❛ ❱❲❳ ❷❩➦❴❬ ❛❱❬❪♥❶
❱❪❬❳ ❴③ ❱❲❳ ❴❱❲❳❬ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛⑥ ❻❲❫❛ ❫❷❨❴❬❱❩❵❱ ❴❹❛❳❬❣❩❱❫❴❵
❷❴❱❫❣❩❱❳❛ ❪❛ ❱❴ ❨❬❴❨❴❛❳ ❩ ❱❥❴❶❜❳❣❳❜ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ❩❨❨❬❴❺❫❷❩❱❫❴❵ ❴❵









❬❳❤❪♥❳❛ ❫❱❛ ❱❲❬❳❳❶❩❬④❪❷❳❵❱ ❤❳❨❳❵❤❳❵♥❳ ❱❴ ❩ ❴❵❳❶➸❱❥❴❶❩❬④❪❷❳❵❱
❤❳❨❳❵❤❳❵♥❳⑥ ➺❷❨❜❴❸❫❵④ ❱❲❫❛ ❱❥❴❶❜❳❣❳❜ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ❩❨❨❬❴❺❫❷❩❱❫❴❵
❫❵ ❩ ❜❩❬④❳❬ ③❬❳❭❪❳❵♥❸ ❫❵❱❳❬❣❩❜ ④❬❳❩❱❜❸ ❛❫❷❨❜❫➻❳❛ ❱❲❳ ♥❩❜♥❪❜❩❱❫❴❵⑥
⑦❵ ❨❩❬❱❫♥❪❜❩❬⑧ ❫❱ ③❩❫❱❲③❪❜❜❸ ❬❳❛❨❳♥❱❛ ❱❲❳ ❴❨❳❵ ❹❴❪❵❤❩❬❸ ♥❴❵❤❫❱❫❴❵
❴③ ❱❲❳ ❣❳❬❱❳❺ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛ ❫❵➀❩❱❛❪❹❩❬❩ ③❬❳❭❪❳❵♥❸ ❛❨❩♥❳⑥➼❩❛❳❤❴❵
❱❲❳ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵⑧ ❥❳ ❩❜❛❴ ❨❬❴❨❴❛❳❤ ❩❵ ❩❪❺❫❜❫❩❬❸ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵ ❱❴
♥❩❬❳③❪❜❜❸ ❫❵♥❴❬❨❴❬❩❱❳ ❱❲❳ ❲❫④❲❶③❬❳❭❪❳❵♥❸ ❫❵③❴❬❷❩❱❫❴❵ ❷❫❛❛❫❵④
❫❵ ❱❲❳ ➻❵❫❱❳ ❛❪❷ ❳❣❩❜❪❩❱❫❴❵ ❴③ ❱❲❳ ❛❳❜③❶❳❵❳❬④❸⑥
➑❳ ❛❲❴❥❳❤ ❱❲❩❱ ❱❲❳ ❱❥❴❶❜❳❣❳❜ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ❩❨❨❬❴❺❫❷❩❱❫❴❵ ❩❵❤ ❱❲❳
❲❫④❲❶③❬❳❭❪❳❵♥❸ ❬❳④❪❜❩❱❫❴❵ ❩❬❳ ❳③➻♥❫❳❵❱ ③❴❬ ❛❴❜❣❫❵④ ❱❲❳ ❨❩❬❭❪❳❱
❳❭❪❩❱❫❴❵❛⑥ ➁❴❬ ❱❲❳ ❛❫❵④❜❳❶❫❷❨❪❬❫❱❸ ❿❵❤❳❬❛❴❵ ❷❴❤❳❜⑧ ❩ ❣❳❬❸
❫❷❨❬❳❛❛❫❣❳ ❩④❬❳❳❷❳❵❱ ❥❫❱❲ ❱❲❳ ❼➀➁❻ ♥❩❵ ❹❳ ❩♥❲❫❳❣❳❤ ❱❲❩❱
❣❩❜❫❤❩❱❳❛ ❴❪❬ ❩❨❨❬❴❩♥❲⑥➑❳ ❩❜❛❴ ❤❳❷❴❵❛❱❬❩❱❳ ❱❲❩❱ ❱❲❳ ➽❿❥❴❬➒❛
❭❪❫❱❳ ❥❳❜❜ ❩❛ ❜❴❵④ ❩❛ ➈ ❫❛ ❵❴❱ ❱❴❴ ❜❩❬④❳⑥ ➾❳❱ ❪❛ ❵❴❱❳ ❱❲❩❱
❱❲❳ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ❩❨❨❬❴❺❫❷❩❱❫❴❵ ❩❵❤ ❱❲❳ ❲❫④❲❶③❬❳❭❪❳❵♥❸ ❬❳④❪❜❩❱❫❴❵
❩❜❛❴ ❫❷❨❬❴❣❳ ❱❲❳ ♥❴❵❣❳❬④❳❵♥❳⑧ ❥❲❫♥❲ ③❪❬❱❲❳❬ ❳❵❲❩❵♥❳❛ ❱❲❳
❩❨❨❜❫♥❩❹❫❜❫❱❸ ❴③ ❱❲❫❛ ❩❨❨❬❴❩♥❲⑥ ❻❲❳ ♥❩❜♥❪❜❩❱❳❤ ❱❥❴❶❨❩❬❱❫♥❜❳
❣❳❬❱❳❺ ③❪❵♥❱❫❴❵❛ ♥❩❵ ❹❳ ❪❛❳❤ ❩❛ ❩ ❛❱❩❬❱❫❵④ ❨❴❫❵❱ ❹❸ ❴❱❲❳❬
❷❩❵❸❶❹❴❤❸ ❩❨❨❬❴❩♥❲❳❛⑧ ❛❪♥❲ ❩❛ ❱❲❳ ❜❩❤❤❳❬❶❼❽❿⑧ ❱❲❳ ➌➽⑦
❩❨❨❬❴❩♥❲⑧ ❼➀➁
➚
➪➶⑧ ❼➁⑧ ➹➾➺⑧ ❩❵❤ ❻➪⑦➾➺➘⑥
❻❲❳ ❨❬❴❨❴❛❳❤ ❱❥❴❶❜❳❣❳❜ ➒❳❬❵❳❜ ❩❨❨❬❴❺❫❷❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❩❵❤ ❱❲❳
❲❫④❲❶③❬❳❭❪❳❵♥❸ ❬❳④❪❜❩❱❫❴❵❛ ❩❬❳ ♥❴❷❨❩❱❫❹❜❳ ❥❫❱❲ ❱❲❳ ➽❿ ❩❵❤
❱❲❳ ③❪❜❜ ❨❩❬❭❪❳❱ ❼❽❿⑧ ❥❲❫♥❲ ❥❳ ❥❳❬❳ ❩❹❜❳ ❱❴ ❨❳❬③❴❬❷ ❫❵
❱❥❴ ❤❫❷❳❵❛❫❴❵❛⑥ ➽❲❸❛❫♥❩❜❜❸⑧ ❱❲❳ ❩❤❣❩❵❱❩④❳ ❴❣❳❬ ❨❬❳❣❫❴❪❛❜❸
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✗✔ ✉✚✣✘✈✚ ✗✜✚ ✦❛✣✽✖✚✗ ✚✽✖❛✗✘✔✙s✧ ❚✜✚ ✘✣✣✚✉✖✛✘❜✕✚ ✈✚✣✗✚❭ Ô
➣↔↕↔➜↔➛
✘s ✔✙✕✥ ✘✣✣✚✉✖✛✘❜✕✚ ✘✙ ❛ t✘✈✚✙ ✛✜❛✙✙✚✕✸ ✇✜✘✕✚ ✘✗ ❜✚✛✔✢✚s
✣✚✉✖✛✘❜✕✚ ✘✙ ✔✗✜✚✣ ✛✜❛✙✙✚✕s✧ ➈
➣↔↕↔➜↔➛
✸ ❛s ✗✜✚ ✢✔s✗ ❢✖✙✉❛✢✚✙✗❛✕
✔✙✚ ❛✢✔✙t ❛✕✕ ✈✚✣✗✚❭ ❢✖✙✛✗✘✔✙s✸ ✘s ❢✖✕✕✥ ✘✣✣✚✉✖✛✘❜✕✚ ✘✙ ❛✕✕
✛✜❛✙✙✚✕s✧ è✘✈✚✙ ➈
➣↔↕↔➜↔➛
✸ ✗✜✚ ❢✖✕✕ ✈✚✣✗✚❭ ➇
➣↔↕↔➜↔➛
✸ ✗✜✚ ✛✜❛✙✙✚✕✺
✉✚✦✚✙✉✚✙✗ ✘✣✣✚✉✖✛✘❜✕✚ ✈✚✣✗✚❭ Ô
➣↔↕↔➜↔➛





✛❛✙ ❜✚ ✣✚❛✉✘✕✥ ✛❛✕✛✖✕❛✗✚✉ ❢✣✔✢ ✗✜✚ ✦❛✣✽✖✚✗
✚✽✖❛✗✘✔✙✸ ❛s ✣✚✦✣✚s✚✙✗✚✉ t✣❛✦✜✘✛❛✕✕✥ ✘✙ ❩✘t✧ ✵✵✧ ❚✜✚ ✦❛✣✽✖✚✗
✚✽✖❛✗✘✔✙ ✘s ✢✚✣✚✕✥ ❛ ✛✕❛ss✘❞✛❛✗✘✔✙ ✔❢ ✉✘❛t✣❛✢s ✘✙ ✗✚✣✢s ✔❢
✗✜✚✘✣ ✗✇✔✺✦❛✣✗✘✛✕✚ ✘✣✣✚✉✖✛✘❜✘✕✘✗✥✧ ❺❛✗✜✚✢❛✗✘✛❛✕✕✥✸ ❜✥ ✗❛✤✘✙t ✗✜✚
s✦✘✙ ✉✚✦✚✙✉✚✙✛✚ ✔❢ ✚❛✛✜ ✉✘❛t✣❛✢ ✘✙✗✔ ❛✛✛✔✖✙✗✸ ✇✚ ✔❜✗❛✘✙ ✗✜✚



























































































 ✁✖✳ ✶✶✳ ✂❈✗✘✙✚✛ ✛❞✜✢✣✜✤✥ ❢❈✣ t❤✚ ✘✜✣✦✗✚t ✚✦✗✜t❞❈q✥ ❞q t❤✚
✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚★❤❈✙✚ ✜q✛ ✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚★✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚ ✧❤✜qq✚✙✥✳ ❍✚✣✚ t❤✚ ✧❈✣✣✚✥✘❈q✛❞q✢
✛❞✜✢✣✜✤✥ ❞q t❤✚ ✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚★❤❈✙✚ t✣✜q✥r✚✣✥✚ ✧❤✜qq✚✙ ❤✜r✚ ❜✚✚q ❈✤❞tt✚✛✱ ✜✥
t❤✚② ✛❈ q❈t ✙✚✜✛ t❈ ❞q✛✚✘✚q✛✚qt ✧❈qt✣❞❜✗t❞❈q✥ t❈ t❤✚ ✘✜✣✦✗✚t ✚✦✗✜t❞❈q✥

































































































































































































































 ✁✖✳ ✶✏✳ ☎❤✚  ✚②q✤✜q ✛❞✜✢✣✜✤ ❢❈✣ t❤✚ ✥✚✙❢★✚q✚✣✢②✱ ❷❤❞✧❤ ✧❈q★
t✜❞q✥ ✧❈qt✣❞❜✗t❞❈q✥ ❢✣❈✤ ❜❈t❤ t❤✚ ✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚★❤❈✙✚ ✜q✛ t❤✚ ✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚★
✘✜✣t❞✧✙✚ ✧❤✜qq✚✙✳
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➝
❖✡✁ ❆✄✞ ❍✂▲✞ P❍☛✠ ☞❆▲ ✟✂❘ ✂❲ ❇ ✾✌✁ ✶✍✎✶✏✑ ✭✒✏✶✍✓




















































✸✙r✙✚ t✕✙ ✗✺✻ ✘✈✙r ❦
✪
✛✔✜ q ✗✕✘✺✼✜ ❜✙ ✜✘✔✙ ✘✈✙r ✛✼✼ ▼✛t✗✺❜✛r✛
❢r✙✽✺✙✔❝✖✙✗✿ ■✔ ♣r✖✔❝✖♣✼✙✚ t✕✙✸✛rtr✙✙ ✛✔✜ ❀✘❝♦ t✙r✻✗ ✔✙✙✜ t✘ ❜✙
✛✜✜✙✜ t✘ ❊✽✿ ✣✲✴✵✮✚ ❜✺t t✕✙② ✛r✙ ✔✘t r✙✼✙✈✛✔t ❢✘r t✕✙ ✘✔✙❁❜✛✔✜
✸✺❜❜✛r✜ ✻✘✜✙✼ ✖✔ t✕✙ ♣✛r✛✻✛❃✔✙t✖❝ ♣✕✛✗✙✿
❀r✘✻ ✢ ✖✔ t✺r✔✚ t✕✙ ❄r✙✙✔ ❢✺✔❝t✖✘✔ ✖✗ ✘❜t✛✖✔✙✜ t✕r✘✺❃✕ t✕✙
❉②✗✘✔ ✙✽✺✛t✖✘✔✚ ✇✕✖❝✕ ❢✘r t✕✙ ✗✛♦✙ ✘❢ ❝✘✻♣✼✙t✙✔✙✗✗ r✙✛✜✗





❚✕✖✗ ❄r✙✙✔ ❢✺✔❝t✖✘✔ ✙✔t✙r✗ ❊✽✿ ✣✲❙✮✚ ✇✕✖❝✕ ❝✼✘✗✙✗ t✕✙ ✗✙t ✘❢
✙✽✺✛t✖✘✔✗ ✖✔ t✕✙ ♣✛r✽✺✙t ❢✘r✻✛✼✖✗✻✿
❱✶❳ ▲❨ ✞❨ ▲❛❩❭❛❪✁ ☎❫❴ ❵❫❴❤❡❣ ❤❥ ❛ ❧❴❡♥✉ ③✉④❪✉❭✁ ✠❤⑤❨ P❫❣⑥❨ ⑦✂☎P ✌✁
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❱✒❳ ✂❨ ▲✉❥⑥❫✉❵⑩ ❛❩❭ ▲❨ P❨ P✉❵❛❴⑤⑥❶✉✉✁ ❷❸❹❸❺❻❸❺❼❹❽ ❿➀➁❻❺❼❻➂ ❿❹➃❸ ➄✁
▲❛❩❭❛❪ ❛❩❭ ▲✉❥⑥❫✉❵⑩ ☞❤❪❡⑥❴ ❤❥ ☎❫❴❤❡❴❵✉➅❛③ P❫❣⑥✉➅⑥ ❘❤③❨ ⑧
✭❇❪❵❵❴❡➆❤❡❵❫➇❍❴✉❩❴♥❛❩❩✁ ❲❛⑥❫✉❩➈❵❤❩✁ ✞☞✁ ✶⑧➉✏✓❨
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➎
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